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1. MICHAEL JACKSON
The Joke: It was funny enough imagin-

ing some poor kid getting fondled by a mid-
dle-aged she-male Negro slathered in skin-
whitening cream. But that was only the begin-
ning of the comedy. Turns out the kid, the
chicken of Jackson’s eye as it were, is dying of
cancer. Has been dying of cancer for some
time now, stomach cancer to be exact. So
here’s this kid, dying of cancer, has his spleen
and one kidney removed to stay alive…just in
order to stay alive long enough to get sodom-
ized by humanity’s scariest-looking freak. If
that isn’t proof that God long ago abdicated his
throne to Schopenhauer, then keep reading.
Turns out Cancer Boy has been used as bait by
his parents in the past. A couple of years ago,
Cancer Boy’s parents used him to stuff a bunch
of goods down his shirt for a five-finger-dis-
count from a JC Penney’s. The parents sued
Penney’s security guards for allegedly harass-
ing them after catching them, and won nearly
$200,000 in a settlement. So there was a reason
for the boy to live: to allow his horrible parents
to get even richer! Hardy-har-har!

Sad Clown Factor: Sales of Michael
Jackson’s new greatest hits album his worst
ever.

Side-Split Score:

2. Felgenhauer’s Finest
The Joke: Moscow readers know Pavel

Felgenhauer as the Moscow Times’s mili-
tary reporter whose ravings provide the few
laughs the MT offers. Felgenhauer’s all-time
funniest column appeared in mid-February,
when demonstrations against the Iraq war
were drawing millions all over the world.
Felgenhauer had a simple explanation: the
demonstrators were paid to protest by
French and Arab groups. In case you think
we’re exaggerating for comic effect, here’s
the full quote: "Expert after expert (former
high-ranking intelligence, Kremlin and mili-
tary officialdom) has told me that the antiwar
marches were organized and financed by
French and other Western special services,
together with Muslim and Arab power
groups." Watch out, Andy Kaufman! There’s
a new krazy comic in town! 

Sad Clown Factor: Unfortunately,
fewer and fewer Western journalists now use
Felgenhauer as a serious source, which

means this clown is definitely crying in his
dressing room.

Side-Split Score:

3. THE AL QAEDA SCARE
The Joke: Homeland Security dork

Tom Ridge, running around scaring America
about the Al Qaeda threat, is a brilliant slap-
stick cross between Don Knotts in The
Ghost and Mr. Chicken and Tweety
Bird: "I t’ought I saw a fweedom-hating wag-
head…I DID! I DID saw a fweedom-hating
waghead!" In September, Tweety Ridge
"tightened" up the color coding for imminent
terror threats. And just as quickly issued a
fresh X-Mas threat to scare the shit out of
everyone. But like Mr. Chicken, will anyone
listen to him anymore? Hold onto your sides,
folks, cuz we’ll soon find out!

Sad Clown Factor: The events of
9/11 just weren’t funny at all.

Side-Split Score:

4. Zhirinovski’s "brawl"
The Joke: In a televised debate

between Zhirinovsky’s LDPR and Rodina,
Vladimir Volfovich stomped over to his
opponent and threatened him. To Zhirik’s
surprise, the weedy, bespectacled Rodina
candidate squared off in classic boxing
stance circa 1890. That was funny; but
Zhirik topped that gag by walking rapidly
away, while motioning two LDPR hench-
men to take his place. 

Sad Clown factor: Igor Shandybin,
the bald KPRF stooge who leapt to
Zhirinovsky’s defense, lost his seat in the
recent elections. It’s too bad. We’ll never
again see him kicked around by deputies half
his size in those Duma-floor drunken brawls.

Side-Split Score:

5. MIAMI POLICE RIOT
The Joke: Dade County police, dipping

into anti-terrorist Patriot Act funds in order to
beef up their anti-protest arsenal, invited law
enforcement officials from around the United
States to watch them deal with the anti-glob-
alization hippie menace. On November 20th,
about 10,000 protestors marching against the
FTAA free trade agreement came up against
2,500 police in full black body armor and gas
masks, banging batons against their shields,

backed by spankin’ new armored personal
carriers and helicopters. Amnesty
International reported indiscriminate firing
into crowds of peaceful protestors, excessive
use of rubber bullets, stun guns, stun
grenades, bean bag guns, pepper spray, tear
gas and other chemical weapons. Knee-slap-
ping moments include protestors shot in the
back trying to flee, police targeting of legal
observers and street doctors, hundreds jailed
and wounded, dozens of beatings and rapes
in Dade County jail, and one guy, holding his
fingers in a peace sign in front of the cops,
getting shot multiple times with skin-piercing
rubber bullets, including once in the stomach
at point blank range. Ho-ho-ho! Nationwide
law enforcement officials now refer positive-
ly to November 20th as "The Miami Model."
We just call it "Police Academy 6." 

Sad Clown Factor: Large papier-
mache puppets of George Bush and Richard
Cheney somehow failed to bring about a
People’s Victory.

Side-Split Score:

6. Congo Discount
The Joke: When 3 million people die in

a forest, does it make a noise? The punchline:
not if it’s in the Krazy Kongo! When Western
charity groups announced last April that 3.3
million people had died in the Congo war,
most of us just said, "What Congo war?"
Those nutty Africans have been giving them-
selves bursitis hacking their neighbors’ heads
with machetes, and wearing out their trigger
fingers running up the big kill numbers, and
it turns out nobody was even looking. Now
they’ve got to do it all again! And again, and
again, and again…

Sad Clown Factor: They WILL do it
all again.

Side-Split Score:

7. BLOGS
The Joke: As if talking to people or get-

ting their emails isn’t boring enough…this is
the year that Blogs went REALLY big. You
can thank the Iraq War more than anything
for that. If last year’s blog-induced black
comedy came from desperate-for-attention

geeks, liberals and right-wing freaks pester-
ing you to read the same crap that they do,
this year’s blogs were taken to a new level of
humor-through-pain by some Baghdad fag
working under the nick "salam pax," who
was then joined in a Benneton sorta way by
an Iraqi ho named "Riverbend," and some
GI’s "turntables" blog. Folks, if this sounds
like a buddy-blog-flick starring two towel-
heads and a GI cracker a la Three’s
Company, then you know what we’re
snickering about. And you wanna know the
secret to their comedy formula? Post daily
blogs about how much the Bush people are
screwing everything up, how you hated
Hussein, and how, really, you are for "the
Iraqi people." In other words, take the High
Middle Ground. It’s a comedy formula that
can’t fail.

Sad Clown Factor: Thousands of
Iraqis and hundreds of Americans had to
die so that these few bloggers could land
book deals. 

Side-Split Score:

8. Ecstasy: Whoops, It Ain’t
Killing the Kids After All!

The Joke: George Ricaurte is a DEA-
funded "drug researcher" whose job is to
prove that Drugz R Bad. Ricaurte did his job,
publishing a study that showed four out of
ten monkeys given Ecstasy died in hours.
Only a few British scientists (let’s face it, Brits
are braver than Americans) dared to mention
that millions of Europeans take this drug
every weekend, and none of them are dying.
Back in gullible ol’ America, everybody
believed Doc Ricaurte’s numbers and used
them to scare the kids straight--until this year,
when Ricaurte was forced to print an apology
and complete retraction of his results. It
seems the monkeys hadn’t been injected with
ecstasy, but with pure amphetamine at huge
doses that would kill a blue whale. 

But the best is yet to come. Ricaurte was
asked to explain how such an obvious, basic
mistake could happen. His answer is a com-
edy classic for the millennia: : "We're not
chemists. We get hundreds of chemicals
here. It is not customary to check them."
Yeah, what have science and chemistry got
to do with one another? 

Sad Clown Factor: Ricaurte’s still a
big-funded DEA star, and ecstasy will still get
you jail time. 

Side-Split Score:

9. GEORGE BUSH’S TRIUMPH
The Joke: Bush started 2003 having

overseen the collapse of the American econ-
omy, the single worst military defeat on U.S.
soil, unprecedented corporate corruption by
his top campaign donors, and making ene-
mies out of all of America’s traditional
friends. As the year progressed, he led
America into a war that has since been
described as America’s worst foreign policy
disaster in the history of the republic. But this

is all just the lead-up to the year’s funniest
punchline: Bush ends the year with stellar
poll numbers, earning a 59 percent approval
rating, including a majority approving of his
handling of the economy and Iraq, and he
holds a commanding lead over Democratic
frontrunner Howard Dean. Ha-ha-ha-ha-
hahahaha. Ah-hahahaha. Ah-ha. Ho. Ho-ho-
ho-ho. Ho-hah-hah-hah. Uh-huhuh-huh-
huh. Ah-hahaha. Ahh. Ohh. Wow. Sorry,
that’s just…hah-hah-hah…that’s just too
damn…hah-hah-hah…hoo-hoo…

Sad Clown Factor: The entire world
has no choice but to be ruled by the whim of
a dimwit president, who was put on the
throne by a few million mean, white, igno-
rant Middle American hicks who form the
base of Bush’s support. That’s right: Middle
American hicks are the world’s electoral col-
lege, the tribunals of planet earth’s fate. Is
that funny or sad? Take your pick.

Side-Split Score:

10. Hagia Sofia

The Joke: This was the year that Sofia
Coppola officially became a goddess. Joke #1
is that her only previous award was con-
tender for Worst Actress in Film History as
Pacino’s daughter in Godfather III. Sofia
failed as a painter, dress designer, punk
groupie and poet before she was credited as
director of the Virgin Suicides. Of
course, insiders said she had so little to do
with that movie she once answered a
reporter’s question about one scene with, "I
don’t know, I wasn’t on the set that day."
That was the first sign of Sofia’s comic
genius. Five years later, she’s made another
film, and everybody loves it. The New
York Times Magazine gave Sofia an
adoring nine-page breathless writeup start-
ing with this boffo laff-line: "It is easy to
underestimate Sofia Coppola." Then the big

WHAT A LAUGH!
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Ho!-Ho!-Ho! Indeed, folks, Santa Claus is bellowing not just cuz he’s jolly.
He’s laughing his fat ass off. Why’s that? Cuz 2003 was the Funniest Year Yet.
Yowza! Whatta year! Humorologists everywhere agree that they can’t
remember recording so much laughter as 2003, the funniest year since at
least 1941. Hospitals across the world report more cases of split sides, raw
tear ducts, and bruised knees from all the knee-slappin’ that 2003’s hijinks
produced than any on record.

In order to help you navigate the funniest pranks, jokes and hoaxes of
2003, the eXile’s team of humorology eXperts has narrowed it down to our
Top 50 Funniest Moments, with a special emphasis on that wackiest of all
comic troupes, The United States of America. Each humorous moment will
have a ranking and a description of the joke. A "Sad Clown Factor" will
describe the tears through which the laughter must pass, as all great humor
has a sad side. And finally, each will have a score, signified by Yahoo!
laughy-face emoticons, just to annoy the living shit out of you.

So hold on to your sides, folks, or they may split wide open!

Or Ho! Ho! Ho! The eXile Looks Back on 2003,
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punchline, as the NYT names this spoiled
ditz-ettante "the most original and promising
young female filmmaker in America." 

Sad Clown Factor: Now that she’s a
Goddess, she felt free to dump Spike Jonz,
who was the actual talent in the family.

Side-Split Score:

11. VENEZUELA COUP
The Joke: It started off funny enough. A

democratically-elected left-wing leader in a
Latin American country, Venezuela’s Hugo
Chavez, overthrown by the military junta,
which installs a doddering oligarch, Pedro
Carmona, in his place. It got funnier when
Carmona immediately disbanded the legisla-
ture and suspended the constitution. But the
High Comedy really kicked in when Bush
spokesman Ari Fleischer praised the coup,
declaring triumphantly, "Now the situation
will be one of calm and tranquility." What
comic timing! The next day, Chavez’s support-
ers throughout the country rioted, leaving sev-
eral dozen dead and returning the popular
Chavez to power. Carmona and other coup
leaders were spirited away to America in an
Animal House-like finale. Subsequent
investigations revealed deep White House
involvement in the disastrous coup.

Sad Clown Factor: The poor New
York Times declared triumphantly on April
13th that Chavez’s "resignation" meant that
"Venezuelan democracy is no longer threat-
ened by a would-be dictator," explaining that
Chavez "stepped down after the military
intervened and handed power to a respected
business leader." Three days later, the Times
ran a remorse-drenched editorial: "Forcibly

unseating a democratically elected leader, no
matter how badly he has performed, is never
something to cheer." Boo-hoo! Boo-hoo!

Side-Split Score:

12. Wolf-O-Bitch
The Joke: Paul Wolfowitz, the rough-

est, toughest NeoCon ever to dodge combat
in Nam, rode into occupied Baghdad in
October ’03, ready to lay down the law. And
after a tough day setting up a peaceful,
orderly Iraq, he bedded down at the Al-
Rasheed Hotel, the most heavily-guarded
building in the entire Middle East, at the very
center of the high-security, bomb-proof
zone. At 5:30 Sunday morning, he got a
wake-up call from at least six rocket-pro-
pelled grenades that slammed into the hotel,
killing a US Colonel and turning the fierce
Wolfowitz into a screaming, terrified—or as
the mainstream press said, "shaken"—bitch.
After stuttering his way through a hasty press
conference, Wolf-o-bitch took the next jet
out, exit stage left, expressing with his whole
being the true meaning of "snagglepuss."

Sad Clown Factor: One of the rock-
ets hit just a floor above where Wolfowitz
was sleeping, killing a genuine soldier, spar-
ing the pin-headed Chickenhawk.

Side-Split Score:

13. THE OPENING OF SNOBS
The Joke: If humor could be harvested,

then Snobs would be the world’s funniest
new restaurant of 2003. Founded by Stepan
Mikhalkov, son of sexually-ambiguous
karate-kicking monarchist Nikita Mikhalkov,
Snobs wrote in their opening press release

"the name speaks for itself." If that wasn’t
funny enough, then its pseudo-eclectic
menu, in which cuisines from around the
world are stripped of flavor, pumped up in
price and served to vulgar nouveaux
riches at laughably high prices definitely
brought out the knee slappin’. The food
sucked and the restaurant flopped a few
months after opening, but that didn’t stop the
opening of even more laughably overpriced,
tacky, bland-cuisine restaurants like
Vertinsky, Palazzo and Carpaccio.

Sad Clown Factor: Snobs turned out
to be so shitty that the snobs themselves
turned on the restaurant, leading to a well-
publicized change of chefs this fall, subbing
a Limey for a Frog. Lena, get us another box
o’ kleenex!

Side-Split Score:

14. SARS, Schmars!
The Joke: a classic sucker gag, the old

overhyped plague routine. Every year they
trot out a new epidemic with a comic
acronymic name, and every year everybody
gets excited about the chance of seeing all
their neighbors and friends die horrible

deaths…and then comes the big letdown.
SARS was supposed to sweep out of the
swarming slums of Hong Kong like Genzhiz
Khan. Instead, as a trembling world awaited,
it managed to kill off a few hundred Chinese,
about the same number as the average
African bus crash. This is the kind of thing
that’s funnier when you think about it later
rather than a straight-up sight gag.

Sad Clown factor: meanwhile, the
population of China hit 1.25 billion people
and dozens of Asian mammals became extinct.

Side-Split Score:

15. THE EURO
The Joke: The Euro seemed like a joke,

the declining currency of an eternally-declin-
ing Europe. Not long ago, it was worth less
than 85 cents to the dollar. Then George W.
Bush’s policies started kicking in, America’s
economy tanked and its war machine ground
into a quagmire, and now the dollar has
crashed so far against the Euro (it takes $1.25
to buy a Euro) that the greenback looks more
like the ruble. The ruble? Ha! America should
be so lucky! Even the ruble has appreciated
against the dollar! "Take my dollar, please!" 

Sad Clown Factor: Unfortunately
for Europe, the strength of the Euro only
means further economic stagnation, higher
unemployment, and more impossible-to-sell
overpriced goods from EU countries, so that
les Europeens sont tres tristes…et
pauvres. Also, 98% of Americans are too
afraid to travel, so they don’t even know that
their dollar has collapsed, and don’t care
anyway.

Side-Split Score:

16. Less is Moore
The Joke: The Academy Awards

turned into America’s Funniest Home
Videos when Michael Moore won "Best
Documentary" for Bowling for
Columbine. Having just awarded Moore
its highest honor for making a daring polit-
ical statement, the crowd started booing
loudly when Moore tried to make a state-
ment against the Iraq war in his acceptance
speech. They were all for him being daring
and political, but not now, damn it! Not
when people’s careers are on the line! The
same crowd that sat through dozens of long
speeches punctuated by fake tears was sud-
denly enraged by Moore’s 100-word denun-
ciation of the Iraq war. Even the band got
into the act, striking up its loudest tune to
drown Moore out. If that bit of limousine
liberal hypocrisy and cowardice wasn’t
funny enough, then consider America’s fea-
ture writers, who drew exactly the wrong
lesson from this strange moment. They con-
cluded that a patriotic crowd objected to
antiwar comments. Not at all. In fact, the
Hollywood crowd is uniformly liberal. They
just didn’t want anyone to know it at the
time.

Sad Clown Factor: Here’s chirpy E
Online to tell what happened next: "[Steve]
Martin saved the moment from turning ugly,
quipping: ‘It was so sweet backstage. The
Teamsters are helping Michael Moore into
the trunk of his limo.’ The comedian's deft
sense of humor in dealing with the difficult
times inside and outside the auditorium got
good feedback."

Side-Split Score:
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17. MAINSTREAM FAGS

The Joke: Is it a coincidence that as
America becomes increasingly fundamen-
talist Christian, it is also becoming increas-
ingly homosexual? No, it’s not a coinci-
dence, it’s funny! New knob-goblin’ TV
shows like Queer Eye for the Straight
Guy only increase the humorous homosex-
ualization of mainstream America, as well as
the domestication-by-lameness of once-
interesting homosexual culture, helping
turn America into a frantic, sexually-insane
comedic kook, like one of those zany char-
acters in a John Irving novel!

Sad Clown Factor: Syphilis and
other STDs among gay males on the
increase since George W. Bush took power.
Ouch!

Side-Split Score:

18. Passport to Poshlust’
The Joke: It’s not easy to be the worst

expat journal in Moscow, not with tough
competition like Pulse, the Moscow
Tribune, and El Diario Ruso around.
But one new mag rose to the challenge in its
first issue: Passport, whose 2003 debut fea-
tured articles on a bored rich expat lady who
saves orphans, another bored rich expat lady
who buys furniture, and a gushing suck-
piece on Roman Abramovich, in which the
author waxed lyrical on the color-scheme of
Abramovich’s private jet. As long as
Moscow’s anglophone community stays rich,
bored and stupid, there’s a niche for a jour-
nal as usurer-friendly as this one!

Sad Clown Factor: Now LifeStyle
and element are going full-color as well,
meaning that the worse the writing, the more
colorful the delivery.

Side-Split Score:

19. FEIS KONTROL
The Joke: We thought 2002 was bad with

the whole pafosny feis kontrol thing, especial-
ly compared to 2001, which was bad enough.
Well, ho-ho-ho! Think again. 2003 has seen
the whole Feis Kontrol thing spread so wide
that even alcohol-drenched demokratichnie
clubs started enforcing it.

Sad Clown Factor: Flounder once
turned away from The Boar House. Ames
once denied at Real McCoy. Extra Sad Clown
Factor: rude feis kontrol thug at Real McCoy
was subsequently forced to grovel apologet-
ically to Ames for his ‘error.’

Side-Split Score:

20. BUNS McGILLICUDDY

The Joke: In response to Moscow’s
grotesque culture of Feis Kontrol, the eXile
and a group of eXpats led by Creative
Factory’s Alex Shifrin remade the eXile’s
slacker summer intern, Jeremy Landau, into
New York Superstar DJ Buns McGillicuddy,
with an entourage of bisexual model-babes
and a Negroidal bodyguard. Buns busted
through every feis kontrol like a knife
through butter, and Moscow’s elitny
tusovschiki kissed his ass like he was Ksenia
Sobchak himself.

Sad Clown Factor: Shambala art
director Misha photographed kissing Buns’
hand at the entrance, a photo which was dis-
tributed in 25,000 copies of the eXile and to
tens of thousands of eXile web site readers.
Somebody’s feeling sad.

Side-Split Score:

21. Saddam Toppled—Kinda
The Joke: One of the year’s best pure

sight gags came in early April, when US
forces occupied Baghdad and started setting

up photo ops for use in Bush’s 2004 cam-
paign. Of course, everybody knew what the
key scene would be: statues of Saddam being
"toppled." Topplin’ statues became a key TV
cliche in the late 80s and early 90s, when
Western journalists photographed marble or
metal Lenins falling down over the ex-
Warsaw Pact nations. It was "Timmmm-ber!"
for Socialism and an easy front-page byline
for the camera guys. But the supply of topple-
able statues of evildoers was shrinking rapid-
ly until the US took Iraq. Photographers were
drooling again at the thought of all those
Saddams just waiting to come down. The best
of all was the giant Saddam at al-Fardus
Square in Baghdad. Troops brought truck-
loads of journalists there to watch Baghdadis
try to drag it down with a rope. It didn’t
budge, and the press was gettin’ antsy, so the
Marines had to bring in heavy equipment.
Finally, Saddam came down—sort of. He did-
n’t do the proper topple, as demonstrated in
all that classic footage from Berlin and
Moscow. Instead, he sort of leaned way over
to his right and stayed there, waving at the
troops from eye level. He didn’t look com-
fortable, but he definitely didn’t look toppled,
either. And that was how he stayed, as the
photographers finally got discouraged and
went to look for more cheerful shots. 

Sad Clown Factor: Guaranteed to get
replayed over and over starting with the
Republican Party Convention in 2004. 

Side-Split Score:

22. A Million Morons
The Joke: The worst book of the year,

no question, was James Frey’s rehab memoir
A Million Little Pieces. This was actual-
ly one of the funniest books ever—but it
wasn’t meant to be. The joke is that tens of
millions of sobby idiots bought and believed
every one of Frey’s self-indulgent lies, and
accepted his parody of Hemingway laconic
narration as high art. And the topper is that
just in time for the New Year, Amazon.com’s
editors just named it the #1 book of the year. 

Sad Clown Factor: nobody’s beat-
en Frey to death yet. We know his address in
NYC, just in case there are still a few true
lovers of literature out there.

Side-Split Score:

23. THE ROTTING OF ALLA’S
VAGINA

The Joke: eXile editor Ames consid-
ered saving an 18-year-old Ukrainian whore
named Alla. Then, as Ash would say, "some-
thing evil got into her vagina and it went

bad." Ames decided not to save Alla, and
besides, Alla seemed more comfortable hav-
ing a melodramatic sado-masochistic rela-
tionship with her pimp-lover.

Sad Clown Factor: If Alla’s vagina
could rot that much in the space of just four
weeks, imagine what it’s like now. O the
humanity!

Side-Split Factor:

24. Russian Pop
The Joke: The deep and vast Russian

soul has produced some of the worst and
most soulless music in the world. Russian
Pop hit a new low, a Marianas Trench of
taste, in 2003, with hits like "I Want A Taxi,"
"I Want A Man Like Putin," and hundreds of
other songs laying out the deepest longings
of Russia’s dyevs. In case the lyrics didn’t
make it clear, there were videos like the one
in which a dyev is blindfolded, dragged into
a limo, and brought to a mansion, where she
is forced—forced, y’see—to dance with a
handsome tycoon who then vanishes, leav-

ing her in sole possession of the mansion.
Meanwhile, the boy bands were dressing up
in Army uniforms to sing, "I’m Your Soldier,"
the video for which was like an Army com-
mercial done by the Village People. 

Bonus joke: Russian show-biz TV is
the biggest gay-friendly zone in the world
media—and is enthusiastically watched by
100 million deeply homophobic viewers.
When Russian viewers watch fey, androgy-
nous youths arm-in-arm singing, "I’m your
soldier," they think they’re seeing patriotism.

Sad Clown factor: You’ll find your-
self humming one of these things, and then
you’ll have to kill yourself. 

Side-Split Score: 4

25. PATRIOT ACT II
The Joke: The first Patriot Act following

9/11 was the single funniest assault on
America’s civil liberties since the Civil War.
Now comes the hilarious sequel, the Patriot
Act II, which among other things allows the
state to revoke the citizenship of any
American found to have provided material
support to what is deemed a "terrorist organi-
zation," even if that designation is retroactive-
ly applied; suspension of habeas corpus or
instant deportation without charge for legal
permanent residents suspected of being a
threat to national security; the building of a
mammoth DNA database of citizens even sus-
pected of wrongdoing; wiretapping without
court order; secret arrests… wait, sorry, we
gotta wipe our eyes, we’re laughing so hard.
Okay, okay. Here’s a few more: businesses
that rat on their customers to the Feds would
be granted immunity; American citizens can
be subjected to surveillance by the Feds on
behalf of foreign governments, even dictator-
ships. As stand-up comedian John Ashcroft
would say, "You can’t stop me! I’m on fire!"

Sad Clown Factor: The Patriot Act 2
hasn’t yet been made law, meaning that we
all might be killed by terrorists at any
moment.

Side-Split Score:

26. SPS High
The Joke: For once, Zhirinovsky had

rivals for funniest candidate in the Russian
elections. You don’t think of SPS trio
Chubais, Khakamada and Nemtsov as
comics, but for the 2003 Duma elections,
they came up with a commercial that had
voters rolling in the aisles. In order to per-
suade Russia’s starving millions to vote for
them, these geniuses’ commercials showed
the three of them sitting in a private jet, chat-
ting over lattes and laptops as they cruise
above the frozen slums. And then when they
failed to make the 5% barrier, they topped
that gag with another, blaming their failure
on "national-socialist" rigging.

Sad Clown factor: Russia is now
controlled by national-socialists.

Side-Split Score:

27. Western Shock at
"Democrats’" loss

The Joke: even funnier than the
Democrats’ idiotic campaign was the West’s
stunned horror that SPS and Yabloko were
wiped out in the election. You could see the
little wires smoking inside the teeny brains of
Western Russia specialists. What could have
happened? Why didn’t these pesky Russians
love democracy like they’re supposed to? The
answers the Russia hands gave were even
funnier, dodging wildly to avoid the obvious
fact that Russian voters hate the thieves of the
90s so much the only office they could hope
to win is human sacrifices.

Sad Clown Factor: The West
already got what it wanted out of SPS and
Yabloko – the destruction and sale of Russia
– so it doesn’t really care that much.

Side-Split Score:

28. BUSH FLIGHT DECK
LANDING

The Joke: On May 1st, a draft-dodging
President who fled into a hole in the ground
on 9/11 pulled off perhaps the single funniest
stunt of the year when he landed a Navy jet
on an aircraft carrier, claiming the war victory
all for himself, sending liberals into apoplec-
tic fits ever since. You can’t help but laugh
every time a whiny liberal bitches about the
Dubya flight landing – they remind you of
Clousseau’s hapless chief with the eye twitch,
or Yosemite Sam turning bright red and blow-
ing steam out of his ears. Ooo, grrr, that Bush
and his flight deck landing! You go, Dubya!

Sad Clown Factor: Unfortunately,
the real Iraq war started a couple of weeks

after Bush’s victory flight, meaning that liber-
als have since been able to roast Bush over
that stunt, destroying all of its inherent bitch-
slappin’ humor.

Side-Splitting Score:

29. Just-a Kidding!
The Joke: Silvio Berlusconi was having

a bad summer back home, so he decided to
wake up the European Parliament by com-
paring a German who’d criticized him to a
Nazi camp guard. The best part is that the
Germans, still on excruciatingly good behav-
ior and hoping nobody will mention You-
Know-Who, couldn’t even answer back,
because that might sound Nazi. So the good
little German socialist that Berlusconi insult-
ed just had to sit there and fume. 

Bonus joke: Berlusconi said he had
apologized, and then changed his mind and
announced he hadn’t, causing thousands of
blood vessels to pop in heads all over
Germany.

Sad Clown Factor: No lasting effect,
as Europe remains as serious and dull as ever.

Side-Split Score:

30. RUSH LIMBAUGH
The Joke: 2003 was the year we learned

that Rush Limbaugh was in the closet over more
than just his sexuality. Turns out – hee-hee-hee!
– he’s a junkie, to the tune of 35,000 prescrip-
tion opiates consumed over 10 years, putting
him on a level that no eXhole has ever dreamed
of. And all the while he preached sending white
cry-baby drug fiends "up the river" for illegal
drug use. This kind of ironic comic come-
uppance is the stuff of a Danny DeVito flick! It
also might explain one of his funniest state-
ments of the year, denouncing Eagles quarter-
back Donovan McNabb as a kind of affirmative
action token. McNabb was subsequently voted
into the 2004 Pro Bowl for his first time ever.
Now that’s funny, Rush, you junkie fool you!

Sad Clown Factor: When Limbaugh
checked into a clinic for rich white junkies,
he issued a press release in which he

whined, "Over the past several years I have
tried to break my dependence on pain pills
and, in fact, twice checked myself into med-
ical facilities in an attempt to do so […] I ask
now for your prayers." Boo-hoo-hoo… Lena!
Another hanky! Wait, make that two!

Side-Split Score:

31. WILLIAM BENNETT
The Joke: Did ironic comic-come-

uppance movie genius Danny DeVito direct
two Oscar-shoe-in flicks this year? How else
to explain the William Bennett farce, in
which the rightwing crusader, former drug
czar and author of The Book of Virtue
and The Moral Compass, admitted to
having one of the world’s most egregious
gambling addictions. How bad? Over the last
decade, he is known to have lost $8 million

dollars at the tables. H’m. How’d he pay for
that? Betcha he wasn’t always on his knees
just for Jesus. Wait, we made a funny! Hoo-
hoo-hoo!

Sad Clown Factor: The man who
once sent hundreds of thousands of
Americans to jail for drug possession
whined, "It is true that I have gambled large
sums of money.... I have done too much
gambling, and this is not an example I wish
to set. Therefore, my gambling days are
over." We could go on, but we’re verklempt. 

Side-Split Score:

32. We’re Your Armed
Friends

The Joke: Nobody hates cops the way
Russians do. Everybody, even respectable
middleclass types, shares the view that the
Militsiya are lazy, brutal, corrupt thugs. So
Russians laughed themselves into a coma
when they found out that this year, their
despised cops had hired not one but two
Western PR firms to give them a new, more
positive image. The agencies came up with
some hilarious slogans, such as "We have
arms. You have peace of mind." The best
part is imagining an actual Russian trash
going up to an actual Russian pedestrian and
saying it: "We have arms. You have peace of
mind." In Russia, that translates to: "Pay me
or I’ll beat you to death." Come to think of it,
maybe that’s the way the Militsiya wants peo-
ple to take it. It could be a serious bribe-
earner for them, all thanks to the good folks
at McCann-Ericson. Hey, are Americans
teaching Russians how to be civilized or
what?!

Sad Clown Factor: Some slow-wit-
ted Russian kid might actually believe the
trashes are kind and helpful.

Side-Split Score:

33. Fallujah-Free Fire Zone
The Joke: On April 28, 2003, American

troops entered the Iraqi town of Fallujah to
bring democracy to the people. The locals
took advantage of their new freedoms to

stage a demonstration against the occupa-
tion. That’s kind of funny, but what came
next was way funnier: US troops expressed
their opposing views with automatic
weapons, killing 14 demonstrators, including
three children, and wounding 75 more. Two
days later, locals marched to protest the
killing--and American troops fired into the
crowd again, killing two more and wounding
14! Hoo-boy! Twice! Now that’s funny:
"Surely, Hamid, they won’t mow us down
again!" "Yes, yes, Rashid—after all, that last
massacre must have been an aberration!"
Next thing you know, Hamid and Rashid are
falafel chunks on the sidewalk and democra-
cy has the last laugh. 

Bonus laugh: Lt. Col. Tobin Green, a
US officer in Fallujah, explained things in
Bush-Bible blab: ``The evil-doers are delib-
erately placing at risk the good civilians."
You know why? Because the evil-doers like
good comedy. Serve it up hot, Lt. Col. Green!

Sad Clown Factor: Western press
still writes worried thought-pieces asking
why, O why, don’t the Fallujah-ites love us?

Side-Split Score:

34. MOSCOW DRUG RAIDS
The Joke: ‘Twas a time in Moscow

when showing up merely drunk at a night-
club was a crime. You couldn’t cross the
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dancefloor at Titanic or Ptyutch without hav-
ing a couple rolls of E and a line of smack
fired into your bloodstream. Not in 2003. On
March 11th, President Putin signed a decree
dissolving the loathed Tax Police and trans-
ferring 12,000 cops, including their weapon-
ry and equipment, to a new federal anti-drug
agency, the State Committee for the Control
of Narcotics and Psychotropic Substances.
Raids have already begun. Clubgoers at
Propaganda, Mix, A Priori, Garazh and other
places have been beaten, forced to lie on the
floor, had their pupils, mouths and arms
checked by narcotics doctors, and some have
been taken away in white vans. If that’s not
funny enough, consider this: the narcotics
police have just started raiding. The real side-
splitting scenes should take place in upcom-
ing months and years.

Sad Clown Factor: Looks like we’re
all going to have to get drunk. Except, get this,
Russia is massively raising excise duties on
hard alcohol next year, meaning somebody
looks like they’re going to make a killing on
the whole drug raid crackdown! Ka-Ching!

Side-Split Score:

35. The Korea Cringe
The Joke: Just when the US was enjoy-

ing scaring the pitiful Iraqis to death, along
came somebody who actually wanted to
fight, and America went from bully to pants-
pissing pencil-neck in the shake of a nuke.
Yup, the North Koreans, the craziest and
scariest little country on the planet, actually
announced in June 2003 that they not only
had WMDs, but they had the ultimate WMD,
nuclear weapons. And they added that they
were busy making more nukes to use against
the US. The Americans ignored Pyongyang’s
announcement and said they were committed
to a "diplomatic solution" to the crisis. And at
that, a huge jeer went up around the world, a
jeer familiar to every big-talking phony who
ever backed down from a schoolyard fight
against a crazy guy half his size. 

Sad Clown factor: Now millions of
North Korean peasants will die slow, horrible
deaths by famine rather than quick, neat
exits via nuclear blast from United States
Trident-3s.

Side-Split Score:

36. BRITNEY
SPEARS/MADONNA KISS

The Joke: Talk about a mother-daugh-
ter dyke-duo! Lesbian-obsessed America was
treated to a (Wet) Dream Kiss when Britney
Spears swapped spit with over-ripe grandma
Madonna, spurring hilarious outcries among
family-oriented Christians. 

Sad Clown Factor: Now that Britney
Spears is legal, she’s about as sexy as a sec-
retary. The poor strumpet has no choice now
but to go tonguing old hags for cash, remind-
ing us of gross-out hag-tonguing scenes from
Not Another Teen Movie or Kingpin. 

Side-Split Score:

37. Apaches Scalped
The Joke: The showpiece weapon in

Rumsfeld’s war plan was the AH-64 "Apache"
attack helicopter. It was lighter than a tank,
which made it cheaper to transport, but it was
supposed to have the same firepower and
even greater mobility. The Army wasn’t too
sure, but Rumsfeld was, so in the first week of
the war he ordered the Apaches to attack an
Iraqi armored column moving to the front. It
was a comic highlight of the war, with the
Apaches turning tail like a bunch of Hopis. 30
out of 33 Apaches were damaged. One was
downed--by an old farmer who got hisself
photographed waving his rifle by the dead
chopper. Yee-haw, Akbar!

Bonus laugh: After the disaster,
Rumsfeld finally authorized the 4th Armored
Division’s vehicles shipped to Iraq, grum-
bling like an asshole dad handing over the
family sedan.

Sad Clown Factor: He also ordered
the Apaches kept away from the front line for

the rest of the war, depriving us of more
great moments in comedy.

Side-Split Score:

38. MICHAEL MCFAUL
The Joke: When Yelstin and his Young

Reformers went down in ignominy in 1998,
so did the fortunes of their top American aca-
demic cheerleader, Michael McFaul. That was
funny, but it seemed like a one-off joke that

couldn’t be revived. Welp, we was wrong.
McFaul made a massive comeback earlier this
month when he became the Western Press’s
leading quote-o-matic. Once a Clintonite
optimist, McFaul now bows to a new, hard,
warlike master in George W. Bush, and there-
fore he has remade himself as an anti-Russian
crusader. Now that IS funny.

Sad Clown Factor: McFaul helped
cover up Yelstin-era crimes that led to death
and poverty for millions of Russians. Today,
he’s trying to help isolate Russia on behalf of
an administration that is causing death and
impoverishment to millions.

Side-Splitting Score:

39. Gingrich Prays for WMDs
The Joke: Back in April, the Right was

still sure there’d be WMDs—so sure, in fact,
that Newt Gingrich actually said on the air that
he couldn’t wait for Saddam to use them on
American troops. That’s right: on March 25,
Newt said on CNN, "When we get to Baghdad
and the Iraqis use the WMDs, then what will
the French say?" His delivery was just as funny
as the line itself: Newt had that chipmunk
smirk on, and was beaming at the thought of
American troops being maimed by terror
weapons. That’s patriotism. That’s comedy.

Sad Clown Factor: Unfortunately
for Newt, no WMDs were used on American
troops, depriving him of the chance to point
his finger tauntingly at France.

Side-Split Score:

40. CHECHEN PRESIDEN-

TIAL ELECTIONS

The Joke: Helsinki Watch called
October’s presidential elections in Chechnya
"a farce," and who are we to disagree? Farces
is what we likes! It was high comedy as every
single possible opponent to the Kremlin’s
hand-picked candidate was struck off the list,
murdered or driven out of the CIS in the run-
up to the elections. The punchline came
when Akhmad Kadyrov won a stunning and
overwhelming victory with 85% voter
turnout, proving that genocide is a vote-win-
ner among Chechens.

Sad Clown Factor: The EU and the
Bush Administration still can’t decide
whether or not the genocide in Chechnya is a
sad thing or something that’s best not brought
up at the dinner table, and their month-by-
month waffling is itself a sad thing to behold.

Side-Split Score:

42. "Bring’em on!"

The Joke: Like they say, it’s all a matter
of timing. Just as attacks on US troops in Iraq
started getting bloodier and bigger, the
President strutted into a DC pressroom sur-
rounded by a phalanx of bodyguards and
invited the world to “bring [it] on” against his
nation’s soldiers. 

Sad Clown factor: They brought it
on. When Bush made his speech, only 26 GIs
had been killed in guerrilla attacks. That
number is now well over 200.

Side-Split Score:

43. BOURGEOISIZATION OF
RUSSIA’S ELITE

The Joke: The days of Russia’s rich
looking as evil as their methods are over. Say
goodbye to wine-colored Boss coats and
huge flat-toed leather shoes, flathead hairdos
and gangster-like Mercedes Jeeps, and say
hello to wire-rimmed glasses, crewneck
sweaters, tans, and Land Cruisers. Funny?
You betcha! Just watching the new elite in
their powdery Scandinavian sweaters trying
to act civilized in elitny cafes like Vogue –
when you know they want to whip out their

TTs, spray the room and steal someone’s
moll – is as funny as Analyze This 2.

Sad Clown Factor: Trailblazing
anti-flathead Mikhail Khodorkovsky, who
introduced the turtleneck, cleancut hairdo
and designer glasses to the Russian elite, is
now in jail.

Side-Split Factor:

44. TIME to die
The Joke: Time Magazine named "the

American soldier" as its "person of the year"
for 2003. America gave its troops the mes-
sage, loud and clear: "We love you guys! Just
stay there and whittle down the supply of
suicide bombers, one at a time! They’ll run
out of plastic explosive before we run out of
rust-belt kids who can’t get civilian jobs!" The
only killjoys were the grumbling grunts who
kept sneaking out emails talking about how
they want to go home. Shut up and stay in
character!

Sad Clown Factor: America’s gov-
ernment is slashing veteran’s benefits and
extending GIs’ term of stay in Iraq while
denying combat pay to as many soldiers as
possible, despite the fact that anyplace in
Iraq is likely to become a combat zone on
real short notice. 

Side-Split Score:

45. THE STROKES

The Joke: This edgy indie-rock come-
dy troupe is back for the sequel to their
massive underground-gentrifying hit album
of 2001, This Is It. They’re still incredibly
kewl, as heroin-chic as Kate Moss (only
without the heroin), and as pampered pri-
vate school smarmy as ever. Funniest of all,
they still haven’t bothered to think of a sin-
gle fresh chord or melody. Why bother?
There’s a formula – Velvet Underground
without any of the danger (ie without the
Velvet or the Underground) – make it pret-
ty, and voila! Generation Y hijinks! If Dubya
was born into Generation Y, we’re pretty
sure he’d be in the Strokes.

Sad Clown Factor: Last song on the
new album titled "I Can’t Win." The title
alone has us all choked up. Poor, poor prep
school whiners. They just can’t win!

Side-Split Score:

46. ELITNY CHAI
The Joke: You thought it was annoy-

ing, in a funny sort of way, how Moscow’s
pafos forced you to pay ridiculous prices for
shitty food, shitty coffee, shitty hotel rooms,
shitty movie theaters and shitty sushi? Welp,
now you can pay ridiculous prices for shitty
tea. Why’s that? Cuz dyevs demand it! Hey, if
that’s not like some kind of Woody Allen
movie, then we don’t know what is!

Sad Clown Factor: We have con-
tracted bloated stomachs and gas on several
occasions when we were forced to share elit-
ny chai with our girlfriends.

Side-Split Score:

47. JAILING OF MIKHAIL
KHODORKOVSKY

The Joke: Did Vladimir Putin know what
was going on in the Yukos crackdown? Were

his "siloviki" advisors leading the Tsar astray? Is
impartial justice simply taking its course? Is
Khodorkovsky a victim of anti-Semitic author-
itarianism? Why did the Western elite who
once promised him the moon abandon him at
his moment of need? Ho-ho-ho, these are just
some of the many zany moments that make
the jailing of Russia’s richest man the local
equivalent of Scary Movie 3 for the sheer
quantity of site gags.

Sad Clown Factor: Western invest-
ment said to have come to a halt, meaning
that the same "average Russians" who
cheered on Khodorkovsky’s arrest may not
have the kinds of jobs they’ll need to get the
TVs they’ll need to watch and enjoy
Khodorkovsky’s persecution.

Side-Split Score:

48. RUSSIAN DUMA ELEC-
TIONS

The Punchline: The Russians just over-
whelmingly voted in a Duma that is anti-cap-
italist, anti-neo-liberal, and anti-Western.
What the hell are we doing here still? Whoa!
The hijinks are just beginning!

Sad Clown Factor: If your name tag
lists "SPS" or "Yabloko" as the name of your
company, then you are indeed a sad clown.

Side-Split Score:

49. The Neo-Con Mass
Hallucination Network

The Joke : For 30 years the American
Right has been developing its own closed-
loop communication network, enabling
believers to use safe talk-radio stations, mag-
azines, newspapers, TV networks and chat-
rooms to avoid any contact with hostile real-
ity. The hard work paid off in hilarious fash-
ion over the past year, as every single thing
went horribly, hopelessly, obviously
wrong—and these people just turned up
their talk-radio volume, hummed Hail to the
Chief and pretended everything was fine.
The war’s a nightmarish disaster; there were
no WMDs; the budget surplus has been
transformed into multi-trillion deficit; every-
body in the world hates America’s guts; but
nobody is admitting anything’s wrong in
Limbaugh-land. This kind of comedy isn’t for
everybody, but if you like your humor really
black, there’s pure enjoyment in listening to
the ever-shriller chorus of believers hum-
ming away as burning roofbeams crash
down among the congregation.

Sad Clown factor: It’s crashing
down on the rest of us too.

Side-Split Score:

50. The Incredible Iraqi
Hulks

The Joke: We may not have brought
the Iraqis peace or democracy, but we did
transform them: we made cowards into war-
riors. Iraqis, who were famous as the most
worthless soldiers in the world, have sud-
denly turned into smart, daring guerrilla
warriors after only a few months of
American occupation. We could make bil-
lions by offering the same deal to rich, cow-
ardly nations like Saudi Arabia or Libya: “Just
let us try to win your hearts and minds for a
few months, and we’ll turn every man,
woman and child of you into a bloodthirsty
jihadi with blood in their eyes and a suicide
belt around their waist!”

Sad Clown Factor: Once we snag-
glepuss, they’ll turn back into cowards.

Side-Split Score:
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by Gary Brecher

Best Battle

Damn, what an incredible luxury it is

to have so many battles to choose from

that for once it isn’t easy to choose the

best of all. And new nominees are still

popping up. Just take that big streetfight

in Samarra a few weeks ago—that was

pretty damn cool. But after due consider-

ation, I’ve got to choose the fight for an-

Nasariyah. This was a classic in every

way. For starters, it was a fight for control

of a river crossing, which is about the old-

est, most common sort of battle in histo-

ry. Rivers are so important in warfare that

lots of armies name their battles, and their

armies, after them. “Army of the

Potomac,” for example—that ring any

bells? The Confederates went the North

one better: not only did they name armies

after rivers, but they named their battles

after the nearest significant moving water.

And as the US pushed north toward

Baghdad in late March, the fight turned

into a classic battle for two Euphrates-

bank towns: an-Nasariyah and Samawah.

An-Nasiriyah came first. In fact, if Ulysses

S. Grant of Robert E. Lee looked at a map

of Iraq, they’d decide in about five sec-

onds to stake their fate on the defense of

an-Nasiriyah, the first major town on the

East bank of the river as you push north.

That’s why it’s kind of worrying that

our war plan supposedly didn’t involve

having to storm the river towns. We were

just going to hit cruise control and park at

the Baghdad Hilton, I guess.

We took an-Nasiriyah on March 23, in

a scene that was like an updated

Antietam. The Iraqis were dug in on the

river bank, guarding the zone they knew

the Americans would have to cross to

keep pushing north. They were a mixed

bunch, by all accounts, with some regu-

lar-army units, some Fedayeen, and the

most interesting of all, this other militia

that didn’t get much press but fought

damned well, the Sedaveen.

The Iraqi tactics were as mixed as

their units. Along with the troops dug in,

others were waiting in town, hoping to

turn the battle into a snipers’ duel where

armor would be neutralized. And others,

the real cowboys, were revving up their

“technicals”—pickups fitted with heavy

machineguns, or just a couple of guys

with an RPG.

Neither side had any tactical surprise

going for them. They knew we were

coming, and we knew they knew. We hit

them with everything, from tank cannon

to A-10 sorties. And the amazing thing

was that they didn’t flinch for ten long

hours. These guys fought to the death.

Iraqis! You believe that?

They had no armor to speak of—

Iraqis don’t seem to understand mobile

armored warfare, they use tanks as dug-in

artillery most of the time. And they had

no air, of course. When you consider

those two huge advantages, you have to

respect the enemy for holding out for ten

hours. And they didn’t just hold on, they

fired back, and pretty well too. We had 50

casualties, and for once they weren’t from

friendly fire. (Though we did manage to

shoot down a British Tornado with a

Patriot while the battle was going on.)

They fought smart, too. Some of them

pretended to surrender, then fired when

we got close. Others dressed up as civvies

and popped up to fire at close range. It’s

all against the rules of war, of course, but

the rules of war don’t work most of the

time anyway. (For example, until people

saw Saving Private Ryan, nobody

realized how common it was for US troops

to execute prisoners during WW II.)

Four days later, we had to take anoth-

er key river town, Samawah, on the West

bank of the Euphrates a few miles closer

to Baghdad. The battle went differently

here: it came down to street fighting star-

ring the Bradleys. This was another case

where we proved that for urban fighting,

a vehicle with lower-caliber, rapid-firing

turret weapon is better than an MBT. Like

I said in a previous column, that’s what

the Lebanese militias found out back in

the 70s.

And what they also found was that in

close corners where you can’t use

artillery, you need that oldest, best

weapon the Soviets ever made: the RPG.

Which brings us to….

Special Lifetime Award: 

the RPG

This one goes to a classic modern

weapon that’s probably a lot older than

you are, and is still going strong. I’m talk-

ing, of course, about the RPG, the Soviet-

designed rocket-propelled grenade

launcher. It was kicking ass in the A Shau

valley in 1970, and it’s still kicking ass on

the streets of Baghdad today.

Unfortunately, it’s our asses that got

kicked by this magnificent weapon, but

you can’t blame the RPG for that. Vato’s

just trying to do his pinchy job.

The RPG is plain and unbreakable,

like the really good Soviet designs always

were. It’s a simple firing tube that looks

kind of like a bassoon with a trigger. The

grenades are just as simple: two cones

joined at the base. You just stick the

grenade into the tube, aim and fire. This

is a classic line-of-sight weapon, which is

one of the reasons the US military gives

for not trying to counter it or reverse-

engineer our own version of it. We’ve

stuck to bigger, heavier antitank weapons

or disposable launchers like the LAW. But

the rest of the world has voted for the

RPG. And it keeps finding new ways to

hurt the enemy. For example, nobody

ever thought of it as an anti-aircraft

weapon…until they needed something to

knock down Blackhawks, which are pret-

ty much invulnerable to small-arms fire.

That’s when the Somalis, who were get-

ting annoyed with the Blackhawks ferry-

ing US troops across Mog without having

the simple politeness to come down and

fight on the ground, heard from some ex-

Afghan Jihadis that if you hit the tail rotor

with an RPG, even a Blackhawk would

come down. Since then, everybody’s

been doing it.

The US military’s line is to snub the

RPG, just pretend it doesn’t exist. This

never worked too well, and it’s still not

working. For example, what’s the record

on RPG attacks on Bradleys in Iraq? I’ve

had some scary emails from guys serving

there who say that they’ve seen APCs

blown wide open by a single RPG hit.

So this weapon has been holding its

own 40 years, and if anything it’s getting

more powerful, more effective. That

deserves a huge Claymore.

Biggest Fizzle: Syria

Remember when everybody was say-

ing “Once we finish with Iraq, Syria’s

next”? It was back in the Spring of 2003,

when we were rolling up Saddam’s army

like a motel carpet. It was like people

were getting off on the war so much they

didn’t want the party to stop, and the

obvious move was to barge in next door,

to Syria. 

Well, a funny thing happened on the

way to Damascus (as a guy named Saul

once said): we didn’t finish with Iraq, and

it doesn’t look like we will anytime soon.

So the big build-up for an attack on Syria

fizzled out. If people had any sense, it’d

stay that way. We’re already going to

spend I-don’t-know-how-many zillion

bucks making the Iraqis love us at gun-

point, so maybe it’s not the time to take

on a new fucked-up foster child. But

there’s a presidential election coming up,

and maybe one of the head spinners

thinks it’s time to grab some more desert.

If we ever do take on Syria, it’ll be a dif-

ferent kind of fizzle, sort of like Iraq

squared. The Syrians are lousy soldiers

but real good spies and assassins, which

means their army will just dissolve when

the M-1s roll in, but then the locals will

start timing our street patrols, digging up

their buried AKs, and picking off

humvees. The only difference is that

where Saddam didn’t actually have any

international terrorist friends, the Syrians

do. They’re tight with some of the craziest

guerrilla armies in Lebanon, and those

guys were scary enough to make the

Israelis leave town in a hurry.

The Israelis would love for us to take

out Syria for them, but then they were all

for hitting Iraq too, and look where that

got us. The really pitiful thing is that the

Israeli government just issued a big

report accusing its own intelligence ser-

vices of overestimating the threat from

Iraq, and pretty much admitting that

there never was any threat to Israel, let

alone the US, from Saddam’s fucked-up,

isolated country.

Of course there is now. Like the say-

ing goes, we have brought about the very

situation we wished to avoid.

War Most Likely to Succeed

and Biggest Humiliation

We’re all waiting for it: US vs. North

Korea. Kim Jong-Il went out of his way

to let Bush know the North has the

nukes and can hardly wait to use them

on us, and Bush sent poor Colin Powell

out in front of the network cameras to

say basically, “Uh…we want to settle

things diplomatically.” Chickenshit bas-

tards in DC can’t even woof properly.

Gets me down.

But I got faith in North Korea,

absolute faith that they aren’t woofing

and mean every crazy world-ending

word they say. One of these days they’ll

get sick of trying to get UN rice deliver-

ies by threats alone, and they’ll draw us

into a war we don’t want. They’ve tried

every provocation known to

humankind, including grabbing a US spy

vessel from international waters and dar-

ing us to grab it back (which we didn’t,

another disgusting climbdown) and wip-

ing out the whole South Korean cabinet

on its state visit to Burma. They must be

fed up with us by now, like a slut who’s

tried everything to get the boyfriend

excited and finally just has to rip his dick

out and start sucking. That’s Kim’s line:

“Me so War-howny!” And Bush just

going, “Well uh I think you misoveresti-

mate me, darlin’.”

But the War-howny North will have

its way one day, if they have to build rafts

and sail the Pacific to hit Malibu.

Oh, Jesus, just let my damn high

blood pressure hold out long enough to

see that: the first North Korean landing

craft hitting the beach at Malibu. If you’re

taking special orders, Jesus, could you

also make sure Bruce Willis and Steven

Seagal are on the beach, catchin’ some

rays, when Kim hits the beach?

Amen.
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T h e  W A R  N E R D

The 2003
Claymore Awards:

It’s the holiday season, time to thank the Lord for all the bounty he’s show-
ered on us. In my case, that means giving thanks for all the organized carnage
that’s spurted out over the past year.

2003 gave us the best and rarest gift of all: a real war, between two big
conventional armies, with plenty of TV cameras catching all the action. Iraq
may not have been the perfect war, but until we get time machines and can go
back to get realtime video feeds from Gettysburg or Austerlitz, we’ll have to
be happy with what we got.

So in the true spirit of the season, bla bla bla, here are my awards for 2003.
I guess I have to come up with a name for them, like the Oscar or the Emmy,
so we’ll call them the Claymores.

Thank You, God
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On Christmas Eve, many years ago, I lay
quietly in my bed.  I did not rustle the sheets.
I breathed slowly and silently.  I was listening
for a sound - a sound a friend had told me I'd
never hear - the ringing bells of Santa's
sleigh.

"There is no Santa, " my friend had insist-
ed, but I knew he was wrong.

Late that night I did hear sounds, though
not of ringing bells.  From outside came the
sounds of hissing steam and squeaking
metal.  I looked through my window and saw a
train standing perfectly still in front of my
house.

It was wrapped in an apron of steam.
Snowflakes fell lightly around it.  A conductor
stood at the open door of one of the cars.  He
took a large pocket watch from his vest, then
looked up at my window.  I put on my slippers
and robe.  I tiptoed downstairs and out the
door.

"All aboard," the conductor cried out.  I
ran up to him.

"Well," he said, "are you coming?"
"Where?" I asked.
"Why, to the North Pole, of course," was

his answer.  "This is the Polar Express".  I took
his outstretched hand and he pulled me
aboard.

The train was filled with other children, all
in their pajamas and nightgowns.  We sang
Christmas carols and ate candies with nougat
centers as white as snow.  We drank hot
cocoa as thick and rich as melted chocolate
bars.  Outside, the lights of towns and villages
flickered in the distance as the Polar Express
raced northward.

Soon there were no more lights to be
seen.  We traveled through cold, dark forests,
where lean wolves roamed and white-tailed
rabbits hid from our train as it thundered
through the quiet wilderness.

We climbed mountains so high it seemed
as if we would scrape the moon.  But the Polar
Express never slowed down.  Faster and

faster we ran along, rolling over peaks and
through valleys like a car on a roller coaster.

The mountains turned into hills, the hills to
snow-covered plains.  We crossed a barren
desert of ice - the Great Polar Ice Cap.  Lights
appeared in the distance.  They looked like
the lights of a strange ocean liner sailing on a
frozen sea.

"There," said the conductor, "is the North
Pole".

The North Pole.  It was a huge city stand-
ing alone at the top of the world, filled with
factories where every Christmas toy was
made.  

At first we saw no elves.
"They are gathering at the center of the

city," the conductor told us.  "That is where
Santa will give the first gift of Christmas."

"Who receives the first gift?" we all asked.
The conductor answered, "He will choose

one of you".
"Look," shouted one of the children, "the

elves."  Outside we saw hundreds of elves.  As
our train drew closer to the center of the
North Pole, we slowed to a crawl, so crowded
were the streets with Santa's helpers.  When
the Polar Express could go no farther, we
stopped and the conductor led us outside.

We pressed through the crowd to the
edge of a large, open circle.  In front of us
stood Santa's sleigh.  The reindeer were
excited.  They pranced and paced, ringing
the silver sleigh bells that hung from their
harnesses.  It was a magical sound, like
nothing I'd ever heard.  Across the circle, the
elves moved apart and Santa Claus
appeared.  The elves cheered wildly.

He marched over to us and, pointing to
me, said, "Let's have this fellow here."  He
jumped into his sleigh.  The conductor hand-
ed me up.  I sat on Santa's knee and he
asked, "Now, what would you like for
Christmas?"

I knew that I could have any gift I could
imagine.  But the thing I wanted most for

Christmas was not inside Santa's giant bag.
What I wanted more than anything was one
silver bell from Santa's sleigh.  When I asked,
Santa smiled.  Then he gave me a hug and
told an elf to cut a bell from a reindeer's har-
ness.  The elf tossed it up to Santa.  He stood,
holding the bell high above him, and called
out, "The first gift of Christmas!"

A clock struck midnight as the elves
roared their approval.  Santa handed the bell
to me, and I put it in my bathrobe pocket.  The
conductor helped me down from the sleigh.
Santa shouted out the reindeer's names and
cracked his whip.  His team charged forward
and climbed into the air.  Santa circled once
above us, then disappeared in the cold, dark
polar sky.

As soon as we were back inside the Polar
Express, the other children asked to see the
bell.  I reached into my pocket, but the only
thing I felt was a hole.  I had lost the silver bell
from Santa Claus's sleigh.

"Let's hurry outside and look for it," one of
the children said.  But the train gave a sudden
lurch and started moving.  We were on our
way home.

It broke my heart to lose the bell.  When
the train reached my house, I sadly left the

other children.  I stood at my doorway and
waved good-bye.  The conductor said some-
thing from the moving train, but I couldn't
hear him.  "What?" I yelled out.

He cupped his hands around his mouth.
"MERRY CHRISTMAS," he shouted. The Polar
Express let out a loud blast from its whistle
and sped away.

On Christmas morning my little sister
Sarah and I opened our presents.  When it
looked as if everything had been unwrapped,
Sarah found one last small box behind the
tree.  It had my name on it.  Inside was the sil-
ver bell!  There was a note:  "Found this on the
seat of my sleigh. Fix that hole in your pock-
et." Signed, "Mr. C".  

I shook the bell.  It made the most beauti-
ful sound my sister and I had ever heard.

But my mother said, "Oh, that's too bad."
"Yes," said my father, "it's broken".
When I'd shaken the bell, my parents had

not heard a sound.
At one time most of my friends could hear

the bell, but as years passed, it fell silent for
all of them.  Even Sarah found one Christmas
that she could no longer hear its sweet sound.
Though I've grown old, the bell still rings for
me as it does for all who truly believe.



Art Garbage

★ ★ ★

Cheers: Weekends packed full of non-pretentious sluts that can be
easily persuaded to drink heavily before going somewhere else.
Our 5-Year Plan Party showed those Capitalist aggressors a thing
or two. Ames deflowered a virgin; Rudnitsky got his mojo back;
Flounder got sold for a whopping R305; someone wendeled a dyev
from Babushkinskaya in the bathroom! Cheap-O prices and central
location are good reasons to check this place out…  
Jeers: They kick eveyone out at 6. More rooms than the Tretyakov
Gallery. Not easy to navigate in a wheel-chair. Sure Shot party
undermined any remaining respect we had for our readers.
Cover: None
M: Kitai Gorod
Address: Starosadsky per. 5/6
Phone: 928-8745
Hours: 10.00 - 6.00

Boar House, Doug+Marty’s

★★★ ★ ★★★

Cheers: The standard by which all eXpat bars are measured
against. Recently had a bottle of absinthe shoved into our hands,
which resulted in random acts of pscyhosis and revelry not suitable
for family reading. Countdown Mondays packed full of drunken
dyevs with low standards mean we pass the mustard, and so might
U! Ladies Night chicks drinks iz free!  Still the most dangerous way
to spend Weds. Might be most happenin’ club on Weds. in town,
and some of the dyevs are actually only looking for a good time!
The legendary Doug (of Hungry Duck fame) holds court every night
among a rollicking, drunken, fun-loving, and occasionally smelly
group of motley expats, Russians, and those somewhere mysteri-
ously in between. An eXpat legend.
Jeers: Flounder’s teenage girlfriends denied entr on Lady’s Night
for being too young. Has the whole world gone crazy!? Mondays
getting a little TOO packed - it regularly takes an hour to get a
drink from a waitress. Not much fun if you’ve already gotten laid
that day. The Val-U/Cheap alternative to Night Flight for guys who
hate dressing up. Tuesdays should be called “No-More-Whores”
days. Dirty old whoring ex-pats provide a glimpse into your future.
eXpatellas.
Cover: 60R ladies, 100R men
M: Kurskaya      
Phone: 917-9986/-0150
Address: Zemlyanoi Val 26
Hours: the subject of some debate

Bourbon Street

★★ ★ ★★

Cheers/Jeers: eXile alert! Just as Bourbon Street was starting to
hit it big time, they, the same old “They” as always closed it down.
Damn You!
Cover: Free 
M: Kitai Gorod
Phone: 924-7531 
Address: Bol. Zlatoustinsky Per. 7/1 (next to Propaganda)
Hours: Always 

Cabana

★★★ ★★ ★★

Cheers: Cabana is rockin’ with equal numbers of workin’ gals and
upstanding dyevs of “light” morals, meaning you can strike out a
couple of times and still get laid! Proportions never been better,
although it helps to be an African. Tuesday Ladies’ Nights filled
with dyevs during the strip show. Colorful layout with two bars
whipping up tropical cocktails, live music, and a separate super-
delish restaurant. 
Jeers: White guys play second fiddle when the late-night danc-
ing competition heats up. Whores who have the MYLF look. You
may have to dance to have a chance. Plastic palm leaves some-
times get in your face.  
Cover: R150? 
M: Tretyakovskaya
Phone: 238-5006/5017 
Address: Raushskaya nab. 4
Hours: 18.00 - 6.00 

Che

★★ ★ ★

Cheers: Fembots of the didn’t-get-married-and-gettin-worried
vairety, aging and packin. More civilized secretary-type answer to
Real McCoy. 60s guerilla regalia works well. 2-4-1 cocktails during
peak hours on weekend nights, crowded dance floor with some of

the best quality Latin/Cuban music we’ve heard--and we hate that
kind of music! Sergio the Latino Dancer seen flipping his ponytail
here. Loud Latin music (with live bands even!), high slut:dude ratio
and cheap drinks. 
Jeers: Even more recent visit revealed a less-than-fantasy-level
crowd. Flounder and friend recently denied entry for being drunk.
Beauty factor still needs upgrade, though we’ve noticed a healthy
improvement. Packed on weekends. Easier to overthrow a corrupt
Latin junta than to get served a drink. Tiny dance floor. 
M: Lubyanka
Phone: 924-7477
Address: Nikolskaya 10/2
Hours: Always

Garage

★★ ★ ★★

Cheers: eXile alert! Check out Wedensday night R&B/hip-hop
nights. Totally different crowd, more student, more chill. Discard
previous jeers, penned in the dungeon of envy. Fact is, Garage is
still a kickin’ after-hours venue and more relaxed than A Priori.
High drunken chicks factor. Like, very high. That’s gotta be a cheer!
Packed with girls getting off from their shifts at Nightflight. You
might score a freebie! Plenty of friendly neighborhood Swedes.    
Jeers: Wildly unpredictable “face  control” sometimes leaves you
shaking your head in confusion once you get inside and see the
other dorks who got in. Not exactly the youngest fembots in
Moscow.
Cover: None 
M: Pushkinskaya
Phone: 209-1848
Address: Ul. Tverskaya 15/2
Hours: 24 hours

Hungry Duck

★★★ ★ ★★

Cheers: Moscow’s first official rape camp. Chix not quite as ugly
as U remember! We saw one gal get totally nekkid and fingered on
the bar recently! There is still hope for Putin’s Russia! Still boasts
girls that are illegal even by Russia’s lax standards!  As always, the
best place to have a chick pass you her phone number while deep
throating some guy. Home to the patented Duck Look, whose hyp-
notic powers allow sweaty expired men with unbuttoned shirts to
take home over-the-hill Lolitas.
Jeers: Toxic BO cloud remains even when the club is empty. The
strip show is now almost exclusively waxed men—few chicks
pulled out of the crowd, none disrobed, and nothing even remote-
ly resembling a wendeling on stage. Most of the shoving and push-
ing isn’t girls trying to grab you, but men running to the toilet to
expel an alien from their innards.  
M: Kuznetsky Most
Phone: 923-6158
Address: Pushechnaya ul. 9 (next to Kuznetsky Most Metro)
Hours: 12.00 - 6.00

Kitaisky Lyotchik

★★ ★

Cheers: Hosted a top secret Leningrad show after Luzhkov banned
them from playing Luzhniki. Popular among “deep” foreign high
school kiddies!  One of the few authentic bohemian tusovki,
brought to you by famous godmother of the Moscow tusovka Irina
Papernaya.  Open all the time, quality cheap food, and quality live
music. Try the soups and potato dishes. Young waitresses with
very few visible sores or bruises. 
Jeers: Bartenders often have a hard time making anything more
complex than a shot. Can have serious mojo-killing vibe. God
invented the Lady Bic so that chix would shave-someone should
tell that to the girls here. High mungy student factor, lots of goa-
tees, greasy hair and people who read Bukowski. Provincial disco
sound system.
Cover: 100R+ for concerts (none before and after)
M: Kitai-Gorod
Phone: 924-5611
Address: Lyubanksy proyezd 25
Hours: Not quite 24 hours

Kult

★ ★★

Cheers: Late-night music some of the best in town: We heard The
Rapture, Radio 4 and Le Tigre on our last visit. After denying
Flounder entry for being too drunk, he is now an honored guest.
Leave big tips and you can take over ‘reserved’ seats. Moscow’s
best tusovka. Excellent place to take your young date if you don’t
want to drop too much money on her but you do want to impress
her. Fashionable Moscow DJs work here regularly, for anyone
interested enough to care. Reasonably priced place for horn-
rimmed glasses crowd.  
Jeers: Feis kontrol can snap up out of the blue and bite you. You
won’t get laid here—so come with an arm decoration, or a bottle
of Ya Sam. Beanbag rooms in bars showing Euro-fag flicks is not a

good direction for Moscow nightlife. Talking up a chick here is as
easy as solving Pi.   
Cover: None
M: Taganskaya/Kitai-Gorod
Phone: 917-5706
Address: Yauzskaya ul. 5

O.G.I Club

★ ★ ★

Cheers: eXile update! Both Dr. Dolan and Ames gave this place two
goatees up. Bohos here somehow not offensive, lots of youngin’s
to get Michael Jackson with, and everyting’s cheap. Ratty knit
sweaters, horn-rimmed glasses, and yes, t-shirts that mean some-
thing. No techno dicks. Lyubanka OGI open 24 hours.
Jeers: Chisty Prudy branch now closes at 11pm. Guess those
bohos are gonna have to get a good night’s sleep now! This place
gets more notice in the Western press than genocide in Chechnya!
The only people who get tables on weekends are losers who always
show up at parties too early. 
Cover: 50-80R on weekends
M: Chistiye Prudi; Lyubanksaya
Phone: 927-5609; 921-5827
Address: 8/12 Potapovsky pereulok, str. 2 (walk through the arch,
turn right at end and look for black door to basement); 19/21 Ul.
Nikolskaya (in that white open shopping mall with all the expensive
shit)
Hours: 12-23.00 (Lyubanka open 24/7). 

Papa John’s

★★★ ★ ★★

Cheers: Ames got hee-se’f some free sex, earning Papa’s a three-
star fahkie faktor! The bone didn’t last long and it wasn’t pretty, but
folks, as Jonas Bernstein once famously remarked, “Free is...free.”
The fact of the matter is that there just ain’t no better place to get
hot, sweaty and stinky while standing in place and having sluts give
you the kind of boner-inducing dance that costs $20 elsewhere!
One of the best slut:dude ratios in town. Dyevs get easily suckered
into doing things they’ll regret the next morning; boyfriends try
their best to pretend they’re not getting angry.  
Jeers: Sometimes forget to put alcohol in happy hour drinks.
Too many submerging middle class Russkys and bloated lecher-
ous (mostly European) expats. Brick paneling looks fake, even if
it’s real.  
Cover: 150R on weekends, free-ish during the week
M: Chistye Prudy
Phone: 755-9554
Address: Myasnitskaya Ul. 22 (inside Johnny’s)
Hours: Always

Phlegmatic Dog

★★ ★ ★★

Cheers: eXile alert! Finally, a total alternative to Propaganda
Thursdays! The techno hipsters have moved their act to the Dog,
which is packing in the big-pupil’d techno tusovka like you would-
n’t believe! We nit you shot, we’ve been there 2 Thursdays in a row
and the place is packed with teenie techno-students who could
probably use a free drink or two, if you know what we mean.
Salnikov moderately impressed that the world’s first Internet pub
opened in his backyard! Inexpensive and unpretentious, the Dog is
just the sort of place to impress a teenage girl you met  wandering
around Manezh. Every table equipped with a computer and key-
board so you can order, flash on the webcam, or look at x-rated
porn without getting up from the table. If you’re afraid to talk to
chicks, come here and chat with them, then flee if they show up.
Jeers: Thursday nights have seen the re-appearance of the mullet.
Aren’t we luck. Some of the dudes on Thursday techno nights gave
the impression that they bat for the other team. Which is cool, you
know, just thought we’d point that out. Lots of kinks still exist in
that little keyboard they give you to order. We wound up having to
order the way The Dude still masturbates: manually. Oddly bad
choice for location. 
Cover: Free
M: Okhotny Ryad
Address: Manezh Mall, entrance from Aleksandrovsky Sad

Propaganda

★★ ★★

Cheers: Yes, Propaganda is still the only place in a city of 12 mil-
lion where you won’t hear crickets chirping on Thurs. nights
(excepting the Dog). We hate to admit it, but this is still the best
place in Moscow to get girls’ digits who are out of your league. A
good place to go when you’re feeling nostaligic for old Moscow.
Packed, always assured of having great DJs.
Jeers: eXile alert! Recent drug raid has put a major damper on
Prop’s mojo! This is the abyss. Low drunken slut factor. You have
to get to know them to get laid. Fags in ribbed shirts given fast-
track status in line.  Guards might tell you there’s a “private party”
if they don’t like your looks and they don’t accept bribes. What are
we, Christians?  

Queers: Sunday nights are ‘gay’ nights.
M: Kitai Gorod
Phone: 924-5732
Address: Bolshoi Zlatoustinsky per. 7 (just off Maroseika)
Hours: Sun-Thurs 12.00 ‘til 06:00; Fri-Sat. ‘til 08.00

The Real McCoy

★★★ ★

Cheers: eXile alert! Happy anniversary to an eXile favorite! Last
Monday night featured the kind of drunken madness that was
banned by the Geneva Convention. You go, guyz! This place rules,
folks. Congratulations fellas, for raising Moscow’s decabauch to a
new and fresh level, your cocktails kick ass! And may you live
another year! Babe factor much higher than previously thought!
They let you pass out at the tables! Chances are if you wake up in
Yugo-Zapadnaya with a bunch of Mexicans in a hail storm, you
were at McCoys the night before. If there’s a way to get kicked out,
we haven’t found it! Packed ‘til late. 
Jeers: Once denied Ames entrance for looking too much like a
Caucasian gangster. Has become a place for 30ish chix to get
wasted on ladies’ night out. Occasionally packed with people we
would really rather never run into again. May be acting as a medi-
um for the spirit of the Duck. 2fer1 drinks are now doubles, mak-
ing them harder on your stomach than giardia. 
M: Barakadnaya
Phone: 255-41-44
Address: Koudrinskaya pl. 1 (in the towering Stalin dom)
Hours: Always

Territoriya

★★ ★ ★★

Cheers: eXile alert! Recent Saturday night visit found a mix of
model-level babes and barely-in-the-closet knob goblins, but the
good news is that the babes outnumbered the gobs 2-to-1! This
could spell good things for eXholes still interested in sex! And the
booze is some of the cheapest in town! Mix of at least 90% of the
guys surveyed claimed to be bi, and we all know what that means. 
Jeers: Butt pirate tried to hit on Flounder while pretending to buy a
drink. Bouncers have trouble responding to simple commands like
sit and roll over. An Afisha reviewer admitted that the old Territoriya
was her “favorite” club,. Dancefloor the size of a large jacuzzi.
Cover: R100 on Friday-Saturday
M: Okhotny Ryad
Phone: 292-7318
Address: Tverskaya ul. 5 (around the back in an alley)
Hours: 13.00 - 06.00

Trety Put’

★ ★

Cheers: We gotta give em credit, as they surprised us by being open
on a recent Saturday visit. Moscow’s only squat-like boho hangout.
Occasional decent live acts, day-glo/artsy interior. You won’t believe
you’re in Moscow. Sometimes has good DJs who play music that
impresses techno Brits. This place once burned down. 
Jeers: Aggressively unattractive women—are we in Berkeley or
Moscow?! Too many guys with pointy beards and T-shirts that
mean something. Proof that progressive politics lead to progres-
sive waistlines. Art on walls.  
Cover: 70R
M: Tretyakovskaya
Phone: 951-8734
Address: Pyatnitskaya 4
Hours: 21.00 - 2.00 (Thurs. - Sat.)

Voodoo Lounge

★★★ ★★★ ★★

Cheers: Ames tried out a Latin dancing lesson here, and almost got
beat up by a chick. Plenty of young sluts lookin’ for luv. Stays
packed all night long. Voodoo has become part of the must-do “cir-
cuitx” for everyone from hormone-charged eXholes to Latino-luvin’
teenies. Wednesdays, featuring salsa dance lessons, boast awe-
some one-hand-clapping slut factor. Stanley spins records here on
Thursdays.   
Jeers: If you don’t respond well to Slavic pheremones, then
beware the BO factor. Snideman impersonators rumored to get in
without paying cover.  Don’t fall for that "just going to the bath-
room" stunt. Girls think that all you want is their number. Too many
men with greasy ponytails. 
Cover: 50R for broads, 150R for dudes 
(weekends only)
M: Belorusskaya 
Phone: 253-2323
Address: Sredny Tishinsky pereulok 5/7
Hours: 12.00 - 6.00

& Club

★★ ★★  ★★★

Cheers: Large new Tseppelin-backed club supposedly opening up
the elitny world to the demokratichnie crowd. 
Jeers: Whooptee-frickin-doo. The eXile’s resident hip Arab, DJ
Maghrib, described lots of bored expressions and high number of
dyevs in boxer boots. Do we really need this?
Cover: Stricter than Tseppelin
M: Krasnopresnenskaya
Phone: 253-2121
Address: Malaya Gruzinskaya 15
Hours: Can’t tell U!

A priori

★★ ★★  ★★★

Cheers: Became the place for Moscow afterparties, something we
discovered about a year after the fact! Actually, it’s probably been
that way for a while, we were just too lame to notice. Babe Central!
So much fun, we even danced a bit! Plenty of second-rate models
relax here after a hard day on the catwalk. Dorkadent, but it didn’t
evoke any uncontrollable feelings of ultra-violence. Some of the
girls were smiling and even dancing as only Russian dyevs can.  

Jeers: eXile alert! Recent brutal Narcotics Police raid could make
this place radiatioactive for the chemically-inclined. Ames got dee-
nied here recently while he was snowboarding hard. It went like
this: “Nyet.” “Here’s my Press Card, I’m from the eXile.” Security
into his mike: “Inostratsi...ponyal... [to Ames, angrily] Ny-yet.”
Could this place be ripe for a Buns McGillicuddy onslaught?
Massive brutal OMON raid over the summer makes this a risky
place to dose.
Cover: None, but face control reminiscent of Bismarck’s geopoli-
tics
M: Arbatskaya
Phone: 291-77-83
Address: Bolshaya Molchanovka 12/1
Hours: 23.30 to 06.00

Cabaret

★★ ★ ★★★

Cheers: eXile alert! There’s no denying it, come here on a week-
end night and this place has a vibe like no other! Packed to the
gills with a good mixed crowd of super-dorkadents, techno freaks
and even a few eXholes. Most chicks tall as giraffes. Ex-Treme
babesky factor that could be dangerous for your health. Snideman
gave it two sweaty comb-overs way up. Has quickly become “it”
in Moscow. They call this the Real McCoy for the elitny crowd: lots
of drunken rich chicks. Simple circular seating around a dance
floor and hit radio music contrasts with the hyper-mega
dorkadence of the clientelle. Salnikov’s favorite spot—he liked it
so much he withheld writing about it for a month to keep U from
spoiling it. High model factor.
Jeers: Even if you get past the humiliating face control, a big IF,
you will face further humiliation when confronted with the over-
whelming riches and bitches of the clientelle. We’ll stick with road
trips to Slutsk, thank you very much.  
Cover: Face control, strogyi
M: Pushkinskaya
Phone: 789-8315
Address: Strastnoi Bulvar 8a
Hours: Thursday-Saturday 23.30 til the last Benz rolls out

Chocolate

★ ★ ★★★

Cheers: Some sucker dropped millions of dollars on this club,
which is a cheer for the sheer comedy of it all. 
Jeers: Another elitny club with a grotesque interior and face con-
trol so strict that even the owners can’t get in. Angles for a more
adult crowd that sees itself as kulturny as well as elitny and that
considers the days of hard partying over.
Cover: Brutal face control
M: Pushkinskaya
Address: 5 Putinsky Proezd
Hours: 16.00 - 00.00

First

★★ ★★ ★★★

Cheers: eXile alert! Once again recent visit witnessed massive ugly
brawl, in which one elitny Russian beat the shit out of another elit-
ny Russian as he backed into his Merc...the victorious elitny guy
even punched him through his Mercedes window as he sped away.
Another good thing: the crowd gets treated like they’re at a bottle-
neck at a metro escalator, getting pushed, crammed and roughly
treated as they mob and squeeze their way towards the feis kontrol
fag for judgement. Truth is, First is the most happening elitny club
in Moscow, with the naberezhnaya teeming with Mercs, molls and
Salnikovabees. Had an excellent white tent for summer outdoor
partying. Fell for the Buns prank big-time. High Tall Model Babe
factor. Ames met one here and got her phone number and called
her and took her out and...
Jeers: ...failed miserably.  Many chicks have clearly made the
rounds with various sponsors, and probably go back to the Titanic
days. The wear and salon tans are taking their toll on these aging
molls. Less kewl flatheads were seen screaming and threatening
murder at the front gate when they couldn’t get through feis kon-
trol. Which made us wonder: was his girlfriend inside? And if so,
did the feis kontrol say to him, “Malyavka, a lot of peoples’ girl-
friends are inside here. Next!” 
Cover: Feis kontrol
M: Novokuznetskaya
Phone: 951-3598
Address: Sofiiskaya Nab. 34
Hours: Weekends from 21.00

Jet Set

★★ ★ ★★

Cheers: New demokratichny door policy instituted ever since
Flagman took over means U can get in now. And it also means the
Salnikov Factor has gone way down. Has Jew Wednesdays, free for
holders of Israeli passports. Decadent baroque interior a slap in the
face of recent hi-tech corporate German-inspired design fad. 
Jeers: eXile alert! Recent site of sad LifeStyle party for their
“Coming Out’ celebration of their new ties with the siloviki. Many
clubbers might still be too scarred by embarrassing door-denials to
test the new management’s policy. Don’t pull up here in a semyor-
ka or they won’t be letting yo’ po’ ass in. People in the know don't
refer to it as "Jet Set" but "that place on Ordynka", as if that makes
up for the stupid-ass name. 
M: Dobryninskaya
Address: ul. Malaya Ordynka 37
Hours: 23.00 - dawn

Marica

★★ ★ ★★★

Cheers: They’ve remonted Marica yet again. Whippee! Now it has
like gray walls and flashing disco squares on the floor. Has your
life just become that much more daring and interesting? Is this a
mind-blowing new experience or what?!?! Salnikov munched a
model’s box in the bathroom here, then walked away because he
was bored.
Jeers: Too many washed-up molls whose heyday was in Yeltsin’s
first term, trying desperately to look young, sexy and fuckable
again after being brutally dumped by their Caucasian husbands
for fresh 18-year-old cokeheads. Is this the kind of woman you
want to meet?
M: Pushkinskaya/Kuznetsky Most
Phone: 924-0358

Elitny

Watering Holes

bar•dak n [Russ, ·‡‰‡Í, brothel, chaos] slang (1997) 

1. the eXile’s E-Z nightlife pull-out section

2. Salnikov the Spiritual Banker heads to Gaudi, yells at driver! p. 10

3. Edward Limonov looks back on the worst of 2003! Also, whores in Euros? p. 11

4. Oh my, folks, it’s New Year’s Time! Boar House, PJs, Voodoo, Hard Rock... p. 12

5. Something fishy cooked up at Rybny Bazaar! Assenberg delivers! p. 15

= Fahkie Factor! will you ”do it tonight”?   ★ = No, not even Roman Abramovich could score

here     ★★ = Either roll up here in your Mercedes Jeep, or wave a Western passport around;

otherwise you might have to do some convincing   ★★★ =Better pack a can of pepper spray,

cuz you’ll get laid here whether you want to or not

= Flathead Factor! will you walk out alive? ★ = probably  ★★ = compliment this club’s gentle-

men on the Euclidean flatness of their heads, and they won’t bother you ★★★ = Enter here

waving a white flag, and you’ll probably live

= Foam Factor! Will cheap-0 eXile readers be able to afford the beer? ★ = $2-$3 per beer

★★ = $4-$5 per beer ★★★ = $6- $60,000

= Starvin’ Ivan Factor! Will you show up to an empty, haunted, mausoleum here? This isn’t a
rating factor, folks. Every club, bar, politician, and yes, newspaper, remains on the verge of
collapse. When you see this stamped over a bar, it  means “game over.” Vsyo.

= Remont Factor! There are a zillion reasons why Russian establishments close “temporarily”
in the Putin era. Sometimes they’re remodeling the place to keep up with the Ivanovs, other
times a management “takeover” is in order or some chinovnik didn’t get his bribe.key
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Things That Do & Don’t Suck
Updated

NEW!!!
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Address: Petrovka 21/1
Hours: 23.00 - 06.00 Thurs. - Sun.

Ministerstvo

★★ ★★ ★★

Cheers: If you get in here, you’ll feel pretty frickin elitny. Chicks
here better looking than Tsepelin chicks. Reliable sources report
that some guy pissed off the balcony onto the unsuspecting coif-
feurs of Moscow’s most dorkadent dyevs! Another source claims
that in the one-way mirrored bathrooms, a chick got gang-banged
while her face was powdered with Colombian snow! This is prob-
ably the top serious disco in town, with tough face control and
humorless techno dancing. A Titanik for the Putin era. 
Jeers: We thought we just weren’t taking the right pills to like it
here, until we tried them all and still didn’t have a good time. Girls
really enjoy dancing, and need about 3 sq. yards to do so. Had
dancers on stage doing robot dances. Does Eurotrash ever tire of
techno and black/strobe lights? Guess not. 
M: Barrakadnaya 
Phone: 222-0158
Address: Malaya Nikitskaya ul. 24
Hours: 23.00 - 06.00 (Thursday - Sunday)

Mix

★ ★★ ★★★

Cheers: Recent visit revealed that the crowd is still young and dilat-
ed and wired for action, the later the wireder. Without a doubt
Moscow’s top after-hours party. Long ago replaced Garazh as the
after hours choice for the super dorkadent. Super Salnikov factor,
nearly everyone is transiting from E rolls.
Jeers: Flounder got denied here (or is that a cheer?). You better be
armed to the teeth with rolls of E cuz sober, this place is like being
stuck in a Dickhead Retreat.
M: Smolenskaya
Phone: 255-43-33
Address: Novinsky bulvar 11
Hours: 19.00-late

Poison

★★ ★ ★★★

Cheers: One of Moscow’s premiere pre-party hangouts. Shrine to
Bosch shows possible signs of taste. Nice leather seats allow you
to relax in relative comfort.  Bathroom sex should be possible here.
Let us in without reservations, cuz we’re VIPs n shit. Good place to
take a chick you pick up if you want to impress her, but don’t let
her order, you should order.
Jeers: 300 ruble margaritas which should be about half that price.
Lots of aging once-beautiful clubber dyevs. Plan to open a sushi
bar in the basement. Location makes you pine for the days when
XIII was open and there would’ve been a reason to have a reason-
ably priced chill out bar nearby.
M: Chistiye Prudy
Phone: 923-0492
Address: Myasnitskaya 13
Hours: always

Roxy

★★★ ★ ★★

Cheers: If you come here on the right night (check their party list-
ings) then Roxy’s great crowd blend and somewhat upscale angle
on old-skewl debauchery will not let you down. Brought to you by
Duck veteran Johnnie who done gone ‘n grown up on us, Roxy
features two floors of fun, including a Euro room for those types.

Babe waitresses in see-through tops who will listen to your
offers. Several booths both upstairs and downstairs, where you
can pay a goon to guard you and your special lady friend as you
close the red velvet curtains and...Popular with Africans, close to
several universities.
Jeers: Make sure you come on the right night. Once we were there
and it wa spretty beat. Lucas Rommel complained that they had a
bad garderob, and when Lucas Rommel is upset, we get upset.
Cover: Varies (medium face control)
M: Basmanaya
Phone: 261-6174/-4764
Address: Staraya Basmannaya 20/13

Shambala DJ

★★ ★ ★★★

Cheers: Even after the humiliating Buns McGillicuddy prank played
here, they kept letting us in. Are we kewl or what?!  Last two times
we were there featured jaw-dropping strip shows featuring Dolls
girls. Club card so cool that all it has is clear plastic and a tiny little
chip in the corner. High babe factor on Thurs. makes us wonder if
this place might some day break Propaganda’s monopoly. Sure,
there’s feis kontrol the likes of which doesn’t allow filth like us in,
but that doesn’t mean U will get denied.
Jeers: With summer over, it’s back to the shitty little basement.
Ames recently accosted by a skanky old whore in a cowboy hat
and tons of powder on her face, and she wanted 200 bucks. When
he gave her the old “I’ll just go to the cash machine” line, she
already was rubbing up a fresh john. Pricey drinks. Inside, typical
dark disco with yet another Hindu god sneering at you. Lots of rich
young ne’er do wells with 70s hairdoes and kedi  since now the
thing to do is to wear sports shoes into dorkadent clubs. 
Cover: Free, feis kontrol (was Nazi, is now merely Stasi)
M: Kuznetsky Most
Phone: 927-87-27
Address: Ul. Kuznetsky Most, 3
Hours: 21.00 - 08.00

Souffle

★★ ★ ★★

Cheers: Is aiming to replace Garazh as the new after-hours hang-
out for the kewl krowd. Salnikov was more impressed by ex-
Garazh art director Marina’s involvement than in the club
itself,though he conceded that there were some models and elite
men. Cheap drinks and snacks, casual and healthy interior.
Jeers: Too small to anonymously fondle the bored fitness club
molls without risk of serious harm to our parson. Who would want
to crash from a chop-E ride in a casual chrome club located
between the children’s zoo and the American embassy? 
M: Barrikadnaya
Address: Sadovaya-Kudrinskaya 3A
Phone: 254-3648
Hours: Always open

Stone

★★ ★ ★★

Cheers: New Kuznetsky Most club once rumored to be tied to the
Norilsk Nickel empire, Stones’ opening party ranks as Moscow’s
biggest gathering of who’s-whos this year. Features large stage for
promised world-class acts (Tatu played the opening) and intimate
disco. Excellent chillout, several bars, quiet restaurant featuring
real fur wallpaper and reasonable prices all things considered.
Everyone talked about the white-uniformed security babes. For
VIPs like Morris Snideman, there’s a separate entrance so you
don’t have to soil your suit on commoners, a backgammon room
with shower, wine bar and so much more. Good babe-to-dude
ratio last Saturday...

Jeers: ...though they don’t seem all that approachable to mere
wage earners. Recent check revealed that Stones is composed
almost entirely of inorganic material. The promised walls of nick-
el, diamond and jade turned out to be a single display of a few
stones on a narrow hidden wall by the stage. Nachos and other
menu items straight out of the Papa John’s-circa-1998 cookbook. 
M: Kuznetsky Most
Address: Kuznetsky Most 19/1
Phone: 928-7497
Hours: Yes

Top Club

★ ★ ★★★

Cheers: Fancy new club in the not-so-fancy Basmanny area
hopes to be the new after-hours par-tay digs. Featuring Titanik
portholes, lots of columns and projector screen TV stuff, just in
case you have nothing at all to talk about and are a boring slug
like us. Empty during the opening days, Top Club has been pick-
ing up steam.
Jeers: They wanted their club to be the top club in Moscow, so
they poured millions into the interior design and named it...ta-
da!...”Top Club.” This pretty much says it all. We have yet to see a
reason to go all the way out here just to see more cheesy disco,
but then again, maybe we’re missing something that the kids get.
Cover: Free, feis kontrol (except that no one’s coming yet)
M: Baumanskaya
Address: Akademika Tupoleva Nab. 15, Korpus 5
Hours: Thu-Sat 21.00 - last person

Tseppelin

★★ ★★ ★★

Cheers: eXile alert! Let Flounder in without a hassle last Friday!
Is this a freak accident, or a sign of face control lightening up?
Rumor is that weekdays will be demokratichny, weekends even
stricter than before. Your old card may not work in the new Tsep,
with its elitny glass walls and other assorted upgrades. The very
definition of Moscow dorkadence: a Euro-trash-compactor with
equal opportunity go-go dancers catering to fags and flamers
alike. Not too expensive considering the pretentionsness of the
crowd. They still let us in free, even after the infamous October
‘98 eXile Crisis Party.
Jeers: The elitny, including Salnikov, have pretty much moved on.
If you’re into sitting around drinking coffee rather than aggressive
dancing means these upscale broads are aging and putting on the
pounds even more quickly than before. If you are rich, dumb and
horny, this is the place to go. Strong face control doesn’t keep all
the ugly girls out. Has a sauna upstairs, which really excites New
Russians.
M: Sukharevskaya
Address: Ul. Gilyarovskogo 8  

Vinyl

★ ★ ★★

Cheers: A novel idea: a club aiming for the Tseppelin demograph-
ic by imposing strict feis kontrol.
Jeers: But in this case, there are no feises to kontrol. Trying to set
up shop in the cursed former home of Expat Club, who still owe us
money. New feis kontrol geek followed Salnikov around and tried
sucking up to him claiming he was the one who created the
Tsepellin elitniy scene. Scared Salnikov and crowd away forever.
Cover: Free (face control by pseudo-dorkdadent “Sasha”)
M: Kitai Gorod 
Address: 4 Pevchevsky Pereulok
Phone: 298-5414/04
Hours: 11pm - 6am Fridays and Saturdays  

Vogue Cafe

★ ★ ★★★

Cheers: Since this is the official hangout for Vogue Magazine and
all of its hangers-on, you bet the tall-model-babe factor is in the
dangerous red zone. So is the “don’t even bother trying” factor.
We’ve seen dudes in ribbed sweaters and Merc keychains get
dissed hard.  Which made us feel vindicated for not going to busi-
ness school—there’s no payoff even if you get rich here. As for
Salnikov, he loved the exotic tea. Decent marks given to the salads
and sushi. High-end restaurant in back. Another Novikov place.
Jeers: Parking lot out front crammed full of Merc gangster Jeeps,
Merc sedans, and lesser cars. If you’re impressed by that, stop
reading our newspaper. Everyone’s looking at everyone else, and
no one’s comfortable except the very tallest blondest girl.
Expensive, pretentious in a Third World complex-ridden way.
Cover: Free 
M: Kuznetsky Most
Address: Corner of Neglinaya and Kuznetsky Most Streets
Phone: 923-1701
Hours: M-F: 12.00 - last person; Sa-Su: 12.00 - 02.00 (kitchen
closes at 00.00)

Zhiguli

★ ★ ★

Cheers: Parker dug the way they use the OLD to “hi”-light the
NEW! It’s about time Novikov opened a place that nobody wants
to go to. 
Jeers: Biggest waste of real estate in central Moscow! Having a
beer dispenser that looks like an old Soviet mineral water avtomat
isn’t clever or ironic, it’s stupid. It’s places like this what make
eXile staffers want to move to Buffalo. 
M: Arbatskaya
Phone: 291-4144
Address: Novy Arbat 11/1

Zima

★★ ★ ★★★

Cheers: Tis the season to open huge mall-like versions of elitny
clubs. Zima is Shambala’s answer to Tseppelin’s & Club: huge
with a cheesy winter theme replacing the stupid airplane theme of
Pilot, which this buildling used to house.
Jeers: Last weekend hosted the DJ David Morales show, which
even with a flyer or card still cost 2000R. Only 2000R to hear some
fag from Ibiza play someone else’s records? Vhat a bahgain!
M: Ulitsa 1905 Goda
Phone: 205-6216
Cover: Face control and the usual shite
Address: Trekhugorny Val 6
Hours: Thurs-Sun 23.00-07.00

Gooters

★ ★ ★

Cheers: New sports bar in the basement of Santa Fe with excellent
burgers — there’s not even an egg on top! Seriously strong drinks,
so you can drown your sorrows if your team sucks. Nobody’s
gonna sit in front of you. 
Jeers: No sports book yet; waitresses not mammaraily endowed
like the Hooters girls. Won’t let you check out Hippo for half-time
scamming. NFL in Russian.

M: Ulitsa 1905 Goda
Phone: 256-2126
Address: Mantulinskaya Ul. 5/1, Bldg. 6 (in Santa Fe)

★ ★ ★★

Cheers: NFL season is back, so Sundays, we’re there, dude! Got
rid of the virtu-golf meaning lots more room as well as no fear of
having a golf ball thwack you in the head by some clumsy whore
from Metelitsa. More TV access than ever, with possible multiple
NFL games if sats permit. Security could teach American airport
guards a thing or two about stopping crime before it happens.
Huge screen TV showing top sports events. New club cards will
allow holders to reserve tables on-line for football games! Is
Sportland in the 21st Century or what, folks?!
Jeers: New cover/down-payment system as well as club cards
bound to cause some confusion with Americans at first. Stay
tuned.  Waitresses are always confused about how to charge a
party of more than one.  
Cover: We don’t quite understand the system, but you pay some-
thing like 200R up front and that can be redeemed for the food and
beer you drink. Keeps out the riff-raff. Hey wait, we’re riff-raff!
M: Arbatskaya
Phone: 745-5839; 291-1130
Address: Novy Arbat 21 (under Metelitsa Casino)
Hours: Always

Udarnik

★ ★ ★

Cheers: Security makes you feel safer than a Canadian diplomat in
Japan! Decent burgers, but they don’t make’em rare. Noone sits in
front of you.
Jeers: eXile alert! Ridiculous Fort-Knox-like security shakedown at
the door just to watch Sunday Night Football led to a massive legal
assault by Moe Snideman, Esq. a few weeks ago. Security held up
each of his guests for 15 minutes, taking down passport control,
which Snideman reminds us is a violation of both Russian and
international civil code conventions. Don’t let you in until you show
three forms of ID, pay 25 bucks, pose for a digital camera and have
their face recognition software scan to make sure you are not a
known terrorist. 
M: Tretyakovskaya
Phone: 258-8150
Address: Ul. Serafimovicha 2 (in the basement of Udarnik casino)
Hours: Always

Fabrique

★★ ★ ★★

Cheers: Salnikov raved about Fabrique’s pre-opening party, calling
Fabrique a definite success. Located in the basement of the gigan-
tic Institute for Design and Technology, should be a magnet for all
the hot student babes seen stalking that property. Elitny with
democratic face control! Should be packed full of E-heads if that’s
your thing. Music more hardcore, like early Titanik.
Jeers: element complained about the lack of bathrooms, but
wethinks that was just because Salnikov and friends were
“engaged” in other activities there. Democratic entrance policy may
lead to a not-entirely-hot set inside, which may lead to Salnikov &
Co.’s absence.
M: Novokuznetskaya
Phone: 969-0593
Address: 33 Sadovnicheskaya Nab.

Shake It!

Jock Itch

NEW!!!
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Gaudi

★★ ★ ★★

Cheers/Jeers: See Salnikov’s spiritual review left
M: Savyolovvskaya
Phone: 508-80604
Address: Skladochnaya Ul. 1

Hippopotam

★★ ★ ★★

Cheers: Still packed with eager dyevs  looking for foreign students!
Hippo has shot to the top of the populists’ choice for weekend par-
tying, attracting a similar crowd to Boar House, only more studen-
ty. A favorite of the US Marines during R&R, as well as a weird
assortment of off-duty waitresses, wives, and molls. Music has
improved, and somehow the once-depressing interior actually
seems lively. Overall, worth a long stop.
Jeers: Keep promising to advertise with us—we’re starting to feel
like stood-up chicks here! Quite a distance from the metro. One of
those places that seems really happening when you first walk in, but
as your eyes adjust, you sometimes might start to feel creeping dis-
appointment. 
M: Ulitsa 1905 goda
Phone: 256-2327
Cover: None on weekdays; Weekends: 100R for dudes, 50R for
dyevs
Address: Ul. Mantulinskaya 5/1, Bldg. 6 (downstairs from Santa Fe)
Hours: 22.00 - 6.00

Jingle Bells

★★ ★ ★★

Cheers: Due to insanely high cover charge, Jingle Bells could
return to the top of the pile for late-night scamming! 300R cover
for dudes keeps out the riff raff. Has been taken over by former
Hippopotam manager Liza and Bells has started kickin’ major ass!
That’s right, she’s turning it into an African student hangout a la
Cabana, Voodoo and Hippo! So act qwick before the girls get a
taste of something more exotic than your hairy white ass! Full of
decent looking dyevs that can be talked into doing anything! Does
that whole live drumming over techno thing! You’ll be the best
dressed guy there! 
Jeers: Absurd 300R cover for dudes and 150R for broads. Flounder
paid for himself and two bitches to get in here and came away empty
handed. Chicks tend to avoid making eye contact. Sorry, but the
name’s gotta go... it sounds like a strip club for pedophiles. Or is that
a cheer? An old eXile blurb about “skanky whores, divorcees and
washed-up ex-molls” is not inappropriate. 
M: Dobrininskaya
Phone: 959-3737
Address: Bolshaya Polyanka 51A
Hours: 21.00 - 6.00

★★ ★ ★★

Cheers: eXile alert! Karma remains THE place for those serious
about dancing and/or snaking on dyevs. Overflowing with prime
cuts of snapper on a daily basis, with drinks priced low enough that
you won’t wish you’d just cruised Leninsky Prospekt tochkas
instead. Huge crowds of babes as good as anything you’ll get in
Putin’s Moscow. Underage slutz sneak by security on occasion.
Sat. night Latin dance lessons til midnite packs devs in; don’t worry
if they’re not drinking initially—they just need to concentrate.
Decent action here on Thursdays, for those who want to let the
crowds at Propaganda thin out before trying to get in.  
Jeers: Fems will expect you to dance with them here, which is
frankly humiliating for some of us. Lots of French chefs here. Let
cripples on crutches in, but refuse entry to eXile staffers in shorts
— what gives!? Home to some of the biggest booties in
Moscow—how do those hos pack it all in?!  
Cover: 50R for chicks, 150R for dudes on weekends (liberal face
control)
M: Kuznetsky Most
Phone: 924-5633
Address: Ul. Pushechnaya 3 (just down from Hola Mexico)
Hours: Wed. -Sun.: 19.00 - 6.00

Mio

★★ ★ ★★

Cheers: New disco just one step down from Propaganda. Lots of
young talent from nearby institutes. Nice quiet chill out where you
can enjoy nodding off. 
Jeers: We’re getting too old for places that only get going after 3!
Any earlier than that and the girls can be a little beat. 
M: Oktyabrskaya
Address: Kaluzhskaya Pl. 1
Phone: 238-5848
Hours: 00.00 - 06.00, Weds. - Sat.

Parizhskaya Zhizn’

★★★ ★★★ ★★

Cheers: Recent visit with element staffers shows that Parzizhskaya
Zhizn hasn’t lost its mojo! And just like the last time Higgins hit this
place up in honor of Bastille Day 2001, PZ is still packed all night
long with aging sluts who never made it, and the occasional babe
thrown in the mix. And when we say packed, we mean packed--PZ
is literally wall-to-wall packed with snapper, flatheads, fights, and
fucking. A good place to grab unsuspecting snappers. Brings out
the sensitive side of Higgins. 
Jeers: eXile alert! Lots of complaints lately that the flathead
okhraniki randomly turning away people for no apparent reason,
since the types they refuse have that same living-at-home-for-
30-years look that the ones they let in. The prices just don’t
make any sense.  
Cover: Up to 300R on weekends
M: Chekhovskaya
Phone: 299-1595
Address: Karetny Ryad 3

Park Avenue Disco

★★★ ★★★ ★

Cheers: Bottom-feeders rejoice! Male/female strip shows and sex-
ual konkursi try their damndest to bring back the rape camp atmos-
phere of the Duck. Devs don’t get any more nesovershennaletniye
than this, Duma be damned. And, man, is Park Ave cheap!
Telephone booth sized rooms downstairs big enough for two, and
they lock from the inside...nice for a wall fuck.  
Jeers: Had to wait 30 minutes for our complimentary beverages.
Sketchy dudes of all ages. You won’t find your wife here. The
later you go, the higher the pork ratio. High 15 year old on ecsta-
sy factor.
Cover: 30-250R (depending on the day)
M: Marksistskaya
Phone: 911-0498
Address: Taganskaya ulitsa, 40-42 (in the park)
Hours: 20.00 - 8.00

Divas

★★ ★ ★

Cheers: See conveniently-located ad in this very paper for info on
parties and discounts. Or is there such an ad? Look and see for
yourself, folks.
Jeers: American manager left. Like all strip clubs, you wind up
spending a lot more money than if you had stayed home and
searched for porn on the net.  
Cover: $20, $10 with eXile ad
M: Pushkinskaya
Phone: 229-0902, 924-8726
Address: Strastnoi Bulvar 10/2
Hours: 21.00 - 6.00

Dolls

★ ★★★ ★★

Cheers: Moscow’s most notorious strip club keeps trotting out
babe after softball-breasted babe! Here’s the deal: if you’re a
semi-oligarch and you’ve got Grover Clevelands to blow, Dolls
has the BEST chicks in town. Snideman said to be an “Esteemed
Guest” here.
Jeers: We’re not oligarchs. No longer free for Americans (unless
they have a diplomatic passport—good to know that our diplomats
are taking a time off from their heavy ABM negotiations!).  
Cover: Free for Americans with diplomatic passports, $50 for all
other male nationals
M: Ul. 1905 goda
Phone: 252-5761
Address: Krasnaya Presnya ulitsa 23B, str. 1
Hours: 13.00 - 6.00

Metelitsa 

★★★ ★★★ ★★★

Cheers: Friends of Moe Snideman once again given VIP treatment
here. The hos really are all that. They say three but you can jew ‘em
down to two. Reminds you that being a New Russian isn’t all work.
In a word, the place for whores of the chubby-popping variety.
Moscow’s best looking. And priciest. Still, if you ever dreamed of
getting laid by a model-level babe who will later coldly dump you
and make you feel depressed about yourself, and you’ve got a few
Ben Franklins to blow, then this is the place. 
Jeers: Service proof that you can take a Russian out of the stolo-
vaya, but you can’t train him to do his job well. Moscow’s most
expensive ‘hos—for your money, you’re better off going to The
Flight. They’ll also try to sucker you into buying an overpriced
stuffed animal. Often features Russia’s cheesiest pop stars holding
banquets for thugs.
Cover: $25 (ruble equivalent)
M: Arbatskaya
Address: Novy Arbat 21 
Hours: 24 hours

★★★★★ ★ ★★★

Cheers: Twelve years have come and gone, and we’re still trying to
recover! Waytago, guys! Folks, this is it, the world-famous Night
Flight. If you have only one night in Moscow, make sure this place
is on your list. Another reason to come here: if you want to drink all
night around babes, feel confident, yet not get laid, come here,
order a few drinks, and let the girls talk you up. You’ll feel 100%
better, we swear. Women so hot that you just want to keep them in
a jar in your basement. Sexy working ladies, and no shame in
showing your face: the Swedish-managed staff is discreet, profes-
sional and attentive. THE favored place for married men on busi-
ness trips to visit—many have given this place "two hastily
removed wedding rings up!" 
Jeers: Some girls demand $300 these days, and driving a tougher
bargain. Bring back the crisis days! Tiny dancefloor means you just
cut straight to the negotiations. If you bump into your boss, just say
that you’ve come for the food [sic]. 
Cover: 650R
M: Tverskaya
Phone: 229-4165
Address: Ul. Tverskaya 17
Hours: Club 21.00 - 5.00; Restaurant 18.00 - 5.00

Oh La La

★★★★★ ★★ ★★

Cheers: Even more recent visit reiterates that Oh La La is THE
place to go to see nekkid chicks. You can treat objects like women
here! Drinks not as expensive as we remembered, easy to get a
seat, and “negotiable” pricing mean Oh La La remains at the top of
our must-see list. We’ll go further: this place is like walking onto
the set of a Hollywood set. The girls here are beautiful, come in
every variety imaginable, and are dripping with desire. This place is
dangerous, folks. The on-site pipe-laying quarters were tested and
given a thumb’s up (and something else up too, yuk-yuk). Sort of
a Safari-Plus, but they’ve got real self-service rooms this time. Talk
about a sea of flesh... we’ve never seen so many lap dances at once
as we did last week in the back room! Including a Kwik-E room in
the strip bar section. Jean Michel deserves a statue for this. A must
see for those in search of real Moscow decadence, with a very red
velvet French flavor! 
Jeers: No ATM nearby! Flounder got blue-balled cuz he was low on
cash. Those with weak hearts advised to proceed with extreme
caution. French boudoir atmosphere may upset Coalition of the
Willing citizens, who will be reminded about how grossly unerotic
their Anglo-Saxon homelands are. Drinks get a little out of our
range—maybe it’s time for us to get real jobs, so that we can other,
uh, jobs. Uh-huh.
Cover: R500
M: Chistyi Prudi
Phone: 921-90-84
Address: Sretenka 1
Hours: 20.00 ‘til 06.00 weekdays, afterparty ‘til 08.00 weekends

Platinum

★★★ ★★ ★★★

Cheers: eXile alert! Recent visit revealed that Platinum’s babe fac-
tor has sharply risen, though it’s not as Cheap-O as it used to be.
Our favorite was the smoking hot sax player who walks through the
tables blowing a sax with serious talent, both musically and other-
wise. Excellent service, regular 3-for-1 lapdance bluelight specials.
And what lapdances they were! Ames’ recent date brought him into
the lapdance room for an absinthe-fueled voyeur show. Platinum
appears to be heading a bit more upscale. Male hunks simulate that
which the boids and bees do on the stage-bed. All in all, if we
weren’t poverty-stricken punks, we’d probably be spending an
unhealthy amount of time here. Dozens of girls working multiple
stages showing off their natural resources. A smaller, more inti-
mate version of Spearmint... 
Jeers: Right now too early to tell what’s to jeer, except that a cou-
ple of the girls railroaded Ames for some of his cash. Sure, it’s a
striptease bar, and sure, he and his date had imbibed lethal
amounts of absinthe to the point of semi-consciousness, so there
is some question as to who was right. 
Cover: $20 
M: Belorusskaya

Phone: 250-4472
Address: 2nd Tverskaya-Yamskaya 40/3
Hours: 18.00-06.00

Rasputin

★★★ ★★ ★★★

Cheers: Strip shows of all calibers, ranging from the “erotic the-
ater” cabaret to good ol’ fashioned ultra-raunchy hardcore carpet-
licking shows! Old skool Russian decadence for all you who
missed it the first time round.  This is the complete package, folks.
Jeers: A night here can cost more than the eXile nets in a month.
If you don’t get to the cabaret early enough, you’ll probably only see
the (admittedly quality) asses of the working girls watching the
show.  Solidni klienti make you wonder whether you should have
worn more kevlar.
Cover: Tittie bar free ‘til 20.30, then  $20 - $100, depending 
M: Park Kultury
Phone: 245-5135
Address: Zubovsky 25
Hours: Always

Safari Lodge

★★★ ★★ ★★

Cheers: Recently got jiggy w/ a dyev in an Am. flag outfit as an
expression of patriotism. The end all and be all of raunchy lap
dances.Hands-on personal strip shows make all the difference. For
more intimate encounters, there’s a special “dacha” out back, with
sauna, double beds, and shower, all for a measly 1,000R per hour.  
Jeers: Could someone explain why a “privat” dance costs the
same as gettin’ it on? That redhead is gone. These lap-dancing
strippers are always expecting some kind of “present.” No chance
of meeting a nice expat girl here—wait a minute, that’s not a jeer!
Cover: 250R
M: Chistiye Prudy
Phone: 916-1879
Address: Ul. Pokrovka 32-34 (near Coffee Bean)
Address: Chertanovskaya ul. 32/2
Hours: 21.00 - 05.00

Shandra

★★★★ ★★ ★★★

Cheers: Imagine Oh La La! set in a dark red maze of rooms, a ver-
itable French Fun House with available girls in each corner, each
room, girls whose one purpose is to please you. Take a seat in the
Oriental room, where you can lie on divan while sultry girls stroke
your limbs and pole dance and, yes, lapdance. Everything is go
here. Choose your date and take her into the tiny blowjob room or
head into the large sauna/wading pool room with your own couch-
es, table, etc. Prices reasonable, and  hear that the Asian food,
ahem, is also delish.
Jeers: What kind of sick bastard would jeer this?!
Cover: $20
M: Okhotny Ryad
Phone: 229-6613
Address: Gazetny Pereulok 1/12
Hours: 21.00 - 6.00

Spearmint Rhino

★★★ ★★ ★★

Cheers: More strippers than all the other Moscow strip clubs com-
bined, and more sweaty eXpat businessmen with lapdance change
to blow. Includes chicks with glasses who look like teachers, the
youngest-looking 18-year-olds we’ve seen since Tver, and top-
notch service.  Snideman likes to polish up his trial skills here.
Jeers: We always go through the wrong arches at least twice
before finding the club. Every time we leave here, we feel
depressed. God knows how you can bag one of these babes, but
we hear it’s possible. 
Cover: R650
M: Smolenskaya
Phone: 203-4614
Address: 17 Nikolopeskovsky pereulok (through the arch from
Novy Arbat)

B2

★★ ★ ★

Cheers: Cheap, giant venue that kicks butt when it’s full. Good live
acts and a lot more space than Bunker. Three different restaurants,
including reasonably priced sushi, under one roof. Music doesn’t
impede conversation in the restaurants, but is loud enough to not
have to make the effort to think of anything to say. 

Jeers: They turn the stereo up in the bar and restaurant to prevent
you from hearing the band upstairs na khalyava. An angry British
lesbian called Ames “ugly” and said she hated him because he
makes fun of British teeth. Suffering from multiple-personality dis-
order: you can’t be a live music venue and a disco at the same time.
Empties out early even on weekends. 
Cover: 100R
M: Mayakovskaya
Phone: 209-9918
Address: Bolshaya Sadovaya ul. 8
Hours: depends on the show

B.B. King

★ ★ ★

Cheers: The oldest and arguably the best live blues venue in
Moscow. Live music nightly; Crossroadz plays here weekly, if you
are into that sort of thing. 
Jeers: Has that un-rediscovered feel to it. Pretty empty when there
isn’t live music. Food is cheap for a reason — the portions are
sushi-sized. 
Cover: None 
M: Tsvetnoi Bulvar
Address: Sadovaya-Samotechnaya 4/2
Phone: 299-8206
Hours: 12.00 - 2.00 

Hard Rock Cafe

★★ ★ ★★

Cheers: Rock-n-roll disco occasionally cheesy, but sure beats the
fuck out of listening to the same five eurofag songs and techno
everywhere else! Rock and roll in Moscow? Finally! Like HRCs all
over the world, this flagship Moscow Hard Rock is not only a place
to gorge on choice burgers, it’s a place to party. Attracting a good
mix of Russian rockers and Russians who like foreigners, along
with assorted tourists and plent of eXholes, what makes this HRC
stand out isn’t just the Iggy Pop jacket on floor 2, but the glass ele-
vator, the marble floor, and the awesome stairwell, as well as the
open balcony layout. A welcome addition, esp for you classic rock
types, who have been living in neglect for too long now. Excellent
service. Ames was asked by a fan here to sign an autograph.
Jeers: Still don’t seem to be putting alcohol in the cocktails. Four
letters: “Y.M.C.A.” If you go, you’ll know what we mean. Our Long
Island didn’t seem strong enough. Creed video clip sighting.
M: Smolenskaya
Phone: 205-6335
Address: Stary Arbat 44
Hours: Always

Rock Vegas Cafe

★★★ ★★ ★

Cheers: New happy hours offer 2-4-1 drinks daily, meaning you
can get drunker cheaper and earlier! Is a sleeper when it comes to
packing in a good chick-to-dude ratio, said chicks being up for mis-
chief. Back-2-back visits showed that Rock Vegas has more mojo
than we’d thunk! Friday featured a danceflo’ packed with unescort-
ed kwality snapper, and Saturday had a Bulgarian band that started
rockin’ just as soon as they stopped playing Depeche Mode covers!  
Jeers: Our favorite Berber ain’t manager no more. High eXpatella
factor. Friends of drunk girls try to get them to stop drinking.
Bartenders sometimes get surly about things like ordering or mak-
ing change. Rumored to attract soccer fags for big games. Talk
about mud flaps these girls got ‘em…. 
Cover: Nothing to worry about
M: Tretyakovskaya
Phone:  959-5333
Address: Pyatnitskaya 29/8 (by the Pizza Hut)
Hours: lots of them

Sixteen Tons

★★ ★★ ★★

Cheers: Upstairs has some of the top shows and a good mix of
dyevs and serious music afficionadoes. Downstairs, a range of
scalliwags ranging from oligarchs to eXpats to divorced mammas
to starving journalists. NB: the food here rocks. Management not
adverse to fights outside. Just make sure you don’t fight someone
who owns a Merc jeep.
Jeers: Club named after the average weight of the devs. Absolutely
useless when there isn’t live music. Ridiculous English pub down-
stairs isn’t fooling anyone. Fleishman got rolled in the bathroom.
Cover: Devs: R100 weekdays, R150 weekends; Guys: R150 week-
days, R200 weekends
M: Ul. 1905
Phone: 253-5300
Address: Presnenskii Val 6
Hours: 18.00 - 6.00

To get your club or bar listed and abused in our guide call Lena
and speak sweet words to her at 795-3376 or fax her at 245-
1415. Or email us at info@exile.ru 

Live Muzak

Ho-ingPPPP rrrr aaaa dddd iiii     aaaa nnnn dddd     GGGG aaaa uuuu dddd iiii
By Denis

Salnikov
I was asked to take a

look back on 2003, but I
am not the kind of person
who looks back. I always
look forward, as I am an

optimist by nature. I believe that every year
gets better and better for me, and produces
new challenges.

Every year I make a New Year’s "reso-
lution" as you Americans call it. Last year, I
vowed to start my own elite new club, a
small club with some of my friends, using
capital supplied by our parents. This did
not exactly come about. I could not control
all the events, including when my father
had to leave the country for a couple of
months. Also I am rather satisfied with the
selection of clubs now – Cabaret, First, the
new Zima for example – that I do not
believe that I need to create a club for the
elitniye tusovschiki.

In 2004, I am making another vow.
This is the year that I will dedicate towards
becoming the general director of the daugh-
ter-company bank in my father’s financial
group. This means that I will be continuing
my trend of less partying and all-night crazi-
ness, and getting more serious. I have
already learned much by working for my
father over the past few years, and I believe
I am now ready to run a small bank.

For now, I am still sharing my night-
clubbing experiences with the eXile read-
ers, so let me tell you about one of the
newest clubs, GAUDI. It’s a huge, giant
club located in an abandoned grain eleva-
tor in a really dirty part of Moscow near the
Savyolovsky Vokzal. I do not generally go
to this part of town, but I instructed my dri-
ver to take me there in my new Lexus SUV,
which by the way I can say that I am begin-
ning to enjoy more and more. 

No one would join me – not Dima or
Stas or Natasha or Sabina or any of my
friends from the zolotaya molodyozh. This
alone was a bad sign, and frankly I would
not have gone to Gaudi myself if I didn’t
have this assignment.

I was met at the entrance of the mas-
sive club by the art director and one of his
assistants, who explained to me how the
owners had supposedly invested about 5
million Euros (or 6 million dollars for those
of you who still use them). He took me
straight to the VIP room, which is located
behind a massive aquarium. But the club
was mostly empty except for some
drugged-up teenagers. One girl left her stu-
pid-looking boyfriend to introduce herself
to me. She asked if I could take her with
me into the VIP. I naturally ignored her.

I could not stand staying for very
much longer. When I finally made it out of
Gaudi, I was angry that my driver did not
wait in front as instructed. I froze while
waiting for him since I was wearing a tight
late-70s style Versace outfit. When he final-
ly drove up some five minutes later, I near-
ly ripped his head off. I told him that my
father would make sure he never drove in
all of Russia again (and he can do that). It
took me a long time to finally calm down.

Finally I met up with Helene and two
of her friends, both beautiful former mod-
els who are now married, at Bookafe. Most
of the people there were beautiful, wealthy
and cultured. It was a relief after Gaudi,
where there were so many teenagers and
second-tier ravers.

So now the holidays are coming. I am
planning to take a four week break after an
incredibly busy year. This winter I will be
visiting Goa, where many of my friends
have rented out an entire resort to our-
selves. We are bringing with us an excel-
lent mixture of businessmen and women,
the sons and daughters of the Russian elite,
and models. India is a spiritual coun-
try with a close relationship
with Russia. Let the
Americans have
Thailand. I have out-
grown it all.

CHART #31  X-MAS/ NEW YEARS 2003/2004
1. WHAM "LAST CHRISTMAS"
2. YELLO "JINGLE BELLS"
3. GUY LOMBARDO "AULD LANGE SYNE"
4. BING CROSBY "WHITE CHRISTMAS" 
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Whores In Euros
■ MOSCOW (Passport) – Pricing for
Russia’s prostitutes will switch from dollars to
Euros beginning next year, according to
Economics and Trade Minister German Gref,
a move which drew outrage in the expatriate
business community. 

The head of the American Chamber of
Commerce in Russia, Andrew Somers,
denounced it as "politically motivated."

Analysts say the currency shift comes
amid an increasing anti-American atmosphere
after the victory of nationalist parties in the
Duma elections. The Motherland Party, in their
"Miy vernyom sebe Rossiya" program, called
for the pricing switch to Euros in "key" Russian
products and services, particularly "prostitutes
and bribes." To make their point, Motherland
deputies will only accept bribes in Euros when
they take their seats in the new Duma.

American trade representatives, while
not commenting publicly, are reported to

have threatened retaliatory measures, includ-
ing shipping to Russia thousands of angry,
fat-ankled American feminists in a bid to
make Russia’s women less attractive.

"We can make life just as hard on
Russians as they’re making it on American
expats," said Somers.

Yolki Protest
■ MOSCOW (LifeStyle) – Hundreds of
Russian Christmas trees, known locally as
"yolki," protested in front of the Duma
against what they called "genocide" during
the traditional winter season.

"The white man has been exploiting and
murdering us for hundreds of years now, and
today, we are saying, ‘This must stop,’" said a
1.90m yolka.

The yolki are demanding a return to
their ancestral homeland and an end to
"humiliating" ornaments which humans place
on them during the holidays.

"A mighty wind is blowing from the north,
brothers and spores," said another yolka,
1.65m. "Wake Up! The white man is trembling,
even though it’s a relatively mild winter!"

Girlfriend’s Opinion

Missed
■ CHICAGO (Reuters) – Every day for
the past year now, Gene Gingrey’s friends
have been treated to the unsolicited opinions
of his live-in girlfriend on matters ranging
from movies and books to mutual acquain-
tances and politics. Usually her opinions will
be cited during a typical Gen-X conversation,
in which Gingrey would add, "Yeah, [my girl-
friend] Brenda thinks…" or "Brenda said…"
on any given subject.

However, for the last week, Gingrey, 29,
has not mentioned his girlfriend’s opinions
during conversations with friends.

"I feel naked without her opinions," said

Eric Myers, 30, one of Gingrey’s closest friends.
"When we talk about how overrated the new
Lord of the Rings movie is, Gene always is
there to say something like, ‘Yeah, even
Brenda said such-and-such.’ We never once
asked him to tell us her opinion, but we didn’t
think we needed to. I guess you only appreci-
ate something when you no longer have it."

New Protection for

Expats
■ MOSCOW (The Moscow Tribune) –
President Vladimir Putin signed a decree
Tuesday allowing expatriates to mace taxi
drivers who ask them, "Viy sami otkuda?"

If the expatriate does not have mace or
pepper spray, the decree allows him to
respond to the "Viy sami otkuda" question by
taking a pen and stabbing the offending taxi
driver in the neck, "as was done by Joe Pesci in
the movie Casino," as the decree states.

Girlfriend Opinion

Mystery Solved
■ CHICAGO (AP) – The mystery of why
Greg Gingrey stopped telling his friends his
girlfriend’s opinion on everything they dis-
cussed was solved yesterday when each
friend received a signed copy of a new self-
published book, Brenda Says: My
Girlfriend’s Opinions from A-Z.

"I didn’t want to tell them my girlfriend’s
opinions on things for a few days," said
Gingrey. "I could tell that they were really
jonesing hard."

Eric Myers, one of Gingrey’s friends and
a recipient of the book gift, called it "the
greatest Christmas present I have ever
received."

"I’m going to commit her every opinion
to memory," another friend promised.

The collection includes an abridged
book-on-tape version read by Kirk Douglas.

I N B R I E F

By Edward Limonov

My personal worst moment of
the year 2003 was late afternoon
January 31st. At Saratov’s
Districts Court, public prosecutor
Colonel Verbin demanded for me
quarter of century of imprison-
ment. Ten years of imprisonment
for allegedly planning terrorist
attacks on territory of Kazakhstan,
4 years for preparation to orga-
nize outlawed armed formations,
8 years for a purchase of
Kalashnikovs and 3 years for a
call to overthrow the Government
of Russian Federation. Exactly 25
years demanded Verbin, that tall
and skinny as a match colonel,
wearing blue uniform of
Prosecutor. 

But "by the way of partial
reduction" merciful and compas-
sionate Russian Justice, person-
ified by colonel, demanded for
me "only" 14 years of imprison-
ment in the camp of "severe
regime." It was worstiest day of
2003. But going to court on
February 4, just a few days later,
early in the morning I saw on
television face of my wife,
Natasha. Television said that my
wife have died as a saint during
her sleep at night from 2 to 3rd
February. Then, until the day of
April 15, I have lived under the
heavy burden of 14 years. On
April 15 I was miraculously sen-
tenced to 4 years. I know, I wrote

about that, but anyway, it was my
worst season of life.

The worst day of 2003 for
Mother Russia was December
7th, the Election Day. Putin’s
people have finished their last
touch of subjugation of Russian
parliament. For now Russia has
parliament what will work staying
on its knees.

Amongst numerous worst
days of 2003 I can place also the
day when Colonel Putin
announced that he is going to run
for a next term of presidency.
During his first term from 2000
until 2003 about sixty (60!)
National-Bolsheviks were
imprisoned or still are in prisons.
As we have reason to believe that
second term of colonel will be not
different from first term, so we are
preparing to live through hard
times. Colonel’s times.

Bad boys are ruling my coun-
try. So bad, that they are not
needed anybody to help them.
They don’t want people from out-
side to join them. They just want
to be bad themselves and to stay
in power as long as they can.
Forever. They are the worst kind
of bad boys, because they believe
that they are good boys. These
colonels don’t understand that
they are violent, unlawful, repres-
sive, unjust. So everyday in 2003
for Russians is a bad day. Even
my best day of 2003, June 30,
when I was liberated on parole,
from the camp near city of Engels,
was in some way also bad day.
Because I walked out of camp, but
not to freedom. I walked into
country with biggest police force
in whole world, to the country
where everybody is controlled.
From behind the bars I walked
straight under police boot.

I should stop that. Marc Ames
will have a hard times as editor, if
I will continue. For the sake of
reason I will stop, although my
emotions calling me to continue. I
will stop.

The day of Khodorkovsky’s
arrest was also very bad day, as
on that very day Russian popula-
tion have received proof that our
present Government will perse-
cute anybody, even that very
same social class whose interests
the Government claims to defend.
Our Government proved that he is
a senseless, mindless beast. That
it bites because its nature

demands to bite. Anybody, and
why not its own kind. But if that
Government is eating its own
kind, what should expect from
that Government WE, who are not
of its kind?

No, I am not exaggerating.
No, I am not a pessimist. No, that
is not an influence of Russian
sleazy winter, not an influence of
Muscovite gray, filthy weather.
Now, when Communist Party of
Russian Federation saying that
the results of elections are falsi-
fied, that "Yabloko" and "Union of
Rightist Forces" have actually
overlapped the five percent barri-
er, I believe the Communist Party.
I don’t believe an outraged
Veshnyakov, maniacal servant of
Putin’s regime. I also believe
Berezovski, when he claims that
FSB have executed explosions of
Russian buildings in Russian
cities. Because I saw with which
degree of easiness that
Government have decided to
"liberate" Nord-Ost hostages
with a help of unknown gaz. 139
hostages were liberated from life.
No Government minister wrote a
letter of resignation. They are

supermen of cruelty. No one said:
We are guilty. No one was sen-
tenced, no one accused. It is
monstrous Government. The
worst is that they don’t under-
stand that.

I believe that Russia will have
beautiful sunshine future. I
believe that one day Russian
Government will be merciful and
compassionate. It will look at its
own citizens not as enemies but
like employee at his employers.
With respect and with care. I
believe that one day our
President will be at least, aggres-
sive, yes, let him be, but he will
be aggressive towards other
nations! As American President at
least who is a beast, yes, but
towards Afghanies, Irakiens,
towards anybody, but Americans.
When one day Russia will arrive
at such a level of civilization, and
will cease to torture and kill and
rub out its own citizens, I will be a
happiest men. And all the days of
Future years will be best Days.

I have had a dream recently
that one day somebody, called
President of Russian Federation,
will invite me to Kremlin not to be

arrested there, but to give me a
"propiska." President will meet
me near Tsar-cannon (tsar-
pushka) – he will smile, and he
will say to me: "Dear Eduord
Veniaminovich, Russian
Government decided that you are
deserving to have Moscow’s
‘propiska.’ You never had one,
but we are giving you now. I also
want to apologize that my prede-
cessor colonel Putin have keeped
you in Prison."

And he will give me a fresh,
brand new passport with a stamp
of "propiska" in it. Then he will
shake my hand. And he will add:
Thank you, Edward
Veniaminovich for efforts to plan-
ning attacks on Kazakhstan, in
order to unite Russian populated
territories with Russia. You didn’t
succeed in it, but allegedly you
tried, at least. Thank you, you are
real patriot of your country."

But when I awaked, I realize
that I have no "propiska" and for
six months now I am waiting for a
Russian passport. And it was no
Kremlin, no tsar-pushka, no smil-
ing President. I love you, my
Russia!

LIVE sport coming to YOU in Moscow!!!

Sportland Entertainment Complex wishes you
Happy New  Year 2004!

Tickets for New Year Eve are:

3000 rubles 
All listed below is included in the ticket price:

New Year menu
Russian snacks and salads

Hot dishes
Dessert

Champagne on Arrival
Open Bar

Performing LIVE will be Anna Alina, Mger, Svetlana Ternova,
Dmitri Kuprei, "Dance Factory", "City-Land" group

Grandpa Frost and Snow-Maiden will also be in attendance!!
. Plus during the whole night Gifts, Surprises, Draws, live music,

discotheque and a good time guaranteed!
The Party begins at 22.30.

2 1 N o v y  A r b a t  ( U n d e r  M e t e l i t s a  C a s i n o )
Te l :  2 9 1 - 1 1 3 0 / 7 0 ,  F a x :  2 9 1 - 7 4 6 4

w w w. m e t e l i t s a . r u   s p o r t l a n d @ m e t e l i t s a . r u

NCAAB
SATURDAY 27th DECEMBER

Motor City Bowl
01:00

Northwestern Bowling Greenv

MONDAY 5th JANUARTY
Sugar Bowl

04:00
LSU Oklahomav

NFL
SUNDAY 28th DECEMBER

04:30

Philadelphia
Eagles

Washington
Redskins

at

Plus Every College Bowl Game LIVE - 
Check Our Website or Call for further Details

21.00 and 24.00
Matches to be confirmed

SUNDAY 4th JANUARY
00:30 and 04:00

AFC and NFC Wildcard Play-offs

SUNDAY 11st JANUARY
00.30 and 21.30

AFC and NFC Divisional Play-offs

Colonel’s Times
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THURSDAY, DECEMBER 25
ROCK
Solar System, Roboty 
23.00: Bunker (Live Muzak) 
Rocky Band 
21.00: La Kantina (Live Muzak)
Redky Vid
22.00: Orakul Bozhestvennoi Butylki
(Live Muzak)
Sudny Den’, Piligrim, Neverland,
Concordia
18.30: R - Club (Live Muzak)
Umka i Bronevichok
22.30: Woodstock (Live Muzak)
Bright Light
23.00: Papa John’s (Watering Holes)

JAZZ & BLUES
Kevin Mahogany (vocal, USA), Igor
Butman’s Big Band
20.00: Le Club (Live Muzak)
Smith & Wesson
21.00: Kafka (See Fusion)
Moscow Regtime Band
23.00: Kitaysky Lyotchik (Watering
Holes)

DISCO
DJs Sanches, Gleb9, Cash. House
23.00: Propaganda (Watering Holes)
DJ Laila. Disco. Latino
23.30: Vermel (Watering Holes)
DJ Juan. Disco. Latino
23.00: Papa John’s (Watering Holes)
DJs Komotsky, Nikolaev. New Jazz,
Elektro
21.00: Kult (Watering Holes)
DJs Kubikov, Dr. Scissors, Zorkin,
Magik B. Techno
21.00: Phlegmatic Dog (Watering
Holes)
DJ Tony Key. Disco

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 26 
ROCK
Pakava It’
23.30: Bunker (Live Muzak)
Vinilovy Parovoz 
22.00: La Cantina (Live Muzak)
Anna Alina, Dima Bilan, Strelki
00.00: Metelitsa (See Ho-ing)
Maxim Leonidov
23.00: Sport Bar (Live Muzak)

JAZZ & BLUES
Know How
20.15: B.B. King (Watering Holes)
Long Play
22.00:Poslednye Dengi (Live Muzak)
Blues Cousins
21.00: R & B Cafe (Live Muzak)
Funk You
23.00: Papa John’s (Watering Holes)

DISCO
DJ Stanley (New York)
23.00: Voodoo Lounge (Watering
Holes)
DJ Poly
23.00: Papa John’s (Watering Holes)
DJs GudOK, Sapunov. House
23.00: Propaganda (Watering Holes)
Marimba’s Drum Kid, Epic
SoundSystem; DJs Reshetilov,
Komotsky. Punk, Funk
21.00: Kult (Watering Holes)
DJ Josef. Disco
23.00: Karma-Bar (Shake it!)
DJs Volodya, Ivanov, Technik.
House
23.00: Ministerstvo (Elitny)
Karol Liming (USA). Vokal-house
23.00: Jet Set (Elitny)

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 27
ROCK
Nochnye Snaipery
23.00: B-2 (Live Muzak)
Myortvye Delfiny
23.30: Bunker (Live Muzak)
Palata Lux
22.30: Woodstock (Live Muzak)
Long Play
23.00: Poslednye Dengi (Live Muzak)
Paperny TAM
23.00: Kitaiskyi Lyotchik 
(Live Muzak)

JAZZ & BLUES
Nikolai Arutynov
20.15: B.B.King (Live Muzak)
Kevin Mahogany (vocal, USA), Igor
Butman’s Big Band
20.00: Le Club (Live Muzak)
Tax Free
23.00: Papa John’s (Watering Holes)

DISCO
DJs Technik, Ivanov. House 
23.00: Ministerstvo (Elitny)
DJs Anton Zap, K. House, garage,
funk
23.00: Propaganda (Watering Holes)
DJ Josef. Disco
23.00: Karma-Bar (Shake it!)
DJ Poly. Trip-Hop
23.00: Papa John’s (Watering Holes)
DJs Komotsky, GoodStuff, A. Nikolaev.
Trip-Hop, pank, funk, elektro
21.00: Kult (Watering Holes)
DJ Stanley (New York)
23.00: Voodoo Lounge (Watering
Holes)

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 28
ROCK
Animatsia
21.00: La Kantina (Live Muzak) 
Nad Vsei Ispaniei Bezoblachnoe Nebo 
21.00: Bunker (Live Muzak)
Shao? Bao!
00.00: Metelitsa (Ho-ing)

JAZZ & BLUES
Levan Lomidze & Blues Cousins
20.00: Le Club (Live Muzak)
Papa’s Band
23.00: Papa John’s (Watering Holes)
Felix Lahuti and Funky Land
23.00: Kitaisky Lyotchik (Watering Holes)

DISCO
DJ Bell. House
20.00: Kult (Watering Holes)
Chinatown Party. DJs Shushukin,
Arkady Air, Migel. House
22.00: Propaganda (Watering Holes)
DJs SummerSet, Necto Lucas,
George White. Electro
22.00: Mix (Elitny)
DJ Mighty. R’ n B’
23.00: Karma-Bar (Shake It!)
Club’s B-PARTY (See Ad)
01.00: Tseppelin (Elitny)

MONDAY, DECEMBER 29
ROCK
Zapreschennye Barabanschiki
22.00: B-2 (Live Muzak)
Leonid Gurov and DJ Topor
22.00: Kitaisky Lyotchik (Watering
Holes)
Murat Nasyrov
00.00: Metelitsa (Ho-ing)

JAZZ & BLUES
Boris Bulkin’s Band
21.00: La Cantina (Live Muzak)
Papa’s Band
23.00: Papa John’s (Watering Holes)
Long Play
22.00: Poslednye Dengy (Watering
Holes)
The Greyhound Blues
21.00: R & B Cafe (Live Muzak)

DISCO
DJs Spyder, Partyphone. House
21.00: Propaganda (Watering Holes)
DJ Poly. Trip-Hop, acid jazz
23.00: Papa John’s  (Watering 
Holes)
Dj Sasha. House
23.00: Balantines Bar (Watering 
Holes)
DJ Julle. Downtempo, electro
21.00: Kult (Watering Holes)

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 30
ROCK
Long Play
22.00: Poslednye Dengy ( Watering
Holes)
Veter Vody
22.00: Bunker (Live Muzak)
Sinfronteras
23.00: Papa John’s (Watering Holes)

JAZZ & BLUES
Vagif Cadyhov
20.00: Le Club (Live Muzak)

DISCO
DJ Vinilkin. Hip-Hop
23.00: Propaganda (Watering Holes)
DJ Ladjak. Dab, drum n’ bass
21.00: Kult (Watering Holes)
DJs Arseny, Dli. R’ n B’
00.30: Mio (Shake It!)
DJ Viktor. Latino
23.00: Papa John’s (Watering Holes)

VIETNAM. Saturday,
December 27th through
Wednesday, January 14th.

That’s right, folks, while you
poor saps will be stuck in sub-
freezing temperatures here on
the cold, flat Western edge of the
Eurasian steppe, a huge crew of
eXholes will conduct an airborne
mission straight into the heart of
Communist Vietnam. You can bet
your bottom dong that the girls
there are me-so-hoh-nee and
will be doing some of that long-
time sucky-sucky. We’ll all come
back tan, happy and completely
fulfilled. What about you? Oh,
sorry. Heh-heh. Since you’re
stuck in Moscow, here is a list of
some things you can do.

BOAR HOUSE. New Year’s
Eve. 21.00

Folks, we had a dream. And in
that dream Nostradamus spoke
to us. And he told us that he had
a prediction, a prediction on New
Year’s Eve that the many would
not believe, and so he told it to us.
His prediction? That Flounder
would appear in the Boar House
on New Year’s Eve! Folks, if that
actually happens – and you know,
that’s a big if, especially consid-
ering that Vegas odds on
Flounder’s appearance there pay
about 1 dollar for every 10,000
bet – then we won’t be doubting
Nostradamus any longer. Aw, ta
hell with that schizoid Frog. The
real important thing is that the
Boar House is guaranteed to ful-
fill your every New Year’s fantasy.
For $100 bucks you’ll get plenty
of liquor (or is it spelled "lick her"
– wait, you definitely don’t want to
"lick her" here), food aplenty from
their surprisingly top-notch bar-
food offerings, including juicy
roast turkey and stuffing and lots
of other goods, and plenty of
entertainment and fireworks.
Entrance: $50

PAPA JOHN’S. New Year’s
Eve through January 2nd. 

Oh my, folks, PJs is offering
three straight days of hellish par-
tying. If you buy your ticket for the
first night, the second and third
are free. Can you handle it?
Expect lots of champagne,
snacks, vodka, drunken antics,
highly suggestive drinking
games, dance contests, and so
much more! The pickin’s will be
e-z tonite!

KARMA BAR. New Year’s
Eve.

This crowd is always packed
with a good mix of students,
Africans, expats and dance
maniacs. Olmeca tequila will be
a-flowin’, and they’ll be featuring

wax figures, snake handlers, and
great muzak. Entrance: 1000R.
Table: $100-150

KULT. New Year’s Eve.
Kult is a cross between the

boho set of OGI or Lyotchik and
the young pafos of Propaganda
Thursday nights. Meaning you
can get the best of both worlds.
For New Year’s they’re shipping
in some Austrian DJ who threat-
ens to spin for 7 hours straight.
Gee, wonder what kind of vita-
mins he’ll be on to get all that
energy? We just don’t under-
stand. Austrian? You can say to
him "G’day, mate! Put another
shrimp on the bar-bie!"
Entrance: $50

VOODOO LOUNGE. New
Year’s Eve.

DJ Stanley promises that
Voodoo, always a top hunting
ground for me-so-horny eXholes,
will be boppin’ at its best. First of
all, it has probably the fairest
cover fee at 500 rubles (more if
you want a table, of course) and
will feature some New York group
playing all their favorite disco
songs from the 80s and 90s.
What, no 70s disco? Wait, that in
itself is so 90s. Expect lots of
chicks, Sergio the Latino Dancer,
surprises, fireworks, and DJ
Stanley MCing--the whole ribald
show. Entrance: 500R

TSEPPELIN. New Year’s
Eve.

This falling star of the elitny
tusovka is offering a veritable
smorgasbord of musical offerings,
ranging from old Brit-pop favorites
Blast and a Soviet Estrada cover
band called Shakin Spirit to the
more modern sounds of English
singer/DJ Sonique and some
American dancer named Darryl
D’Bonneau. Want more? You’ve
got it. You glasnost kids still
remember Zhanna Aguzarova,
dontcha? Welp, the old Bravo diva
will be whoopin’ it up with a few
numbers of her own for the
Tseppelin crowd. Wait, you mean
elitny lyudi are still going to be in
Moscow? Isn’t everyone going off
to Goa with Salnikov? We’ll see.
Entrance: $100 to get in, $300 if
you want to reserve a table at
the restaurant.

MINISTERSTVO. New Year’s
Eve.

Another hot place for
Moscow’s remaining dorkadents,
Ministerstvo is bringing the Nazi
DJ duo Milk & Sugar, famous for
their hits "Higher & Higher" and
"Let the Sunshine In" as well as
their remixes of Jamiroqai and
Janet Jackson hits. True, if you
like this shit, you are an irre-
deemable pastry chef, but that’s
another issue you can work out
after the New Year’s over. 

ELVIS’ BIRTHDAY PARTY.
Papa John’s. Thursday,
January 8th. 19.00

It’s just after the Orthodox
Christmas, and you’ve got an
itchin’ for some rockin’ ‘n rollin’.
Welp, PJ’s has the answer for
you! Two hot rockabilly bands,
Moscow’s The Alligators and
Piter’s The Phantoms, will take
their 12-bar beats to Papa’s
stage. Beware, however, as
dyevs will want you to actively
dance, including swinging them
around and all that stuff. 

Santa John’s helpers frolick away!

Ho’ Ho’ Ho’!

• Every Thursday - Sunday
- LIVE MUSIC

• Seven kinds of draft beer
• The best of European cuisine 

Wide choice of homemade desserts
• Fantastic view onto Red Square 

• Cosy atmosphere 
• Excellent service

• Business lunch $9.50 
• Weekend lunch $12 

• Complete English breakfast 
$6 from 5AM 

• Credit cards: VISA, EURO, 
MASTER

• Open 24 h Daily

MMaannyyeezzhhnnaayyaa  SSqquuaarree,,  11..  
SShhooppppiinngg  mmaallll  OOkkhhoottnnii  RRyyaadd..  EEnnttrraannccee  ffrroomm  AAlleekkssaannddrroovvsskkii  GGaarrddeenn

TTeell..::  773377--8844--7766

Temple Bar

www.
exile.
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 1
ROCK
Ayktsion
23.00: B-2 (Live Muzak)
Horon’ko Orkestr
23.00: Sixteen Tons (Live Muzak)
Uta
23.00: Bunker (Live Muzak)
Rocky Band
21.00: La Cantina (Watering Holes)
Tres Muchachos e companeros
23.00: Kitaisky Lyotchik (Watering
Holes)

JAZZ & BLUES
Jazz Fantazy
21.00: B-2 (Live Muzak)

DISCO
DJ Duhov & GudOk. Lounge, house

21.00: Sixteen Tons (Live Muzak)
DJ Sanches and guests
00.00: Propaganda (Watering Holes)
DJs Komotsky, 312, Sputnik. Nu-jazz,
electro
21.00: Kult (Watering Holes)
DJs Ivanov, Technik, Volodya. House
23.00: Ministerstvo (Elitny)
DJs Polina, Viper, Krasnov. House
00.30: Mio (Shake It!)
DJ Juan. Disco
23.00: Papa John’s (Watering Holes)

FRIDAY, JANUARY 2                
ROCK
Vinilovy Parovoz
22.00: La Cantina (Live Muzak)
Fantastika
22.30: Art Garbage (Live Muzak)
Kukuruza
23.00: Bunker (Live Muzak)

Mongol Shuudan, Ampir, 2 Litres
Band, Long Play
20.00: Poslednie Dengy (Watering
Holes)
Nozh dlia Frau Muller
23.00: Kitaisky Lyotchik (Watering
Holes)

JAZZ & BLUES
Naik Borzov
23.00: B-2 (Live Muzak)
Dr. Agranovsky
22.30: Woodstock (Watering Holes)
Denis Mazhukov
21.00: B.B. King (Live Muzak)

DISCO
DJs Ivanov, Technic, Volodya.
House
23.00: Ministerstvo (Elitny)
DJs Anton Zap, Vanya Jazykov.
House
23.00: Propaganda (Watering Holes)
DJ Josef. Disco
23.00: Karma-Bar (Shake It!)
DJs Komotsky, Chizhevsky. Pank,
funk
21.00: Kult (Watering Holes)
DJs Vadim, Meshkov, Melori,
Krasnov. House
22.00: Mio (Shake It!)
DJ Stanley (New York)
23.00: Voodoo Lounge (Watering
Holes)
DJ Melory. House
23.00: Ballantine’s Bar (Watering
Holes)
DJ Poly. Trip-Hop, acid jazz
23.00: Papa John’s (Watering Holes)

SATURDAY, JANUARY 3
ROCK
Steam Engine
01.00: B-2 (Live Muzak)
Stary Priyatel’
23.00: Bunker (Live Muzak)
Ber-Linn
22.30: Art Garbage (Live Muzak)
Papaerny TAM
23.00: Kitaisky Lyotchik (Watering
Holes)
Mamul’ki Band
22.30: Woodstock (Watering Holes)
Jungle
22.00: La Cantinaß (Watering Holes)

JAZZ & BLUES
Irina Tomaeva, Noga, Steamagine
21.00: B-2 (Live Muzak)

Alexey White Belov
20.15: B.B. King (Live Muzak)

DISCO
DJ Josef. Disco
23.30: Karma-Bar (Shake It!)
DJ Stanley (New York)
23.00: Voodoo Lounge (Watering Holes)
DJ Duhov. House
00.30: Sixteen Tons (Live Muzak) 
DJs T-Operator, Sasha
23.00: Ballantine’s Bar (Watering
Holes)
DJs Komotsky, Goodstuff,
Sunshine.
21.00: Kult (Watering Holes)
DJ Poly. Trip-hop, acid-jazz
23.00: Papa John’s (Watering Holes)
DJs Anton Zap, K. House, garage
23.00: Propaganda (Watering Holes)
DJs Gleb, Flash, Serge. Progressive
house
23.00: Slava (Shake It!)
DJs Hardy, Fish, Helga, Krasnov.
House
22.00: Mio (Shake It!)

SUNDAY, JANUARY 4             
ROCK
Beat Devil’s Band, Mister Twister
20.00: Poslednie Dengy (Live Muzak)
Katia and Krokodil
23.00: Bunker (Live Muzak)
Elvis Birthday
20.30: B-2 (Live Muzak)
The Vine
22.00: Vermel (Watering Holes)

JAZZ & BLUES
NLO
21.00: B-2 (Live Muzak)
Jazz with A. Pozdeev
21.00: B.B. King (Live Muzak)
Papa’s Band
23.00 Papa John’s (Watering Holes)

DISCO
Chinatown Party. DJ Shushukin,
Prosha, Migel. House
23.00: Propaganda (Watering Holes)
DJ Mighty. R’ n B’
23.00: Karma- Bar (Shake It!)
DJs SummerSet, Necto Lukas, 
Meshkov
22.00: Mix (Elitny)

MONDAY, JANUARY 5
ROCK
Zemlianichnaia Poliana, Long Play
21.00: Poslednie Dengy (Watering
Holes)

JAZZ & BLUES
Project Tandem

21.00: Kitaisky Lyotchik (Watering
Holes)

DISCO
DJ Fish, Spyder. House
23.00: Propaganda (Watering Holes)
DJ Poly. Disco
23.30: Papa John’s (Watering Holes)
DJ Pirat
00.00: Bunker (Live Muzak)
DJ Sasha. House
21.30: Ballantine’s Bar (Watering
Holes)

TUESDAY, JANUARY 6
ROCK
Long Play and Mishouris
21.00: Poslednye Dengi (Live Muzak)
Lakmus
23.00: Sport Bar (See American 
Food)

JAZZ  & BLUES
Jazz Evenings
21.00: XS -club 
Retro-music evening
20.00: JVL 
Prade
22.00: Tunnel (See American Food)

DISCO
DJ OnLee
00.00: Propaganda (Watering Holes)
DJ Sergei Krylov
23.00: Kult (Watering Holes)
Retro 60s - 80s
00.00: Bunker (Live Muzak)
DJ Yurez
23.00: Shu (Elitny)
DJ Fomin. House
00.00: Garage (Watering Holes)
DJ Gleb
22.00: Slava (Shake It!)
R’ n B’ Party
21.30: Ballantine’s Bar (Watering
Holes)
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Bungalo Bar

$-$$
Cheers: Recent post-35MM visit filled us up and left us drooling for
more! Meat eaters take note: you can take your whiny vegetarian
friend here without shame! Dolans gave the vegetarian sampler two
Band-Aid records up. Like “Catholic High School Girls in Trouble,”
the “firmenoye blyudo” will make you “cream in your jeans.” Gobs of
super-spicy flavor, generous portions, terrific selection (including
plenty of veggie options), and all at dirt-cheap eXholable prices.
Terrific coffee that comes from the country that may or may not have
invented it. Ceiling tapestries depict children attempting to swallow
own fists. Authentic rich Ethiopian coffee.
Jeers: eXile alert! House music on our latest visit was Michael
Bolton’s greatest hits. No wonder they say that Ethiopians aren’t
“real” Africans. The “firmenaya blyuda” plate keeps getting more
expensive and more vegetarian as time goes. Unfortunately, the ‘ritas
usually take forever to prepare—better to order a beer as well to drink
while you wait. Pina Colada served in a beaker. Just the kind of place
(cheap, exotically ethnic, seemingly progressive) to attract Lonely
Planet fuckheads with smelly beards and fat-ankled “partners.”
M: Kurskaya
Phone: 916-2432
Address: Zemlyanoi val 6
Hours: noon - midnight

Limpopo
$$$$
Cheers: Moe Snideman and his teenaged date gave it two spears up
for the tasty ostrich and yummie crocodile shashlik. Take revenge on
annoying Greenpeace hippies by gorging on such endangered deli-
cacies as impala meat—it tastes best raw. Great tacky interior will
impress your dates. 
Jeers: Expensive. Snideman nearly initiated litigation when the wait-
er gave his date a cocktail with a stirrer in the shape of a dinosaur;
when his date complained that she wanted an African animal, the
waiter insisted that the brontosaur-shaped stirrer was in fact a giraffe.
Only after heated debate and cross-examining was the matter
resolved to Moe’s satisfaction, as the wait staff brought out a giraffe-
shaped stirrer for his teenage date and obsequiously apologized.
M: Kuznetsky Most
Phone: 925-6990
Address: Varsonofyesky per. 1 (or Rozhdestvenka 12/1)
Hours: noon - midnight

American Bar & Grill

$$
Cheers: Liked the summer salads, still haven’t scoped the autumn
grub. Huge chicken-fried steak plate will hit the spot if you’re in
exactly the right kind of filthy mood. Try the quesadilla. Quality menu,
big portions, and terrific outdoor dining at Taganskaya. Veggie faji-
tas are a good Val-U. 
Jeers: The chicken wings here were rcently sampled, and the result
was a great sense of regret. Just a warning: the artsiness of the
burger is not directly proportional to how good it tastes. Forcing your
waitress to repeat the word ostriy back to you five times will not
ensure a spicy bloody mary. Food has kind of Ohio truck stop quali-
ty at nouvelle cuisine prices. Philly cheese steak should be renamed
the Philly jizz steak. 
M: Mayakovskaya; Taganskaya
Phone: 251-7999; 912-3615
Address: 1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya 2/1; Zemlyanoi val 59.
Hours: 24 hours; 12:00 - 3:00

Doug & Marty’s 
$-$$
Cheers: eXile alert! Doug recently expanded the menu, with new
items like the pastrami sandwich drawing our attention. We promise
to check it out so U don’t have to! Also, Wednesday night after work
parties now has a cheap-O buffet for those of you who can’t get a
table! Dr. Dolan just tried their burrito during half-off time and gave
it two pairs of sweat pants up, describing the 150R monster deal as
“like a huge chicken enchilada, not spicy but definitely Mexican, and
an amazing Val-U.” Pepperoni pizza has that authentic North
American bar pizza flavor we miss so, even the wood-like crust bot-
tom taste. Ames took 2 whores here and they were pleased.
Definitely deserve to be in our guide for the highly-edible pizzas,
nachos and burritos. The thing to do is order them between 6-8pm
when they’re all 50% off. Serially! Portions are huge and full of all
the tasty ingredients. A top Val-U choice.
Jeers: eXile alert! Note that half-off menu prices hour has been cut
back by one , from 6-8 and not 9! Would it kill them to serve crisp
french fries? Spanish rice with the burrito always dry. One of us had
bad gas after gorging on both an entire plate of nachos and then an
entire burrito. Or is that a cheer?
Cover: 60R ladies, 100R men
M: Kurskaya      
Phone: 917-9986/-0150
Address: Zemlyanoi Val 26
Hours: the subject of some debate

Hard Rock Cafe

$$

Cheers: Have yet to check out the massive biz-lunch deal for 150R,
but it sure looks like a winner! Folks, every time we try the food here,
we come away satisified and loving it. Recent post-American Cinema
visit revealed the pork and cajun chicken sandwiches to good! And
the cajun chicken was actually somewhat spicy! Management will
make your waitress show off her ass-tattoo on threat of firing upon
request. We had their burger and we rank it Moscow’s best, save
Scandinavia’s gourmet burger. The best and most reliable alternative
to Starlite for American food so far. Huge portions, great setting that
combines the open space of a a pre-Revolutionary building and mod-
ern Hard-Rockian features such as Ozzy’s sweaty shirt. Nachos mas-
sive and satisfying, good club sand, huge Caesar is a meal unto itself.
Desserts look delish but we haven’t tried them. Menu also features
pasta dishes, pulled pork sand, and more. Non-stop music vids mean
that you won’t have embarrassing silent moments with your date.
Jeers: A lot of stuff, like the bacon, too salty. Although our service
has always been excellent, many complaints reach our ears—folks,
they just opened, it’s gonna happen. It’s a 3-floor restaurant with an
elevator, for chrissakes! Heavy American tourist presence.
Abundance of Creed or Creed-like vids.
M: Smolenskaya
Phone: 244-8973
Address: Stary Arbat 44
Hours: Always

Ruby Tuesday’s

$$

Cheers: This place may be the most relaxing, unpretentious lunch
spot in Moscow. The second-floor booths are big, plush and quiet.
The all-U-can-eat Salad Bar ($5.99) is always brimmin’ with fresh
veggies. Better still, there’s a no-fat dressing that actually tastes
good. Believe it! Another sign of the generous, eXhole-friendly style
of Ruby’s is that their large cokes are actually large. You won’t find
that anywhere else in town. Huge portions, good prices.
Jeers: It’s fatty food, the kind that tastes delicious but makes you
feel like you swallowed a can of motor oil. The Turkey BLT is skimpy
and tasteless. You’re better off sticking to the salad bar. Also, the
place seems to draw crowds of US Christian groups taking a break
from the holy task of turning Russians into Southern Baptists. 
M: Novoslobodskaya
Phone: 956-8263
Address: Novoslobodskaya Ul. 3 (on the corner, across from metro,
near Azteca)
Hours: daily noon-midnite

Simple Pleasures
$$-$$$

Cheers: Site of the eXile’s gloriouly delicious Thanksgiving feast,
Coffee Bean’s Jerry and uber-chef Tony introduce modern American
cuisine to Moscow, making this the first genuinely mid-scale, high-
quality, great value American restaurant in Moscow. Literally every
dish we have eaten here has ranged from pleasing to pure culinary
pleasure. Try the grilled eggplant with North African hummous,
Louisiana Crab Cakes, Seafood Gumbo, and an array of hearty pork,
meat and lamb dishes. Heartier and much more satisfying than
fusion, Tony’s food is almost classic as well as daring. Awesome
apple cobbler dessert. Babe will recommend wines. Serve free still
water and corn bread.
Jeers: Too many effusive waiters, busboys, winegirls, shift bosses
and so on checking on your meal too often. Just opened so we
expect this to be solved soon, even if it mean bringing out the famed
Russian knout. As for the food, we’re still hunting for flaws.
M: Sukharevskaya
Phone: 207-1521
Address: 22/1 Sretenka
Hours: 12.00-0.00

Starlite Diner
$$
Cheers: Two important points: Moscow’s best burgers (until Hard
Rock opened, that is) and best breakfasts. eXile staffers agree: late
night plate of nachos are vastly preferable to clubbing. The chili
may not be world famous but it is yummilicious and Moscow’s
best. Because Starlite continues to be the ONLY place in Moscow
that really knows breakfast, we got rid of the failed "Breakfast" sec-
tion in our guide. Mongolicious omelets that even tames the violent
temper of Morris U. Snideman, Esq. Stomach-expanding breakfast
burritos makes good alternative. Sandwiches put the ‘take’ in shi-
take! Recent tasting of the Asian Chicken burger proved that
healthy can be tasty. We can’t lie: we often come twice a day.
Moscow’s top 24-hour eatery. Milkshakes huge again, and orgas-
mic. Try the coffee-chocolate-oreo mix.
Jeers: Expat hell. We go here so much our palms are 
growing hair. 
M: Diner 1: Mayakovskaya Diner 2: Oktyabrskaya
Phone: #1: 290 - 9638; #2: 959-8919
Address: #1: Sadovaya Bolshaya ul. 16; #2: Ul Korovy val. 9
Hours: 24 hours

T.G.I. Friday’s
$$
Cheers: Service at Oktyabrskaya so fast, you’ll think you stepped
into a McDonalds by mistake! You can degrade the wait staff even
further by telling the manager that your waitress “wowed” you. The
manager will force them to wear another pin that says “wow.” Good
place to bring your teenaged internet date whom you want to
impress without dropping coin on. 
Jeers: Tverskaya service still slipping -- on our last visit our burger
was brought out 25 minutes before our date’s steak. At least at the
Atrium Friday’s they had the courtesy to ask if we wanted our meals
brought out at the same time! Last time we stopped in at
Oktyabrskaya, they told us they were out of burgers. Which is just as
well because they’ve switched to Chernobyl meat, which can be a
grayish white when not cooked well. The problems with the pasta
dishes may not amount to a hill of beans in this world, but that does-
n’t mean you should order them. Don’t bother with the sketchy
soups or the turkey reuben. 
M: Pushkinskaya/Kurskaya/Oktyabrskaya 
Phone: 299-2032
Address: Ul. Tverskaya 18/Atrium Mall/Leninsky Prospekt 1/2 Korp.
1/and some other one!
Hours: 12:00 - 01:00

The Tunnel
$$

Cheers: eXile alert! Tunnel has just added Mexican food to its menu,
a menu that they rightfully simplified and weighted at least 50%
American/international, 50% Indian, particularly Tandoor Indian,
which we’ll describe first. Huge props go out to head chef Surinder
Singh for creating some of the best Indian food in town! Kickass
potato dish Tandoori Allo earned raves from Flounder and his date.
New tandoor offerings earned two obscure words up from restau-
ranteur snob Arsenberg! Try the Chicken Malai Tikka and the Paneer.
Also offer tandoor lobster! Mexican offerings include big plate-o-
nachos with classic Beavis & Butt-head cheeze goo (like Starlite’s)
and one of the biggest stacked fajitas plates full of sizzlin’ chicken
we’ve ever seen. You can’t go wrong with that! Daily biz lunch spe-
cials offer international options, including Chinese, American, and
Indian. Huge cavernous interior with lots of MTV and you probably
won’t be bothered. Excellent mango shakes! 
Jeers: No shredded cheese with the fajitas--in fact, no shredded
cheese period. Chicken Burger, while sort of tasty and huge, was
kind of weird. We still heavily prefer the Indian cuisine. MTV can be
ear-splitting in the room with the stage and big screen. Sushi. again?
Um, about that Euro food.
M: Kitai Gorod/Lubyanka
Phone: 937-4101
Address: Lubyansky Proezd 7 (down the alley next to the church)
Hours: 24 hours

Australian Open
$$-$$$
Cheers: eXile alert! They bought an ad in our paper on the theory
that we’d take out the ass and make their review better—and they
were right! We haven’t been back... 
Jeers: ...and frankly, we don’t want to. They didn’t put a second ad
in our paper. The ass is getting itchy, it feels like it has a good chance
of making a comeback soon. The food frankly sucks and we were
completely unethical in taking the ass out just because they paid us.
Is Aussie cuisine really this shitty? 
M: Beloruskaya 
Phone: 214-1749
Address: Leningradsky pros. 10
Hours: 10:00 - 24.00

Karma Bar
$$
Cheers: Recent eXile/Ne Spat dinner here confirmed the delicious-
ness of the Peking Duck, Tibetan dumplings! After dinner, you don’t
have to decide where to head. Eclectic Southeast Asian menu at Val-
U prices. Try the superb Tibetan dumplings, decent Vietnamese veg-
etable spring rolls, sweet ‘n sour pork, Bhutan chicken (for those
who don’t like it too spicy). Good selection of Vietnamese noodle
dishs, Thai. Dining room viewing of the talent, where dyevs outnum-
ber guys pretty handily. 
Jeers: Waitresses overly concerned about pillow case theft. Shrek’s
girlfriend scored a khalyava meal here before dumping him. Main
courses slightly less tasty than appetizers. Service can be slow for
parties of 20+. 
M: Kuznetsky Most 
Phone: 924-5633
Address: Pushchnaya ul. 3
Hours: 19.00 - 06.0

Krasnyi
$$$
Cheers: eXile alert! Awesome biz lunch got way cheapr! For 10
bucks you get soup, a kick-ass Mongol DIY meal, and a drink.
Excellent quality pan Asian food that caught us unawares. This place
deserves more credit—it completely rocks!
Jeers: Biz lunch coming with a cup of Nescafe pretty much sums up
everything that New Russians just don’t get. High dorkadent factor.
Pedantic New Russians spend too much time choosing ingredients
for mongolian bar-b-que. $5 water? Special for you, sir! 

M: Kropotkinskaya
Phone: 202-5649
Address: ul Prechistenka
Hours: 12.00 - 24.00

Tofu

$$
Cheers: eXile alert! We’ve had the address wrong for quite a while
now. Sorry folks! New address below is, we believe, correct.
Headed by the Madagascarian chef who brought us the late great
Pancho Villa, he’s now turned to his Sino-Franco roots to produce
a pan-Asian delight at reasonable prices. In short, we highly rec-
ommend the Kaiso salad and tofu in peanut sauce (250R), raise
two chopsticks high for the massive wonton soup with shrimp and
crab meat (235), a tops in Moscow. Service, cheerful interior all a
plus. When the weather warms, the summer patio is ready.
Excellent place to take a date.. 
Jeers: We’ll let you know when we have one.
M: Chekhovskaya
Phone: 299-3073
Address: 2-4 Malaya Dmitrovkaya Ul., Bldg 2
Hours: 11.00 - 23.00

011

$$$
Cheers: The Dalmatian Coast may still be a bit unsafe, so head to
this Yugoslav restaurant for a taste! Good place for large parties or
small dates. Fish dishes rule. Dark, candle-lit interior gives you that
air of Serbian intrigue.
Jeers: War-mongering “Third Way” Brits and “I used to be a liberal”
Americans may want to avoid coming here if they want to maintain
their image of tough-love humanitarians. Taibbi owns a Dalmatian.
M: Mayakovskaya 
Phone: 209-0963
Address: Sadovaya Triumfalnaya 10
Hours: 10.00 - 22.00

BoEmi

$$
Cheers: Tasty Serbian joint with a homey atmosphere that even a
NATO member should be able to appreciate. Outstanding hearty
bean soup. Deliciously salty bacon, yummy homemade sausages…
pure carnivore delight.
Jeers: Eating here more than once a week could be hazardous to
your regularity. Why do you think those Balkan types are always
fighting so much? Hard to find.
M: Sportivnaya
Phone: 248-5317
Address: Abrikosovsky per., 1
Hours: 11.00 - 23.00

Mehana Bansko

$$
Cheers: eXile alert! We want to repeat our strong buy recommen-
dation for Mehana’s business lunch, perhaps the best in town
ruble for ruble. Four hearty courses, and they don’t scrimp on the
portions. Even non-terrestrial-meat-eaters can find something
satisfying. Stuffed eggplant one of the few non-asslike veggie
options in Moscow. Killer spicy sausages, and what may be the
best okroshka in town. R200  Cheap-O Bulgarian wines Mavrud
‘82 and Merlot ‘82 (~$40) ain’t like those fakes you get in the
store. Try the chushka bereg—red pepper stuffed with cheese that
our own Dima swears by! Pork marinated in vodka and soy a hit
with Ruskies and slavophiles alike. 
Jeers: Don’t touch the Bulgarian pastries, for the love of God! The
fact that the veal stuffed with bacon and peppers looks like a dildo
doesn’t hide the fact that the dish is a bit bland. Massive biznis lunch
guaranteed to make you waste valuable time on the toilet and is
especially problematic in our new office since Marina the reception-
ist can see how long we take. 
M: Smolenskaya
Phone: 244-7387
Address: Smolenskaya 9/1

Dioscuria

$
Cheers: Stick with the basics—lobio, eggplant roulette and dolma—
and you can’t go wrong. Ruble prices unaffected by Moscow boom,
making Dioscarius one of the greatest bargains around! Almost as
cheap as Guriya, but thrice the quality. One taste of their sturgeon
shashlyk or Adzharian khachapuri (with a fried egg in the middle)
and you’ll be hooked. The delicious lavash bread comes piping hot,
perfect for sopping up leftover juices.
Jeers: Wild fluctuations in quality remind us of the Nasdaq. Recent
lulya kebab served blackened on the outside, raw on the inside and
apparently deep fried. Still has deafening live music sung on week-
end evenings. Menu doesn’t quite have all the favorites (meaning
dolma); sometimes the backroom mafia feel is a bit too realistic.
M: Arbatsksya
Phone: 291-3759
Address: Nikitski Bulvar dom 5, str. 1 (through the post office arch
off Novy Arbat)
Hours: 11.00 - 23.00

Genatsvale

$
Cheers: eXile alert! Recent visit got a respectable one-and-a-half
elastic waistband sweat bottoms up from Dr. Dolan. Quick service,
excellent hachapuri (100R), decent harcho (120R) and mighty suc-
culent chicken shashlick (180R). Excellent prices, a great Val-U. Also
serves a massive variety of lamb and pork dishes, including ribs,
knuckle, shashliki, and things we’ve never heard of. Real borjomi,
Georgian wines, if you’re willing to pay.
Jeers: Hot red lobio tasted like canned Rosarita refritos, only not as
good. Lamb chunks in harcho tasted like buffalo chips. Monster PA
speakers blast at night; to avoid it, you have to sit at dwarf tables in
the back. Expect tables packed with black-clad Georgians giving 10-
minute toasts in which all guests have to stand with tired arms hold-
ing up shaky glasses of vodka. 
M: Kropotkinskaya
hone: 202-0445
Address: Ostozhenko 12/1
Hours: 11.00 - midnite

Guriya

$
Cheers: Along with its sister-restaurant, Mama Zoya, this is the
cheapest—and hence, most popular—Georgian food in Moscow.
Popular with expats and backpackers. Eggplant and khachapuri
are musts.
Jeers: Obnoxiously loud one-man karaoke on weekends. They
made us look bad when we reported a false rumor that they’d
burned down. Very small portions. Discus-sized khachapuri. You
have to drink the counterfeit Georgian wine and pretend you like
it; long waits with other expats can be embarrassing. It’s like so
’93, ya know?
M: Park Kultury 
Phone: 246-0378
Address: Komsomolsky Prospect 7/3
Hours: 7.00 - 11.00... noon - 14:30... 17:30 - 22:30

Karetny Dvor

$
Cheers: The fact that this mostly-Azerbaidjani Caucasian restaurant
is packed with Caucasians, and open 24 hours, lets you know that

this is the real thang. Like restaurants in Tblisi, offers a row of pri-
vate bungalo-like dining rooms for private parties. Quality shashlik
(150R), huge tasty kharcho soup (70R), b-b-qued rack of lamb for a
paltry 5 bucks.
Jeers: No khachapuri or red lobio. Are they anti-Georgian?
M: Barrikadnaya
Phone: 291-6376
Address: Ul. Povarskaya d. 52
Hours: 24 hours

Khizhina

$
Cheers: Khichiny rule. They’re like khachapuri, only with potato. Do
these guys have a diverse culture, or what? Yummy meat pies,
adzhapsandal, and suluguni options go well with the genuine
Georgian wine straight from the barrel. Uncle Tom’s Cabin atmos-
phere makes for the most amusingly named house cocktail we’ve yet
to see—the non-alcoholic fruit smoothie “Uncle Tom.”
Jeers: Not particularly worth a trip if you don’t live nearby. Grim
waitresses. No diet soda.
M: Savyolovskaya, Pushkinskaya, and more! 
Phone: 285-9664
Address: Butyrskaya Ul. 8, Gnzdnikovski Pr. 12
Hours: 12.00 - 23.00

Mama Zoya

$
Cheers: The old favorite has moved once again, thus at least foiling
a few beigist expats in their quest for reheated Georgian mediocrity. 
Jeers: Despite all evidence to the contrary, most remaining expats
still seem to believe this to be the only Georgian restaurant in town.
Remember folks: being a cheapskate is no excuse for having bad
taste. We continue to steer well clear of this place and its seething
bands of Lonely-Planet-toting chuckleheads, preferring the superior
offerings elsewhere in town. Get there after 9 and you might not get
in. Counterfeit wine still sucks; furthermore, there’s no longer any
excuse for it.
M: Kropotkinskaya
Phone: 201-7743
Address: Sechenovsky per. 8
Hours: 12.00 - 11.00

Metekhi

$
Cheers: Once again, we reaffirm two Pankisi Gorges way up!
Awesome “Metekhi Khachapuri” with 2bl cheese. Came here with
a Georgian born in Metekhi, and it made him homesick. It’s THAT
good, folks! Service was attentive without being overbearing, a
real plus in this city. Great Georgian food at ridiculously low
prices. Red and green lobio that actually contains fresh ingredi-
ents. All the taste of the best Georgian places without the slow
service and gloomy decor.
Jeers: Recently they couldn’t cook shashlik or lyula kebobs. Not
easy to find - it’s on a small side street. Cheery decor may make you
feel this can’t possibly be a Georgian restaurant.
M: Tsvetnoi Bulvar 
Phone: 200-0837
Address: 1-i Kolobovskiy Per. 11
Hours: 11:00 - 23:00

Ne Goroi

$$
Cheers: Seriously good Georgian restaurant if you happen to be in
the hood, we poo-poo you not. Great kharcho, red lobio, khachapuri,
eggplant. Seedy old Soviet atmosphere. Attentive service. 
Jeers: Located annoying far out, across from American Express.
M: Sportivnaya
Phone: 245-6670
Address: Ul. 10 Let Oktyabrya d. 11
Hours: 12.00 - 11.00

Noev Kovcheg 

$$
Cheers: American citizens still get 25% discount, but Canadians
(they make you show a passport, so no sneaking by, you hosers),
Brits, and, well, everyone else in the world has to pay full price!
Yippee! New dishes included kufta (“whipped beef” meatballs) and
half a dozen varieties of sig fish shipped in special. Eggplant, lobio,
and cheese appetizers still rule; literally dozens of shashlik varieties,
which now come on animal-identifier sticks for ease of reference.
30% off takeout menu includes a whole suckling pig. Best selection
of authentic Armenian brandies around. 
Jeers: Noah’s Ark is kind of a lame name for a restaurant. They
played the same cheesy pop song 17 times in a row last time we
were there.
M: Kitai-Gorod 
Phone: 917-0717
Address: Maly Ivanovsky per. 9
Hours: 12.00 - 24.00ktyabrya d. 11

Semiramis 

$$$$
Cheers: Oligarchs, and Moe Snideman, frequent this Ossetian
restaurant, one of Moscow’s undiscovered treasures. The best
shashlyk in Moscow, and possibly the world. Top-notch dolma.
Superior service. Have an Oriental room in the back with hookahs.
Very Mercedes Jeep and body-guard friendly. When you tip well, the
monkeys staffers run to open your car door for you. 
Jeers: We can’t afford it.
M: Arbatskaya
Phone: 244-7262
Address: B. Nikolopeskovskii Per. d 15
Hours: 12.00 - 24.00

Suliko

$$$
Cheers: Still the best Georgian food in Moscow, as per Moe
Snideman’s recent testimonial under oath. Great lobio, pkhali,
khachapuri. 
Jeers: Paying this much for food only marginally better than
Dioscurious means Suliko isn’t on our Val-U list. Main courses
mediocre.
M: Polyanka
Phone: 238-2586
Address: Bolshaya Polyanka 42/2
Hours: 12.00 - 24.00 (or last person)

Tamada

$$
Cheers:eXile alert! Food continues to improve, shocking the cynics.
Dinner for four (2800-3000R) brings out dish after dish of ass-kick-
ing Georgian cuisine that could easily feed six or more, making the
seemingly large price more than reasonable. The khachapuri (R160)
may be Moscow’s best, while the wines and wide selection of dish-
es not found in other restaurants made us stand up and cheer. Musts
include shashlik (from R250), chicken satsivi (R200), dolma (R150)
and just about everything else on the menu. One of only places in
town where the live act isn’t deafening. 
Jeers: Way sweet house wine an affront to good taste. What’s dat all
about? Is the evropean menu really necessary? Mirrored ceilings
remind us of a Jackie Treehorn flick we once saw. 
M: Pushkinskaya
Phone: 229-66-88
Address: Maly Gnezdnikovsky Pereulok 12/27 (down the street from
Mesto Vstrechi)
Hours: 12.00 - 24.00 (or last person)

Tiflis

$$-$$$
Cheers: The favorte Georgian restaurant for foreigners not on a
trekker’s budget. Interesting Tsereteli-like faux Olde Tblisi wooden
nterior complete with little puppets of Georgian men which look like

Thunderbirds when they were cobblers. Serve generous portions of
all foods at prices higher than Metekhi but worth it. Great satsivi,
delicious khachapuri, pretty good shashlik. 
Jeers: No little puppet figures of Georgians paying bribes to
Moscow cops in the metro. Place often packed. . 
M: Park Kultury
Phone: 290-2897
Address: Ostozhenka 32
Hours: 12.00 - 00.00

Chinese Village (in Tandoor)

$$$
Cheers: Biz lunch here worth a trip, and they’ll make it as spicy as
you sweat-addicts want. Crispy duck (1/4 for R480) is reason
enough to come here. Ginger chicken (R500) a great Indian (well,
Bangladeshi) interpretation of the great Asian dish—definitely two
anti-anti-globalization tear gas canisters way, way up! Hot-n-sour
soup (R200) really good, although Schreck claims 5-Spice still
holds the title. The only Chinese food prepared by a Bangladeshi
trained in Hong Kong on Tverskaya! Try the Chili Bean King Prawns
(R540) or else. 
Jeers: They charge for those dyed pork-rind chips. Still calls itself
Chinese Village. Are there any villages in China? Man-Chau soup
(R240) means “shweaty balls” in Chinese, and they ain’t kiddin’. 
M: Mayakovskaya
Phone: 299-45-93; 209-55-65
Address: Tverskaya ul. 30/2
Hours: 12.00 - 00.00

Dim-Sum

$$$
Cheers: The Chinese dumplings which lend the restaurant its
name are extremely passable, especially those with the clear rice
wrapping.
Jeers: A visit here forced Rudnitsky into yet another rant about
inability of Moscow Chinese restaurants to make dishes which differ
from one another in taste. Perhaps this is what eating Soylent Green
all of the time was like. 
M: Smolenskaya
Phone: 937-8425
Address: 3 Smolensky Sq. (in Smolensky Passazh)
Hours: 12.00 - 24.00

Druzhba

$$
Cheers: eXile alert! Recent visit confirmed two chopstix up for
Druzhba if you want authentic greasy Chinese food by the people
who invented it! Daytime visits insure more Chinaman sightings than
a Jackie Chan movie. If they fed those dumplings (R180) to Mao, he
might still be among the living. Trustworthy waitresses who know
what to order. Try the #102! As cheap as good Chinese gets in town;
humongo portions shock even Starlite veterans. Great Kung Pao
chicken, good huge juicy Sweet n Sour pork. Some of the winkie
waitresses have a shmurgen factor.
Jeers: Hot-n-sour soup tastes like used tampax. The more expen-
sive dishes tend to suck. Not as good as the other favorite slope
hangout Pekinskaya Utka. 
M: Novoslobodskaya
Phone: 973-12-34; 973-12-12
Address: ul. Novoslobodskaya 4 (In Chinese market, past McD’s)
Hours: 12.00 - 23.00

Five Spice

$$$
Cheers: eXile alert! Just tried the biz lunch, and folks, we’re sorry
that someone mucked that up. For $10, we got a giant bowl of a gen-
erously spicy Thai-flavored soup, Nan, and a heaping helping of fried
rice with huge, juicy, flavor-packed black pepper chicken. Believe us
you, your love handles will thank you. Now introducing dim sum
specialties. Awesome delivery food—thanks guys! Try the mixed
tandoor plate, we luved it. Moe Snideman gives them two legal pads
way up for exhibiting “superb service with perfect memories.” King
Prawns in Hot Garlic Sauce rule the local prawn kingdom, while any
spicy chicken dish is a good alternative. Offers various szechuan tofu
and veggie dishes. 
Jeers: Steep 2nd floor stairwell could spell trouble for people with
vertigo; hot ‘n sour soup too heavy on the soya. Prices may be just
out of range for some eXholes.
M: Kropotkinskaya 
Phone: 203-1283
Address: Svitsav Vrazhek 3/18
Hours: 12.00 - 24.00

Kitaisky Kvartal

$-$$
Cheers: If your expectations are low, you’ll be pleasantly surprised.
Surpasses many suburban mall Chinese joints inquality and atmos-
phere. Open 24 hrs! Order the gungbao chicken (230R) extra spicy,
and they’ll serve it somewhat spicy! Good sized portions. Dr. Dolan
was very fond of his Tiger Shrimps in a heavy soy sauce (350R). 
Jeers: Waiter forgot to bring us 2 of our dishes that we’d ordered.
Served us entrees before appetizers. Hot ‘N Sour soup as spicy as
shi (though if you add chili sauce it’s pretty not bad).
M:Sukharevskaya 
Phone: 207-6252
Address: Prospekt Mira 12 str. 1
Hours: for you, sir, arways open!

$$$
Cheers: Tastefully decorated Asian joint with the ideologically sound
name makes up in atmosphere for what it lacks in flavor. Good soups
and excellent selection of Asian beers. Post-prandial contract killings
here on the fabled 1905 restaurant strip seem to be happening with
less frequency these days. 
Jeers: The Thai, Mexican, Italian, Malaysian, Indonesian, and Indian
promised by the flyers is a fib worthy of the Great Leader. Beers are
way expensive; food tends toward the bland. Watch out for the jam-
like sweet and sour entrees. Asian-looking fellow standing near the
grill seems to be there only for show.
M: Ulitsa 1905 goda
Phone: 255-5955/42
Address: Ulitsa 1905 goda 2
Hours: 12.00 - 2.00

Peking Duck
$
Cheers: Resurrected the long dormant Ass marking! Reasonably
priced Bon Aqua. Puts the "ss" in "ass".
Jeers: Whoaaaa, Nelly! This one’s a doozy... Not a single thing on
the menu has any taste and most things didn’t even have any tex-
ture. Even the hot sauce we ordered (R50!) had absolutely NO flavor.
The food here tastes like Soylent Green! We’ve seen more appetizing
salad bars festering in the sun at the Viatnamese rynok on
Varshavka. These guys oughta be happy to settle for Matt’s ass—
what they really deserve is something much, much hairier and blis-
tering... something like Suzanne Thompson’s pizda. 
M: Mayakovskaya
Phone: 755-84-15
Address: Tverskaya ul. 24
Hours: 12.00 - 00.00

Shyolk

$$
Cheers: eXile alert! The kung pao chicken actually made us break out
in a light sweat. A new eXile fave for its good mix of quality food at
Val-U prices and babe-o-sans. Shyolk kicks ass all night long! Fish-
tasting pork during recent late night stop was the fuel we needed to
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RRRRyyyybbbbnnnniiiiyyyy    BBBBaaaazzzzaaaarrrr
by Peter

Arenseberg
Like the great

Amazon Basin in the
rainy season, Moscow

is suddenly awash in fish. Or rather,
fish restaurants. Suddenly sushi
seems slightly passe, and the city’s
elite is returning to the delights of
cooked fresh fish. Perhaps this
change reflects a surge, a tidal swell
of cultural confidence among
Muscovites. After all, fish was once
the glory of Russian cuisine, long
before sibilant “sushi” slurred the
city’s palate.

RIBNY BAZAR (Fish Market) is
one of the city’s most ambitious new
piscatory refectories. The restaurant
is on a quiet sidestreet,
Tryokhprudny Pereulok.

As its name promises, Ribny
Bazar is a big, airy space, stripped
down to the essentials: tables, kitchen
and best of all, a huge ice-filled tray
displaying the day’s freshest fish
offerings. My companion and I spent
a good ten minutes gazing at our finny
friends as they reclined peacefully.

Of all the creatures we humans
are fortunate enough to eat, surely
none offer the range of shape, size
and color to be explored in the
“seafood” freezer of a good restau-
rant or market. Had I but world
enough, and time, I would happily
spend several lifetimes wandering
the docks of a fishing port, simply
imbibing the visual and olfactory
delights of the day’s catch.

And having inspected Ribny
Bazar’s fish table at length, I am
delighted to report that, there was
not a glaucous eye or wilted fillet in
the lot. We sat down to order with
confidence in the ingredients we
were about to consume.

Generally speaking, our confi-
dence was well-placed. We began
with Carpaccio of Norwegian Salmon
with Roasted Capers (270R), and
found it as tender and piquant as
advertised. Not quite as impressive
was the Carpaccio of Duck Breast
with Cherry Sauce, a pricey starter at
395R. The cherry sauce was scanty
and a bit bland, while the duck had
been imbued with a flavor more like
pork than waterfowl.

The fish entrees are sold by
100gram portions, and one may
order as much or as little as one
wishes, prepared to order. The fish
available ranges from exotica such
as “Malabar Carp” and “Skate’s Tail”
to Russian standards like salmon
and several varieties of sturgeon. My
dining companion chose to try the
“Malabar Carp,” grilled, (180R/100gr)
and was pleasantly surprised,
describing it as “fresh and meaty,
simple, probably the best plain fish
I’ve had in Moscow.” I took the more
cautious course, choosing the young
sturgeon fillet (160R/100gr)…and
regretted it immediately. My fillets
were clammy, wet, and suffused with
the muddy flavor one sometimes
finds in indifferently cooked bottom-
feeding species. It may not have
been the worst fish dish I’ve had in
Moscow—that award would go to a
small traktoriya I forbear to name—
but it was certainly far below the
standard one expects of a specialty
fish restaurant of such ambitions.

In sum, then, one could say that
Ribny Bazar’s entrees show quite a
range of quality. Select one at your
own risk.

We both chose dessert, for
opposed reasons: my companion in
the hope it would live up to the
entree, and I out of desperation,
seeking something sweet to efface
the taste of clammy river mud. Once
again, my companion chose well and
I badly. He ordered the Millefeuille
with fresh berries and Mango Sauce
(165R), which turned out to be a
light, aromatic pastry with sauce,
cream and fruit in perfect balance. I
opted for the Philadelphia-style
Citrus Cheesecake (185R), which
seemed a safe bet. It was not.
Instead it was bland, soft and effete,
more chiffon than cheesecake.

No doubt I was unlucky. Ribny
Bazar seems to be a quality opera-
tion which will work out its opening
jitters and become a welcome
seafood venue in a city apparently
starved for good hot fish. But at the
moment, it remains a sort of seafood
casino, where every order is a risky
bet, capable of yielding gastronomic
jackpot or bankruptcy.

continue raging at Garage! The "Fire Bowl" pork in spicy tomato sauce
(R461) enough to make you sweat, at least if you're Jewish... defi-
nitely deserves two chop sticks up, way up. Killer babes sometimes
eat here. Some awfully taste noodle dishes for about 10 bucks. 
Jeers: Soups didn’t blow us away. Dumplings more pelmeni than
dim sum. You might think a shot of Three Dragons rice vodka (the
one with turtles, snakes and other assorted goodies floating in the
bottle) is a good idea. You’re wrong. Oily.
M: Belorusskaya 
Phone: 251-41-34; 250-53-89
Address: 1-aya Tverskaya Yamskaya 29, str. 1
Hours: 11.00 - 05.00

Vertinsky
$$$
Cheers: If you’re a filthy rich New Russian who enjoys bland, fla-
vorless “Chinese” food in a ridicously gauche interior all named
after some dead Russian pidar, then Vertinsky is your place. Any
questions?
Jeers: The food. Should be called “Evropeisky” not “Chinese.”
Instead, they label this “New Chinese” which means overpriced by a
factor of 10 and bland by a factor of -10.
M: Belorusskaya 
Phone: 251-41-34; 250-53-89
Address: 1-aya Tverskaya Yamskaya 29, str. 1
Hours: 11.00 - 05.00

Biskvit
$$$
Cheers: Super looker place for the budget-conscious eXhole,
Novikov’s best restaurant. Line of major model babes walking past
the decadent, lush interior will make you spray frosting on your
pants. Amazing cream of pumpkin soup, reasonable yet oily
«Dorada» fish, fantastilious honey cake dessert. No entree over
450R. Snideman likes the mashed potatoes. Make reservations, and
try to get in the back room.
Jeers: Some of the most laughably pretentious clientele this side of
West Berlin—Dieter vood loff eet. We sat next to some geek in a
Cerutti suit smoking a cigar by himself and trying desperately to look
like a man alienated by his riches and hangers-on--except that no
one wanted to talk to him. Asian crab soup said to be «crap soup».
The bill adds up, so be careful.
M: Kuznetsky Most 
Phone: 925-1729
Address: Kuznetskii Most Ul. Dom 19
Hours: kitchen from 12.00 - 24.00, place stays open till the last nose
stops bleeding

Cabana
$$$
Cheers: Waytago Cabana—they’ve got a menu that’ll surprise you
every time! Trout smothered in creamy almond sauce probably the
only time Schwartz has ever enjoyed said fish! Seafood bisque
should not be missed. Excellent grilled salmon; excellent Mexician
menu arrived at via Nigeria. Great hunkin’ salads, top-quality black
bean soup, and tasty chicken dishes. Also offer tasty-sounding
cheap-0 business lunch deals. Menu approved by the Save the
Chilean Seabass Foundation.
Jeers: Promises of Nigerian and Lebanese menu have proved to be
vastly exagerrated. Some salads have high mayonnaise factor. The
only known advertiser in the Russia Journal. 
M: Tretyakovskaya 
Phone: 239-3045/6
Address: Raushskaya Nab. 4
Hours: 18.00 - 6.00

Cafe Manyer/Checkpoint
$-$$

Cheers: Cafe Manyer (first floor) and Checkpoint (basement) are
clasny places, using the freshest ingredients, imported from France
and Italy and prepared with care. The salmon, poached or smoked,
is fresh enough to satisfy a Grizzly. The menu changes every three
days. featuring “smart fusion” cuisine, with a business lunch for only
about $6. Horseradish vodka kicks ass, like mood-altering wasabi.
When the place goes 24 hr, you’ll be able to dine at Checkpoint, head
upstairs to Manyer, and move to the patio when the sun’s out,
spending entire days in Berlin House.
Jeers: Lunch salads a little bland.Site of BMW unveiling which trau-
matized Dr Dolan.
M: Kuznetsky Most
Phone: 775-1959
Address: Ul. Petrovka, dom 5, “Berlin House” first floor
Hours: 12.00 - late (soon converting to 24 hrs)

City Grill
$$$

Cheers: The Thai stir fry ($13) may not have been very Thai, but it
was pretty tasty. Dan the Man enjoyed his marinated salmon. Will
you? A good place to impress a pseudo-sophisticated Moscow date,
as it has lots of chrome, ultraviolet, and, get this, a DJ. Large multi-
layered Buffalo Mozzarella salad (224R) with marinated peppers
impressed, as did the chicken and shrimp dumplings with chili sauce
(192R). Excellent salmon and crab cakes plate (432R). Chicks like
the passion fruit City Grill Margarita (240R). 
Jeers: Another restaurant with a turtlenecked DJ spinning Eurotrash
techno music. Van de Camps’ fried hallibut fingers were funny. Veal
filet (448R) too tough—maybe they should mistreat the calf a little
more? Waitresses are of the hot variety who will shame you into

ordering expensive wine. Can’t get the name “Shitty Grill” out of our
heads. 
M: Mayakovskaya
Phone: 299-5519
Address: Ul. Sadovaya Triumfalnaya d. 2/30 Str. 1 (across from the
American Bar & Grill)
Hours: 12.00 - 2.00 

Kort Kafe

$$
Cheers: Good food at reasonable prices, casual atmosphere and
great view of Moscow make this a good choice for a date...if you’re
paying. Try the Kamchatka crabs appetizer, Beef Tenderloin “flam-
bered by the table (400R) and the massive, amazing Osso Bucco
veal dish. Super-relaxed and hospitable management.
Jeers: Incredibly rich food made for the Russian taste. Snotty
Russians in after-tennis casual wear can be annoying. You can’t help
but sense that there’s a sweaty locker room downstairs.
M: Kropotkinskaya 
Phone: 202-2116
Address: Krobeinikov Per. d.1/2 (inside the tennis club)
Hours: 12.00 - 12.00

Loft

$$

Cheers: Fresh squeezed juices, Moe liked the tiger shrimps in garlic
sauce. Good salads, esp the lox salad with quail eggs. 
Jeers: Hard to imagine what this place will be like now that winter’s
here and there’s no point in sitting on the balcony. Wait till next June,
folks. Goons in the Nautilus lobby try to prevent you from entering
the building. Ignore them and their chimpanzee ravings, and they’ll
back down.
M: Lubyanka
Phone: 933-7713
Address: Lubyanka Square, 6th floor of the Nautilus center
Hours: 09.00 - 24.00 

Monterosso

$$
Cheers: Our waitress was nice enough to put ice in our drinks when
we asked.
Jeers: Makes a strong case for disbelieving anything Afisha says.
Were out of half the items we tried to order. Goulash obviously came
from the frozen food section at the nearest Ramstore. Beef
Robespierre carried a strong pork taste. Pork chop seasoned with
bacon bits. Completely random pricing schme. Utterly uncomfort-
able seating. DJ music.
M: Taganskaya
Phone: 912-5862
Address: Taganskaya Pl. 10/2
Hours: 11.00 - 5.00

Moskva-Roma

$$
Cheers: Just about as babe-o-licious a restaurant s they come!
Hostesses and waitresses so hot you’ll need to sit down quickly--
and stay seated. Outdoor dining (or just gawking) doesn’t get
much better than this! Great salads, esp. the radicchio (R372) and
spinich (R226). Stick with the simple stuff and you’ll rave about
your meal. Great pasta dishs for about R400; grilled sea bass
(R530) and other seafood rocks. Dining on Stoleshnikov insulates
you from that Komergersky feeling that you could have gotten a
better meal next door. 
Jeers: Soups bite. Narrow balcony is prime seating but good luck
getting out there. Who aside from super-hot dorkadent model-level
babes would want to eat with a DJ in the background? 
M: Chekovskaya
Phone: 229-5702
Address: Stoleshnikov per. 12 
Hours: Always

Phlegmatic Dog

$$
Cheers: Now they cook too! And the food, if ordered right, kicks e-
ass! The Phlegmatic Dog Salad is stuffed with avocado, shrimps and
other treats for only 240R, and for a measly 280R you can upsize to
a damn fine Filet Mignon wrapped in Bacon with forest mushrooms
and taters. Omelet was a winner taste-wise, though overpriced.
Jeers: Lots o’ mayo on the chicken sandwich--what are we, in
Russia or something? Burgers ain’t all that. Your food may get cold
while you watch the nymphets frolicking in the fountains outside,
getting their little tops all wet....Hey, this has to be the only free, all-
summer long wet t-shirt contest in town, folks! Grab a ringside seat
before all the other denegerates get’em all!
M: Okhotniy Ryad
Phone: 755-9554
Address: Manezh Mall, Alexandrovskii Sad entrance
Hours: 24 hrs

The Real McCoy

$$
Cheers: eXile editors wholeheartedly recommend the rockin’ baguette
de Paris sandwich - so big and tasty, it’s hard to believe it costs less
than many cocktails! Kickin' business lunch deal. Succulent salmon
filet made Schrek feel like he was back living next to the Pacific Ocean.
Basically serves big slabs o’ meat (R400-R700) that actually come rare
if you want ‘em to. Don’t try anything too fancy and you’ll walk away
completely sated. Did we mention it’s the best bar in town?
Jeers: High US embassy spook factor. Service gives you time to
stop and smell the roses for sale across the street. Spicy the
Mexican food is not. The chickpea and lamb soup (R180) needs to
meet a blender. 

M: Barrikadnaya
Phone: 255-41-44
Address: Kudrinskaya pl. 1 (in the Stalin skyscraper)
Hours: Always

Temple Bar 

$$ 
Cheers: New bar/restaurant opened on the Kremlin wall side of the
Manezh shopping center features respectable EU grub, excellent ser-
vice and a handsome wood and brass interior. Excellent borsch, mas-
sive ribs and french fries plate. The dyev we brought went ga-ga over
the fried breaded camembert and the salmon in achovy sauce, though
we worried about what it would do to her thighs. Make sure you order
the desserts—they rule. One of the only civilized places in the Manezh,
you’ll be surprised by the understated design and good value.
Jeers: Elaborate curtains cover the windows...and your view of
Vladimir Vladimirovich at work. Even worse, the dyev we took
defended the curtains. Menu a bit broad along the EU spectrum—
there could be some misses that we missed. Shopskii Salad about
as authentically Serbian as falafel. 
M: Okhotny Ryad
Phone: 737-8476
Address: Manezhnaya Pl. d. 1, Str. 2
Hours: 24 hours!

Territoriya 

$$ 
Cheers: Territoriya is a low-price, efficient restaurant right in the
heart of the tourist-trap zone. Once you know how to find it you can
eat very fast and fairly well while the suckers on Tverskaya get
robbed. Awesome Apple Pie. Ha!
Jeers: You need a pirate map to find it. While some items rocked,
some were mediocre. Seafood salad greasy.  All those bare bulbs
look suspiciously like art. 
M: Okhotny Ryad
Phone: 232-7318
Address: Tverskaya ul. 5 (around the back in an alley)
Hours: 13.00 - 06.00

Uncle Guilly’s 

$$ to $$$$
Cheers: Recent try has made us rethink a bit. Guilly’s burgers are
at LEAST as good as Hard Rock’s better than Starlite’s. But the
Ruben is still not as good as Starlite’s. Tasty black bean soup! On
the Russky side of the equation, the hearty Solyanka is peerless
(and this in a city seemingly awash in solyanka). That “All-
American” burger contiues to win hearts, minds, and stomachs
with its seemingly limitless charms. And still the best damn Filet
Mignon in Moscow. 
Jeers: 100 rubles for those little sampler Cokes? This is not a nice
uncle! Gave free cherry pie to Americans and U.S. Embassy employ-
ees for President’s Day. Huge Caesar Salad too rich for our vegetar-
ian staffer. 
M: Pushkinskaya
Phone: 229-2050
Address: Stoleshnikov per. 6, str. 1
Hours: 12.00 - 24.00

Vanil’

$$$$
Cheers: We gots ta admit, we was wrong about Novikov: Vanil’ is
one of Moscow’s best overall restaurants, and it would stand up in
any culinary capital in the world. Featuring an authentic Frog chef,
Philip something-or-other, a tongue-boggling menu of mostly mod-
ern French and continental choices, none of which will disappoint.
Warm langoustine salad (780R), perfect yet simple sea bass (920R),
one of the best wine lists you’ll find in the former Warsaw Pact.
Snideman ordered an excellent Chauteau La Couronne that briefly
allowed him to appreciate the finer things in life. Major babe magnet.
Jeers: We can’t afford it, and we felt like bums the one time 
we got in. 
M: Kropotinskaya 
Phone: 202-3341
Address: Ostozhenka 1/9 (on the corner of the blvd ring)
Hours: 12pm - 12am

Bulvar

$$$$
Cheers: Snideman issued a legal brief declaring Bulvar “the best
French restaurant in Moscow!” Clientelle mostly free of surrender
monkeys, which makes it more comfortable for Americans.
Jeers: None yet.
M: Pushkinskaya
Phone: 209-6887
Address: Petrovka 30/7
Hours: 12.00 - midnight

Le Duc

$$$$$
Cheers: High-quality, if expensive, French cuisine in a Eurodisney
castle -type setting. Unlike most in this city, these guys know what
to do with a duck. Exquisite desserts. The head chef called Lionel
“Monsieur Tannenbaum” when he called up to complain about our
French-language review of the place entitled “Le Plouc.” 
Jeers: They finally promised us a free meal, and then made us pay
for it ($259!) after we had eaten it. Ultra uptight and in-your-face ser-
vice will make even the most laid-back diner nervous. 
M: Ulitsa 1905 goda

Phone: : 255-0390 
Address: Ulitsa 1905 goda 2A (across from the Mezh. Hotel)
Hours: 12.00 - midnight

China Cafe
$$$$
Cheers: Delicious modny new restaurant by Russia’s premiere
dorkadent restaurant guru Novikov. Classic French-Asian fusion cui-
sine that is partially defused by the menu which designates French
from Asian by using a little face icon. Winkie food has a slant-eyed
icon, and surrender monkey food has a round-eyed icon. Best
Peking Duck in Moscow, if not the world. Amazing lobster appetiz-
ers. High attention to details. Make sure you go here if it’s on some-
one else’s coin. 
Jeers: Menu poorly descriptive, leading Snideman to threaten
action. Soups for 450R only increases KPRF voting base. 
M: Mayakovskaya
Phone: 232 27 78
Address: Ul Krasina 21
Hours: Noon - 23.00

Kult
$$
Cheers: Hot waitresses. Another recent inspection reveals this place
to be a totally viable— and affordable— dinner option. Good tem-
pura appetizers, great milkshakes, good rice dishes and stellar
kebabs. Two eXile undercover agents dined there, with multiple bev-
erages and appetizers, for 640 rubles. Lots of vegetarian options. We
don’t know why the quesadillas are called quesadillas, but they’re
pretty darnn good anyway. Killer cocktails at bargain prices. 
Jeers: The business lunch deals lose their appeal after the first cou-
ple of times: the ratatouille may be tasty, but stay away from the
other main course options. And, let’s be honest, the business lunch
salads and soups might as well be made from the tallow runoff from
a soap factory. Many of the entrees are so sweet, there’s no need for
dessert. Fake tree decorations hamper digestion. 
M: Tanganskaya/Kitai Gorod
Phone: 917-5706
Address: Yauzskaya ulitsa 5
Hours: Noon - midnight

Pyramid
$$$
Cheers: Enough mid-priced food in a high-priced atmosphere to
bowl over a provincial model. Good Cali rolls, serve Sapporo beer.
Could have Moscow’s top biz lunch deal: 289 rubles for a four course
doozie! We nit you shot. You can check out all the horny molls
whose fat balding Caucasian husbands are all off in their dachas
chilling out with their younger deputy molls. Food was and reason-
ably tasty and is priced. Sushi, salmon dishes and sandwiches all
ranked high.
Jeers: eXile alert! This must be the first dorkadent place in Moscow
to suffer visible signs of dilapidation. Food has taken a major nosedive.
Fajitas as starchy-bland as kiosk sloiki, lame funky-factor, and shitty
orange desk chairs that make you feel like you’re in Romper Room. 
M: Pushkinskaya
Phone: 200-3515
Address: Tverskaya 18a
Hours: always

Tsesarka (at Santa Fe)
$$$
Cheers: Chef Yuri Navarro was finally allowed to stop fucking around
with Southwest shit and bring out his potential. Full assortment of
sushi and fish you can trust to be fresh. $62 seven course meal for
two a bargain. Cappuccino ice cream in the last course as dark as a
West African and a whole lot richer.
Jeers: Generous first two courses scare you into thinking you will
never finish. Uses the glo-in-the-dark fish roe stunt twice. 
M: Ulitsa 1905 goda 
Phone: 256-2126
Address: Mantulinskaya 5/1, str. 6 (Second floor of Santa Fe)
Hours: 12.00 - 2.00

$$$

Cheers: Was the most innovative and delicious high-priced restau-
rant in Moscow, brought to us by eXile culinary god chef Isaac
Correa... 
Jeers: ...who is said to no longer be with Uley. Why go back? 
M: Mayakovskaya
Phone: 797-3090/4333
Address: Gasheka ul. 7
Hours: 17.00 - 2.00; Fri.-Sun. ‘til 5.00

Esterhazy
$$-$$$
Cheers: “Mad props” to the venison stroganoff in smetana sauce.
Hungarian food right in the frickin’ center. Gulyash that comes in a
hanging mechanism, decent bacon-n-bean soup. Waitstaff in quaint
uniforms. Affiliated cafe next door has good pastries and is less
annoying than most others around.

Huns

Fusion

Frog-ean

Evropean

MAJORELLE:
Monday to Friday Noon to 4 p.m.
Business Lunches in Majorelle bar & restaurant
Choise of 9 dishes
New menu every week
3 courses & soft drink 310 rub
2 courses & soft drink 260 rub
Zatseps ul& 19/2. Metro Paveletskaya 
Phone: 959-7876 959-7882

TERRITORIYA
Business lunch — 125 rubles.
Monday - Friday: from noon till 4pm
Soup, salad, hot main course, mors
10% discount for all menu from noon till 4pm
5/6 Tverskaya ul. Phone: 292-73-18

5-SPICE
Choose: Naan Chicken broth, Chicken Dish, Egg
fried rice 
OR Naan Vegetable broth, Vegetable dish, 
Vegetable fried rice for 10$ from 12 to 4pm, 
Sivtzhev Vrazhek 3/18. Phone: 203-1283

CHE
Grill menu with Che! For only 180 rub.! On your
choise.
Salads: mixed vegetables, «Caezar» salad or
Chicken salad.
Soup of the day.
Grilled: pork, salmon or barabulka fish.
Fried King’s prowns, lamb or beef with rice,
french fries or vegetables
Drinks: beer, house wine, tea, coffe, Cola, Sprite
Nikolskaya 10/2. Phone: 921-7477

Tandoor:
INDIAN & CHINESE RESTAURANT.
Business Lunch from noon till 5pm - for 
300 - 450rbls.
30/2, Tverskaya street Metro: Mayakovskaya
Phone: 209-5565, 299-4593

DARBAR:
Three dishes: Indian rice, meat, and vegetables. 
Meat & veggie dishes change daily. $8 noon-4pm  
Phone: 930-2925

$13 “Heavenly Lunch” at Tratoria  Paradiso:
Seven days a week, Noon to 5p.m. Two dishes of
your choice from our special menu, a mini pastry,
plus one drink (glass of wine, draft beer, juice,
soft drink, tea).
All credit cards and rubles welcome.
M. Biblioteka Im. Lenina, 
Starovagankovsky per, 19/a, 
Phone: 737-6484, Fax: 737-6485

REAL MC COY:
Business Lunch Monday to Friday 12.00 - 17.00 for
180 rbls. 
Soup of the day. 
Salads: VEAL TOUNGE SALAD with mayonnaise
dressing; FRESH SALAD with dill and oil based
dressing, CHIKEN SALAD with with “Carry” styled
dressing, TUNA SALAD with fresh vegetables;
DAIKON SALAD with Asian dressing.
Grill, served with mashed potatoes, rice,fresh veg-
etables or home styled potatoes on your choice.
PORK CGOP with salsa a la Creole, CHICKEN RIS-
SOLE with mustard sauce, ICE FISH with “Tartar”
sauce, GRILLED BEEFSTEAK with spicy chocolate
“mole rojo” sauce, TURKEY BREAST with “baked
orange” sauce, COD with white wine sauce.
Desert.
Pepsi-cola, Mirinda orange, 7UP, Pepsi-light,
Everness, Aqua Minerale, Mountain Dew. 
Kudrinskaya pl. 1 (in the Stalin skyscraper). 
Phone: 255-4144

GUROO:
INDIAN CUISINE
From 10 till 16
We change menu daily
M: Profsoyuznaya, 20/30 ul. Krzhizhanovskogo, bld. 1.
Phone: 125-6276

GREAT CANADIAN BAGEL:
Business Lunch Monday to Friday 12.00 - 16.00.
New Business Lunch menu - every week. 
Soup, main dish, side, any salad of your choice, - 
for only 160rbls.
Ul. Tverskaya 27, Phone: 299-9602, 299-9702

MAO:
Special Offer from NOON to 5 PM. 20% OFF.
Business Lunch for 160 rbls. Choice of 6 appetiz-
ers and 10 main dishes, prepared on an open fire
in a wok. Comes with a drink.
1905 Goda st, 2. Phone: 255-5955,

BBKING:
Business lunch — huge portions for only 175
roubles from NOON till 4p.m.
Open from NOON till 2a.m.
Sadowaya-samotechnaya 4/2 (Garden ring)
Phone: 299-8260 fax:299-7549
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Jeers: eXile alert! We are this close to plastering an ass here! WAY
overpriced for the shite you receive. Mushroom soup in bread bowl
wasn’t even Campbell’s quality. Goulash watery, Paprikash too
fatty, wine too pricey. Salad “bar” really a shameful assortment of
Russian salads. No chicken or beef paprikash, only pork and fish—
and sometimes when you order the pork, they still try to give you
fish. This is not what the Goulash Revolution was fought for. 
M: Kitai-Gorod 
Phone: 928-2517
Address: Maroseika, 7/8
Hours: 12.00 - 23.00 (cafe next door: 11.00 - 22.00) 

Facade

$$-$$$
Cheers: It’s better than Esterhazy, so if you absolutely gots to have
Hun food, this is your place. The gulash got a strong thumb up from
our Compassionate Conservative co-diner: thick, meaty, and hearty.
The crab cake with potatoes (280R) was hearty and filling, but later
made our stomachs churn. Okay selection of Hun wine.
Jeers: Don’t have paprika dishes. Talk about adapting Hun food to
Scythian palates, this is all meat, bread and soup and no spice at all.
If you like breaded meats fried in lots of oil, come here.
M: Komsomlskaya 
Phone: 264-6965
Address: Ul. Verkhnyaya Krasnoselskaya d. 38/19, str. 1 (on the
corner)
Hours: 12.00 - 24.00 

Darbar

$$
Cheers: eXile alert! Site of recent Snideman-Ames summit. Keema
samosas were worth the wait—pure bliss. Reiterate the eXtreme
buy recommendation on the butter chicken, one of the most flavor-
ful dishes in the entire FSU! Entrance remonted so now the thugs
wear suits and don’t harass you! Is Russia changing or what?! The
business lunch here is so good we’re considering moving our
offices to the Sputnik Biz Tsentr! $8 for five (!) different goodies and
all the naan and papadums U can eat! Our General Counsel has reaf-
firmed two legal pads up for Darbar, citing their samosas and
Chicken Vindaloo as “the best in Moscow.” The rest of us still love
the spinach, dal, and buttery chicken dishes. Magic combination of
flavor, affordability, warm atmosphere, and super service. This
should top your list. You can order free delivery!
Jeers: Thugs at entrance can be annoying: just ignore them no mat-
ter how much they bark at you. Why are good Indian places always
such a pain in the buttocks to get to? Loud live Indian pop music
makes you dream of a Mogul invasion. 
M: Leninsky Prospekt 
Phone: 930-2925
Address: Leninsky Pr. 38 (Hotel Sputnik)
Hours: 12.00 - midnight

Goa

$$-$$$
Cheers: Ignore the pretentious dorkadent interior and model-level
babes, cuz the food’s actually pretty damn good, and not too pricey.
Succulent chicken tikka masala (350R), decent lamb samsa won us
over. Accompanying French (!) menu offers one of Moscow’s best
warm duck-breast salads, we mean it. Fantabulous cocktails that
come in huge metal shakers.
Jeers: Door thug nearly smoked Ames when he tried crashing a
recent party, thinking there was free food to be had. These guys
aren’t joking when they say you gotta have reservations on week-
ends. Russians who come here don’t really like Indian food, which
is why they also offer French and Sushi.
M: Kitai-Gorod/Lubyanka
Phone: 504-4031
Address: Myasnitskaya ul. 8/2
Hours: 12.00 until last customer (until 6.00 Thurs.-Sun.)

Guroo

$-$$
Cheers: Another great Indian restaurant. This is a friendly, relaxed
place to get good Indian food. Portions are big and prices are low,
so it’s the duty of eXholes to support it. They do the Indian stan-
dards like Chicken Tandoor (300R)and Samosas (120R) well
enough, but the star of the menu is the Dum Simla Murch or Stuffed
Peppers (240R). Make sure to try the incredibleTamarind Sauce.  
Jeers: A long way from the Center. Street name almost impossible
for expats to pronounce after a few Indian beers. If you like your
Indian food even a little spicy, you’d better tell them or it’ll be bland
in the Xtreme. Dal strangely Stroganoff-like.
M: Profsoyuznaya
Phone: 125-6276
Address: ul. Krizhanovskogo 20/30
Hours: 10.00 - 23.00 

Juggernaut

$
Cheers: This place is great for dinner, but it’s the huge and deli-
cious desserts that really bring you back. The menu is wild, and the
big surprise is that most of the experimental dishes actually taste
good. Unlike a lot of veggie places, Jugg wants you to have a good
time. They keep good Indian pop blasting, with decen live music in
the evening. With prices that max out at less than $6, even our
junkie friends can now afford to stay well-fed and fit. 
Jeers: Don’t come for lunch. The place has a grim Berkeley vibe
until dinnertime, when the staff perks right up and the portions get
bigger. Lack of booze takes the whole health-food thing a bit too far.
We could really do without the overweight belly dancers.
M: Kuznetsky Most
Phone: 928-3580
Address: Kuznetsky Most 11
Hours: 10.00 - 23.00 

Khajuraho

$$
Cheers: The business lunch is a fantastic bargain at 250R, incllud-
ing pulau, naan and five different dishes.Even the Indian dessert is
good. The sexy stonecarvings on the walls are as hot as the
Vindaloo. Cool, labyrinthine interior with trays of sample Indian
spices in the raw.
Jeers: Euro-version of the business lunch doesn’t sound nearly as
appetizing. Expensive seafood options only encourages Eurofags
who can’t handle the hot stuff.
M: Ulitsa 1905
Phone: 256-8136
Address: Smitovsky Proezd 14
Hours: 12.00 - 24.00

Maharaja

$$-$$$
Cheers: Some expats swear by this place, but we were spooked by
the memories of outrageous prices. Not quite as expensive now.
Serve kima samosas (60R). Nice central location, unlike our fave
Darbar, and not depressing like Moscow Bombay. Decent chicken
vindaloo, nan.
Jeers: Food, while not bad, didn’t wow us the way Indian food
(Darbar, Tandoor, etc) should. We’re on the fence here, folks.
M: Kitai Gorod
Phone: 921-9844
Address: Pokrovka 2/1 (down Starosadsky Pereulok)
Hours: 12.30 - 23.00

Moscow Bombay

$$
Cheers: We never done woulda guessed, but Moscow Bombay has
gotten good. They hired some chef a few months back and now,
welp, the chicken tikka and the sikh kabobi are as good as they get
in Moscow. Butter chicken another goddamn good choice. Uh-oh,
does that mean that Darbar and Tandoor have serious competition?!
Are we Indian food fans lucky or what! 
Jeers: Can’t get over the fact that this place used to be a grim per-
estroika-era dive. 
M: Pushkinskaya
Phone: 292-9375
Address: Glinischevskii Per 3
Hours: 23.00 - 24.00

Tandoor

$$
Cheers: By George, we forgot how darn good that business lunch
is! For only 210R, you’ll get stuffed silly with a great coconut soup,
curried potatoes, naan, and much more. Probably the best priced
biz lunch deal in central Moscow. Our favorite centrally-located
Indian restaurant has just added more mouth-watering dishes.

Madras chicken (420R) is as mouth-watering as you'll ever want,
and they'll make it as spicy as you desire. Samosas as tasty and
crisp as ever. Baklazhan (eggplant) dish, still off-the-menu, is
another worthwhile dish for you vegetarian types. As always, excel-
lent service makes you feel like a Raj overlord. 
Jeers: Naan bread with peas a little lame; stick to garlic nan. We
saw someone reading the Russia Journal in here, the first time
we've ever seen anyone reading it. Bored waitresses circle like vul-
tures as they wait for you to finish eating. People at other tables fre-
quently have a Wanted-Poster look to them.
M: Mayakovskaya 
Phone: 299-5925
Address: Tverskaya ul. 30/2
Hour: 12.00 - 23.00

Accenti

$$$$
Cheers:`The angelhair pasta with prawns is incredible, and the
Seared Sashimi will present you for the only time in your miserable
life with more fresh raw tuna than you can eat. Service is efficient
and quiet, like everything else about this place.
Jeers: eXile alert! This place has gone downhill faster than
Windows On the World did at around 10:20 a.m. you-know-when.
Service was atrocious, bread old and stale, and our reindeer tastd
like road kill. It’s not cheap. The Calfiornia roll has a fatal case of
mayonnaise. Not easy to find. But we’re reaching, folks. High oli-
garch factor could make nebs uneasy.
M: Park Kultury
Phone: 246-1515
Address: Kropotkinskaya 7
Hours: 12pm - 12am

Amarcord

$$
Cheers: Bargain-priced (starting at $5) thin-crust pizzas and
respectable antipasti bar. With Il Pomodoro slipping into obscuri-
ty, this place seems to be picking up the trattoria-styled slack and
is definitely worth a second look. Now has a second, more intimate
room downstairs. Excellent pasta dishes, including some real
steals for all you vegetarians out there. Open until 6 a.m., for some
bizarre reason.
Jeers: The hot waitress we were stalking first dyed her hair a putrid
orangish color, and now no longer seems to work here. Meanwhile,
the food quality is on a downward swing once again. Pasta fagioli
soup now barely edible. Non-pasta entrees still only so-so. Bizarre
pricing defies the laws of quantum physics (e.g., a dessert that
costs $14 ought to come with a blowjob at the end, or at least some
booze in it).  
Phone: 923-0932
M: Kitai Gorod
Address: Ul Pokrovka 6
Hours: 11.30 - 6.00

Cicco Pizzeria

$$

Cheers: Started a date here with a B52 and got laid! Still your best
bet on Kamergersky. Real live WOPs seen here, meaning Cicco
does Italian food fo’ real. New pasta menu (~R300) frikkin’ great!
Nobody else in town can make a calzone like these folks. Skillful
application of yuppie toppings like artichoke and perccuttio on kick
ass thin crust imply some locals might actually be catching on.
Small enough that the waitress doesn't forget about you. Outdoor
patio doesn't suffer from exhaust fumes! 
Jeers: Minestrone soup flavored with leaky vagina on a recent visit.
Refused to give Flounder parmesan cheese for his pizza, saying
parmesan was only for soups. They don’t tell you it’s last call until
it’s already not last call. Doesn’t always have everything you order,
like beer. What’s the deal with bringing the salad after the meal?
High obnoxious cell-phone use factor. House wine tastes like grain
alcohol and grape juice. 
M: Okhotny Ryad
Phone: 229-73-61
Address: Kamergersky per. 5/7
Hours: noon - midnight

Fidelio

$$$
Cheers: Run by the same Sicilian dude who brought us La Grotta.
Not as clausterphobic as Grotta, Fidelio is more about cream colors,
couches, lower lights and higher ceilings. And meats. Pricey meats
that they claim are “just like in Italy.” The interior may be an
improvement...
Jeers: ...But the pasta we ordered came lukewarm and about as
spicy as a dollop of mayo dripping down Veshnyakov’s pant leg.
We’ll try it again, given our support of the chef, but the first go was
not a rousing success.
M: Pushkinskaya
Phone: 200-5476
Address: Bolshaya Bronnaya Ul. 27/4
Hours: 12.00 - 24.00

Garmoniya

$$-$
Cheers: This place will blow you away for reasons you wouldn’t
expect. It doesn’t look like much from outside, but open that door
and you’ll think you’re inside the bottle from I Dream of Jeannie.
Before you can take your coat off, submissive waitresses in
slavegirl gear converge on you. And then...well, see for yourself.
Excellent caprese salad with top-notch mozarella, good duck
salad. Soon opening an Arab restaurant and karaoke downstairs.
Yowzee!
Jeers: As for the food--lessee, was it good? Who remembers? Even
our polysyllabic nosh-wonk Peter Arenseberg dropped his the-
saurus on this one. On his lap, that is. Pasta dishes average.
Arrabiatta as spicy as a stolichny salat, while the stroganoff went
heavy on the cream. Whoa, we get the point fellas.
M: Taganskaya/Kitai Gorod
Phone: 234-3223, 915-7102
Address: Kotelnicheskaya Nab. 1/5
Hours: 12.00 - 24.00

La Grotta

$$
Cheers: eXile alert! Repeat thumbs up on the arabbiata, pound
for pound the best in Moscow. Also liked the eggplant with
cheese appetizer (170R). Our estimation of La Grotta keeps grow-
ing. Recent visit revealed that this may be Moscow’s best budget
fare and one of Moscow’s best Italian restaurants. Snideman
gave his huge Farfalle gorgonzola (270R) two bluetooth briefcas-
es up. Our last visit unearthed one of the best cheap-O Dago
cafes around! How did this place evade our guide for so long?
Tomato soup (R130) will make you pop wood. Killer pastas
include artery-blocking penne gorgonzola (R235) and giant,
manti-like agnolotti in tomato sauce (R285). Rumored to have a
real WOP working in the kitchen. Pizzas (~R250) actually made
with real sauce. 
Jeers: Pack you in next to other eXpats. Back room wall mirror
made Snideman paranoid. Replaced legendary Uzbek dive Lera,
providing more evidence of Russia's turn towards Europe. Waitress
takes your order as if there are right and wrong answers.
Minestrone predictably sucks. People important enough to have
secretaries sometimes see them here. 
M: Pushkinskaya
Phone: 200-30-57
Address: ul. Bolshaya Bronnaya 27/4
Hours: 12.00 - 24.00 

Mario

$$$$
Cheers: Mama mia, the risotto here is unabelievable-a! And so are
a-the prices-a! If money is no object, or you have a friend to whom
money is no object but a date who is hard to impress, you can’t do
much better than this mega-oligarch magnet. Snideman reiterated
his legal opinion that Mario’s is still the best restaurant in town, cit-
ing in his brief the tuna carpaccio and lobster. Still THE place for oli-
garchs and oligarchabies. 
Jeers: Recent visit had awful service and just about the cheesiest,
shittiest lounge singer we’ve heard in years. Penne with salmon
wasn’t all that. Almost got shot by jittery guards after walking too
close to a client. Pretentious customers fond of bringing in their
groomed poodles in designer pakety. Tannenbaum was wrong—is
that a cheer or jeer? 
M: Ulitsa 1905 
Phone: 253-6505
Address: Ulitsa Klimashkina 17
Hours: 13.00 - midnight 

Noa

$$
Cheers: New mega-pafosny Italian restaurant that offers superb
fare for superbly reasonable prices. Our favorite was the spinach
and riccotta raviolis (330R) in a basil tomato sauce. The raviolis
were like nothing we’d had in Moscow. We also enjoyed the pesto
lasagna for around the same price. The dishes weren’t large but so
what. Open plan with upper-level loft seating and high ceilings make
an interesting atmosphere. Off-the-scale babe factor... 
Jeers: ...that’s dangerous to even look at. Half the tables feature a
grim cleaned-up flathead sitting with two 8-foot-tall molls. Other
tables will feature loud groups of flatheads in deceptive civilized yel-
lows and powder blue izods comparing their cell phones and beep-
ing or bellowing into them non-stop. Car lot full of high-end Mercs
will give you a complex. Good luck getting a seat here unless you’re
Denis Salnikov. Interior mosaic of brass circles and multi-pipe ceil-
ing hanging distinctly remind one of Sheremetyevo’s beauty. 
M: Smolenskaya 
Phone: 244-0777
Address: Protochnii Pereulok d.7
Hours: 12.00 - midnight, later on weekends

Settebello
$$$$

Cheers: There is no better way to impress a girl that doesn’t involve
a Shengin visa than a meal here. A popular place to see and be seen
(if you got more money than we do). A good place to steal expen-
sive cars. Really, really cool veranda, complete with fly babes and a
fountain! Has a real Italian chef named Luigi who’s supposed to
make awesome meat dishes, though we only tried the penne with
pesto (which we a-liked-a).
Jeers: Minestrone reminicent of a bag of frozen Hungarian veggies
boiled in Magi. Pasta with asparagus and pasta with eggplant
absolutely interchangeable— they were made with the same toma-
to sauce! If you don’t have a Merc Jeep, you will be treated like you
don’t have a Merc jeep. 
M: Tvetnoi Bulvar
Phone: 299-30-39
Address: Sadovaya Samotechnaya 3
Hours: noon - midnight

Verona

$-$$
Cheers: Only place in town to find a good cannoli. For Italian stan-
dards at impossibly low prices, this place can’t be beat. The superb
$3 penne arrabiatta alone is worth the trip across town. Massive pro-
sciutto appetizer (almost) always satisfies. Pizzas also damn good—
try the cheese-less Marinara with super-spicy garlic tomato sauce. 
Jeers: eXile alert! Can be very crowded, meaning if you even get a
seat, you’ll be stuck in the smoky, bright front room, rather than the
dark, less-miserable dining room. Main dining hall doesn’t open
until seven on Sundays—they make you wait in the cafe. Limited
wine list. Those massive parmesan chunks that come with the pro-
sciutto seem like a big waste to us. Dessert selection extremely
unpredictable. 
M: Proletarskaya
Phone: 912-0632 / 276-4150
Address: Vorontsovskaya ul. 32/36
Hours: 11.00 - 23.00

Bega Tokyo

$$
Cheers: The most authentic Japanese home cooking restaurant we
know of in Moscow. A favorite for the Japanese businessmen, offer
a dizzying number of noodle dishes, meats, seafoods and tempuras.
Show Japanese live television for our Japanese friends out there.
Very gaijin friendly service. Clean symmetrical interior. Good place
to take your date if you want to surprise her.
Jeers: Good luck reading the menu and understanding it. About as
inconvenient to get to as Sergeev Posad.
M: Begovaya
Phone: 946-1687
Address: Begovaya Alley 11 (Hotel Bega, 8th Floor)
Hours: 11am - ?

Ginno Taki

$$-$$$
Cheers: One of Moscow’s most popular “people’s sushi” restau-
rant. Often has a massive line—which some Russians think is a
good thing. Tasty miso soup, cali rolls and Dragon rolls with unagi
and crab (225R). Sushi is edible. Has all-night karaoke.
Jeers: Waiting here is humiliating and wrong. Every few minutes
the sneaky Asian chefs yell out something incomprehensible that
makes us think we’re about to get attacked. We can’t get over the
fact that Russians think that the rubber haddock they market as var-
ious raw fish is actually sushi and actually good. 
M: Oktyabrskaya
Phone: 238-9533
Address: Bolshaya Yakimanka 58/2
Hours: 11am - 6am

Rikiu

$$-$$$
Cheers: Generous helpin’s for a Jap place. Biz lunches a good deal.
Crunchy, fresh tempura piled on your plate. Sushi up to Planeta S.’s
standard. 
Jeers: Looks like a hamster bordello. Too close to pafosni Cocon.
Stunk of Lemon Pledge when we were there. Toilet features picture
window so visiting Tokyo Manga-perverts can watch you piss that
Kirin away. Arenseberg is officially sick of sushi & wants the world
to know it.
M: Prospekt Mira
Phone: 937-8803
Address: Prospekt Mira 26 str. 2
Hours: 12.00 - 24.00

Yakitoriya

$$
Cheers: Yes, your prayers have been answered: quality Japanese
food at prices that you can talk about on the expat list with all your
Quicken-proficient friends! Excellent miso (80R) and kento (100R)
soups, healthy seafood salad (150R) for starters; quality tuna rolls
and California rolls. Fried dumplings a hit with Russians. Nu Tokyo
rolls a hit with one eXile date.
Jeers: So packed with eager Russians that even the managers are
pissed off at all the business. Recent visit revealed unexciting miso
and tuna rolls the size of rabbit pellets. Orange hospital gown wait-
ress outfits make you wonder if you’re being prepped for a double
mastectomy—and you’re a guy! Already crowded with the Bagel
crowd; desserts lacking. Seeing Russians continuing to be this
excited about mediocre sushi is increasingly depressing. 
M: Belorusskaya, Arbatskaya
Phone: 250-5385/290-4311
Address: ul. 1-aya Yamskaya 29, str. 1 / Sports Bar
Hours: 11.00 - 6.00

Yapona Mama

$$
Cheers: Casual, quality sushi at reasonable prices. Shitake soup
and fried ice cream are most pleasing. Yakitoria prices but much
better quality food. Second floor design better than first floor.
Photos of Japs making obscene gestures is always an ice-breaker.
Jeers: Rude, anti-gaijin staff. Inscrutable hostess always claims
second floor is booked when it isn’t. Won’t allow you to order take-
away unless you’re on “frequent customer list” but won’t tell you
how to get on that list even if you go here every other day. Maybe
America should occupy this restaurant and force the manager to
sign a humiliating customer service deal on the deck of an aircraft
carrier? Oops—this is a Novikov joint. 
M: Tsvetnoi Bulvar
Phone: 921-6098
Address: Tsvetnoi Bulvar 11, Str. 3

Acapulco

$$-$$$
Cheers: An excellent choice if you have no sense of what Mexican
food is, and are willing to pay twice the price for reinforcing your
gross ignorance. Good black beans. Russians seem to like it.
Jeers: Small portions and bullshit imitation “Mexican” food. Tacos
had those prefab El Paso corn taco shell flavor, way too much salty
cheese, and no rice or beans to accompany, the two little tacos cost

10 bucks. Ay caramba! Burrito appalingly stingy, thin and narrow
with almost no spice or pico de gallo. Weekdays Evropeiski bizness
lunch more popular than the greaser food. 
Address: Ul. Petrovka 14
M: Teatralnaya/Kuznetsky Most
Phone: 200-4441, 209-1173
Hours: 24/7

Amazonia

$$$
Cheers: Over-the-top, exotic interior and not-too-exhorbitant prices
make this the perfect place for shutting up the dyevushka who’s
been hounding you for some big-ticket item. Flaming mutton chops
were a big smash with Moe Snideman; Lionel dug the massive $6
mixed green salad. Aromatic chicken breast also packs plenty of
mojo. Average sushi is priced fairly reasonably. 
Jeers: Disappointing cocktails, especially the inverse quantum
margarita. “Unusual” black bean soup. Exotic seafood dishes (such
as blue shark and moray eel) can be hit and miss—the shark
missed. They never paid us for their ad.
M: Chekhovskaya
Phone: 209-7487
Address: Strastnoi bulvar, 14
Hours: noon - 6.00 (disco: 23.00 - 6.00)

Aruba

$$
Cheers: This Cubano restaurant has been kicking it for years, and
recent visit reveals that it hasn’t changed. Popular business lunch
specials for between 130-200 rubles can fill your ass up. Some cute
waitresses as well as authentic Cuban students serving you.
Homemade tortilla chips good ‘n greasy..
Jeers: Nothing particularly special. Tables crowded in. Cuban food?
We didn’t know they had food in Cuba. Maybe America oughtta
tighten its embargo, these commie bastards are eating like kings! 
Address: Narodnaya Ul. 4 
M: Taganskaya
Phone: 912-1836
Hours: 11.30 - 05.00

Che

$$
Cheers: Finally, decent Mexi food in the center of town, and you can
have fun while you’re eating it! Highly recommend the spacious
nachos with REAL CHEDDAR CHEESE, the large burrito with
ranchero sauce, and any of the bean soups (we had the Sopa De
Carnero, supposedly Fidel’s favorite, now ours too as it’s a first in
Moscow). Lively weekend party atmosphere means you can do
more here than just eat and split.
Jeers: First of all...RESERVE A TABLE! This place is full, vato.
Nacho chips now out of a bag; what’s up with that, chico?
Nothing for vegetarians. Service is still working the bugs out —
you may have to wait for that mojito. Although you’ll get a sec-
ond one free if you order at the right time. Not a place for a quiet
date, but that’s a cheer.
M: Lubyanka 
Address: Nikolskaya 10/2
Phone: 921-7477
Hours: always 

Hola Mexico!

$$
Cheers: Try the business lunch! We got black bean soup, flautas
and something else for 200R! Nachos still pretty good, waitresses
still pretty busty. Pork burritos back in mid-season form. Sergio the
Latin dancer says the chili is “muy bien.” Good place to avoid con-
versation with a boring date. Nice $5 margaritas, and the glasses
aren’t oversalted. 
Jeers: Black bean soup’s 15 minutes of fame are up—it actually
has chunks of frozen brussels sprouts and cauliflower in it! Foo!
“Salsa” on nachos means a sliced cherry tomato served with a side
of tabasco. Waitresses sometimes forget there’s a back room.
Bands still too loud. 
M: Kuznetsky Most 
Phone: 925-8251
Address: Pushechnaya ul. 7/5
Hours: noon - 5.00

Papa John’s
$$
Cheers: Nutritious chicken sandwich well worth it, at least when it’s
on sale. Fries rock! Super 50% off from 18.00-21.00 deals makes
up for the occasional lack of food quality! Kick-butt appetizers at
kick-butt prices! Nachos and burritos ready to take all comers. No
more squeez-cheez on the nachos! 
Jeers: Great fajitas for those who hate telling the waitress to hold
the totillas, peppers and cheese. High novelty versions of crappy
pop songs factor. Main dishes spiced for the Russian palate, ie, not
spiced. Dessert wasn’t particularly Mexican or particularly all that.
M: Turgenevskaya
Phone: 755-9554
Address: 22 Myasnitskaya
Hours: 9.00 - 23.00 (until 6.00 weekends)

Santa Fe

$$$
Cheers: Full of handsome New Russian types; large bar area serv-
ing up wicked drinks. Chef hails from East LA, which should tell
you something good. Once you’re through here, you can head
around the side to Hippopotum, and breathe your salsa breath on
someone you love.
Jeers: Food lacking in substance, though not in pricing.
M: 1905 goda 
Phone: 256-2126
Address: Mantulinskaya 5/1, str. 6
Hours: noon - 02.00

Bavarius

$$
Cheers: The best and most authentic Gerry food and Biergarten in
this gottverdammten Town! A liter or 4 of Franziskaner Weissbier
will erase any worries you might have in this crazy world. For a
naughty breakfast option, try the Weisswurst with sweet mustard, a
pretzel and a mandatory Weissbier. 
Jeers: Bio-terror alert! Nazi reactionaries here served Weinberg
spoiled Munich salad, forcing him to spend a sick day bent over the
toilet hurling white sausage. Ja so ein Flittchen! Anyone who can
figure out the logic of their pretzel policy earns a Freibier from
Schreck. Formula 1 on the bigscreen in the Biergarten a little too
authentic for our sensibilities. 
M: 1: Mayakovskaya; 2: Frunzenskaya
Phone: 1: 299-4211; 2: 245-23-95
Adr: 1: Sadovaya-Triumfalnaya 2/30 str. 1; 2: 
Komsomolsky pr. 21/10
Hours: 12.00 - 0.00

Pivnushka

$$
Cheers: Intricately detailed woodsy bi-level beer hall with an
Austrian chef and a Bavarian menu that’s surprisingly inventive, not
to mention surprisingly affordable. Caesar salad and lentil soup are
both solid. Fried camembert with currant jam is unlike anything in
town. Super beer selection with delicious Paulaner coming soon; 2-
for-1 happy hours daily from noon to 1 and 5 to 6 p.m.
Jeers: You never know when some drunken German is going to
break into ear-splitting song. 
M: Leninsky Prospekt
Phone: 952-5567
Address: Leninsky prospekt 28
Hours: 12.00 - 6.00

Bochka

$$$
Cheers: We assume this place ain’t authentic Russky food, ‘cause
it tastes so darn good! The $1-2 pirogi (fried or baked) are musts.
Homemade bread, great soups, kick ass entrees! The blini and pork
and chicken shashlyk, as well as the service, were of particular joy
to Mr. Snideman. Low-lit wood and brick interior is extremely invit-
ing; good service; great salads and vareniki. The turkey shashlyk
(it’s not on the menu, but ask for it anyway) is superb. 
Jeers: Too dark to ogle New Russians’ dates the next table over.
Located in the middle of nowhere; often crowded with hordes of
New Russians with cellphones permanently attached to their ears.
The bull-on-the-pit Friday nights isn’t all it’s cracked up to be. Best
to stick to the menu items.
M: Ulitsa 1905 goda 
Address: ul. 1905 goda 2
Phone: 252-3041
Hours: 24 hours

Cafe Pushkin

$$$
Cheers: THE place to take visiting relatives footing the bill for a
taste of passable Roosky food. Schreck described breaded veal as
closest thing to Sublime in months. Two babes dining alone at the
next table were a close second. If you’ve got the dough, all-in-all
the most impressive “haute rus” cuisine. Black caviar with bliny
($23) melts in your mouth. Excellent solyanka ($9), pelmeni, and
main courses. 
Jeers: It’s so cilivized here you’ll get paranoid that Russia has sud-
denly become like Switzerland. Oversized menu makes deciding
impossible; overbearing. Grilled lamb ($17) chewy and not particular-
ly flavorful. Packed full of quasi-cultured Russian bobos and foreign-
ers with overlydressed dyev-dates. Why pay this much for local food? 
M: Pushkinskaya
Phone: 229-5590
Address: Tverskoi bulvar 26A
Hours: noon - midnight

Na Melnitse

$$
Cheers: Another of those old-style New Russian joints with
quaint woodsy interior and “classic” cuisine, but the real reason
to come here may just be the variety of mixed green salads for
around $6, including a superb (and quite massive) fresh spinach
salad with pine nuts for just $5.50. Nice pirozhki and borshch,
delectable vareniki with cherries, rock solid (not literally, of
course) cranberry mors. 
Jeers: Vareniki with mushrooms way overpriced at $11. Haphazard,
vulgarly arranged “elite” liquor table in the center of the room
offends even our crass, suburban-bred sensibilities—when will
these mud people learn? They won’t let you eat the live pheasant.
We wish the coffee were just a little bit better.
M: Krasniye Vorota
Phone: 925-8890
Address: Sadovaya-Spasskaya ulitsa, 24/50
Hours: noon - midnight

Pechka

$-$$
Cheers: Cheapish and Russians love it. You can look cool and live
out your Cheap-O Western fantasies here. Swing-like hanging
chairs at the bar. A few students from the language institute.
Excellent hachapuri (170R). Not bad interior.
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Jeers: Food decidedly mediocre and not particularly healthy. Guess
why we put this in the “Russian” section? No, not because they
have borsch, solyanka and stolichnii salad, though they do. Guess
again. Yessiree! They have SUSHI! Also has some 2nd tier former
molls who once got to drink elitny chai in Muzei. One aging former
moll came in wearing a skirt and tight black shirt with pink letters:
“You Are My Cup Of TEA”. Would that be elitny chai? 
M: Krasniye Vorota
Phone: 925-8890
Address: Sadovaya-Spasskaya ulitsa, 24/50
Hours: noon - midnight

Shinok

$$$
Cheers: This is the ultimate S&M Ukrainian dining experience.
Seating is arranged around a massive windowed terrarium that
houses chickens, roosters, a pony, sometimes a cow, and... you’ll
never guess... a real live peasant girl! Oh boy, is it sexy, folks. She
sits quietly and obediently on a bench beside the pony, plain, pale,
meek... While you feast on royal portions of superb golubtsy,
borscht, varenniky and a selection of fish and meat dishes that
range in price from $15 to $30. 
Jeers: Too expensive for Ukrainian food, especially when you con-
sider it’s not much better than Korchma. You might wind up sitting
next to a loud, disgusting Texan trying to woo his plain mail-order
bride, or a table of cell-phone tagging molls.
M: Ulitsa 1905 Goda
Phone: 255-5963
Address: Ulitsa 1905 Goda (across the street from the Mezh)
Hours: noon - midnight

Taras Bulba Korchma

$
Cheers: Only bar around with khakhol staple Obolon! Vodka comes
with free sala and pickles. Waitresses seem to enjoyed being
gawked at— they’ll even smile back! The perfect answer to your
hangover blues... looking at the complimentary baseball-sized lump
of sala usually is enough to sober up. A super budget option with all
your Ukrainian faves at prices anyone can afford. Goluptsi so good,
you might burst into tears. Vareniki and borshch like mama used to
make. Good service, even. 
Jeers: Last visit was not pleasant. Don’t order the pickled jar,
which is just pickled grass, or the salo, which is really just what it
is: pork fat. Annoyingly quaint interior. Potato pancakes drenched
in cheap oil. Waiters wear depressing straw hats like Judge
Reinhold in Fast Times at Ridgemont High. You’ll have to tell your
khokly jokes some place else. 
M: Chekhovskaya 
Phone: 200-6082
Address: ulitsa Petrovka 30/7 (stroyenie 1) (and all over the fuck-
ing place)
Hours: noon - 23.00

Night Flight

$$-$$$
Cheers: eXile alert! Once again, chef/artiste Andreas’ ever-evolving
creations convinced us that we’d frankly rather have a good meal
than good sex. Night Flight’s restaurant is that good, folks, perhaps
the best all things considered in Moscow. Huge reaffirms on the
crayfish soup and Jerusalem artichoke soup. Choice appetizers
include fresh oysters, and fresh fois gras terrine pressed with black
truffles from northern Italy, prepared specially over 3-days, like
nothing you thought possible in Moscow. Andreas’ pizza topped
with gourmet Spanish ham, is literally the best we’ve had in years,
taken from a simple Italian recipe. Shrimps in a Carribo-Thai sauce
made for an interesting change, but the real winner was the per-
fectly tender, succulent fillet of beef (get the pepper sauce with it).
If this wasn’t enough, dessert was truly orgasmic. Freshly-prepared
pineapple sorbet, a cheesecake (featuring two layers of sweetened
cheese each whipped to a different consistency) that should shame
Muscovites into riots over the crap their served, and Ames’ favorite,
the chocolate truffle, dense chocolate packed  into a ball of pure sin
that makes you forget the babes discreetly oogling you. A special
note of praise to restaurant manager Toby for putting together the
best non-pretentious wine list selection in Moscow, finding little
gems from South Africa and Portugal to complement each course.
The Western gourmand’s favorite. Try the hot-cold contrast of the
Asian 10 soup w/ coconut sherbert.  
Jeers: Restaurant has been discovered so call ahead to make sure
you get a seat. Can be distracting when a table of babes smiles at
you while you have a piece of raw reindeer flesh in your mouth. 
M: Tverskaya
Phone: 229-41-65
Address: ul. Tverskaya 17
Hours: 18.00 - 05.00

Scandinavia

$$-$$$$
Cheers: eXile alert! Happy Birthday to Scandinavia, our other
favorite Swedish restaurant. Now the Ice Bar, a real vodka bar
made of ice out on the patio, is open! Recent visit reaffirmed the
Soup with Crayfish dumplings. Christian, the GM from Valhalla, is
jazzing things up, especially the bar area, which deserves kudos
for the best cocktails we’ve had in Moscow. Re-affirm the buy on
the Caesar Salad, our newest fave Caesar in Moscow, packed full
of fresh Romaine and lots of shrimp. Okay, time for a major
update folks, based on a recent tasting. First, the dishes. Large
fine de claire oysters, flown in fresh thrice weekly, brought the
Atlantic sea to our taste buds. But the real treat is the Coconut
Soup with Crayfish Dumplings, a Thai-inspired taste sensation
that we are not likely to soon forget. Folks, if you get anything,
GET THE COCONUT SOUP! T-Bone, long a favorite, was massive
and rare, each section offering different variations of flavor and
texture. Dr. Dolan is grateful still for the Fillet of Tuna with
Kamchatka Crab Risotto. Monkfish also a delight. As always,
cocktails are first rate. One more reason to hit the bar: the famous
Summer Cafe Burger is now available year-round in the cocktail
lounge! Yippee! Service impeccable a always. Indoors now offers
biz lunches from R290! Babe-o-licious waitresses. R100 oysters
you can trust. Bloody Marys so tangy they’ll make you wish you
had a hangover. Moscow’s coolest urinal.
Jeers: No more summer cafe, a bitter reminder of the winter to
come. Since when did Moscow have so many trendy expats?
M: Pushkinskaya
Phone: 937-5630
Address: Palashevsky Mal. per. 7
Hours: 12.00 - 24.00

Crab House

$$$
Cheers: Some say the king crab (when they have it) and lobster are
still pretty good. Still has that fun metallic multi-level interior. 
Jeers: The famously stingy Lionel Tannenbaum ate only a single
bite of each item during a recent business lunch escapade. This
place is a pale shadow of its former self. Depressingly deserted
most of the time; watery, barely unfrozen carapaccio, grilled fish
that’s over-salted and just plain sucks. Impossibly bland clam
chowder and probably the worst Caesar salad in town. Expensive
and shite. Starvin’ Ivan is said to be making reservations for one
here in the near future.
M: Okhotny Ryad
Address: Tverskaya 6
Phone: 292-5360
Hours: noon - 6.00  

Cutty Sark

$$$-$
Cheers: The first thing you see when you walk in is some of the
freshest fish in town, on ice. Pick the one you want, decide how you
want it cooked, and relax. They’ll do the rest. The Rocolla with Tiger
Prawns ($18) is superb. Our swordfish was tender and juicy, almost
like we lived on an ocean port. Like all the seafood here, the prawns
are big, fresh and juicy. If you’ve got room for dessert, try the
Millefolia ($15): big, creamy, fruity pastry in a tart strawberry sauce.
Interior tastefully combines a yacht and upscale pub, with stencils
on the walls, port holes, wood and brass. Service top-notch.
Jeers: The Crab Salad ($11) was a little heavy on the mayo and light
on the crab. The grilled tuna ($19) was good quality fish but over-
done for our tastes. Aw heck though, it was still great.
M: Barrikadnaya
Address: Novinskiy Bulvar 12
Phone: 202-1312  

Rybny Bazar

$$-$$$
Cheers/Jeers: See Assenberg’s polysyllabic review
M: Pushkinskaya
Address: Tryohkprudny Pereuolok 10/2
Phone: 209-5444
Hours: 12.00 - 02.00

Bookafe

$
Cheers: Reasonably priced way to hang out with the nearly-elitny.
Stacked with lots of expensive coffee table photography books so
you can sound pretentious while talking about photography as an
art form. Also helps liven up conversation. Decent amount of babes
with educations.
Jeers: Do you really want this or need a pretentious cafe with pho-
tography books and peopled with pafosny Russians talking about
which European countries they’ve visited? 
M: Tsvetnoi Bulvar
Phone: 290-0356
Address: Sadovaya-Samotechnaya 13
Hours: 12.00 - 02.00

Coffee Bean

$
Cheers: eXile alert! eXile staff seen more and more huddled at the
Pokrovka location. And liking it. Ames briefly fell in love with one
respectable middle-class Russian woman, who paid no attention to
him. This is a coffee shop, after all. The first Seattle-style coffee shop
in Moscow; jumbo capuccinos, tasty torts, lots of faux brick, wine by
the glass. Sells the best coffee, aromatic and otherwise, in Moscow. 
Jeers: Pokrovka location woefully understaffed by ridiculously
pedantic gloom grrls who spend way too much time on each order.
Dangerously high Friends/Reality Bites factor. No smoking. So
authentically Seattle-esque that you may inadvertantly walk out with
an eyebrow stud and not even know it.
M: Big: Chistiye Prudy; New: Pushkinskaya; Newer: 
Kuznetsky Most
Phone: B: 923-9793
Address: B: Ulitsa Pokrovka 18; new: across from Luzhkov’s office
on Tverskaya
Hours: 8.00 - 22.00

Fame

$$
Cheers: Quasi-elitny trap that actually manages to snare the odd
authentic elitny, bored babe with cellphone, sipping her elitny chai.
Big sized but standard strudel for a mere 120 rubles will make your
date happy and she’ll think you’re a goddamn oligarch for picking
up the tab. Assuming she’s starving and from Izhevsk.
Jeers: Shitty atmosphere. Non-existent service on our last visit,
although they did let us in when we were stumbling drunk...oh
wait, that’s because the staff was too busy trying to look cool
rather than keep riff-raff like us out or take someone’s order. If
someone could tell us what is so special about this place, except-
ing of course the mannequin window seating where you can play
the elitny sneerer at the passersby, then please let us know.
Otherwise we’ll get very, very angry.. 
M: Belorusskaya
Phone: 995-1800
Address: 1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya d. 9

Moskva-Berlin

$
Cheers: Snooty Central European-style coffee shop brought to you
by the Mesto Vstrechi folks stands out from the budding Seattle-
menace. Quaint lamps, large choice of desserts. Good caps, mini-
quiche pies. The first truly post-modern toilets in Russia: see-
through toilet seats and chrome base allow you to view every pre-
vious miturator’s droplets. Good service.
Jeers: Seating tighter than a cat’s buttocks. The cool folks pretend
like they don’t notice that they make you spill your coffee every time
they get up from the table. Recent trip yielded no coffee, as the
mashina was out of order. That’s like a Russian dish without dill; a
bagel without cream cheese; an Indian without a convenience store. 
M: Belorusskaya
Phone: 251-7963/-2282
Address: Ploschad Tverskaya Zastava 52/2 (to the right of
Yakitoriya, across from the train station)
Hours: 24 hours

Soleil Cafe

$
Cheers: Sacre bleu! The sweets have just gotten tastier, making
this our reluctant favorite cafe in Moscow, even if it is Euro.
Magnilicous praline bear claw, huge tasty bread pudding with a
scoop of vanilla ice cream, perhaps Moscow's yummiest cheese-
cake, and just about the only cafe coffee that doesn't taste like leaky
v---a. Super cheap sandwiches (less than R100). Maybe the only
coffee shop in town that doesn’t deserve to be hit by an errant U.S.
daisy cutter. Killer desserts and pastries single best way known to
man to go on an economical date and still get laid. 
Jeers: eXile alert! Paveletsky location closed! Leaky vulva-filtered
coffee served to Weinberg! We’re gonna give these guys another
chance, cuz they’ve been good to us in the past. Croissant sand-
wiches sometimes cold on the inside. Some salads target nostalgic
Russians. Made us take out the Wines pie reference. Aggressive
tray-wielding office peons who watch Poslednyi Geroi obsessively
dine here and could snap at any moment. 
M: #1: Tsvetnoi Bulvar; #2: Paveletskaya 
Phone: #1: 725-6474/5; #2: 937-0531/2

Adr: #1: Sadovaya-Samotechnaya 24/27; #2: 
Paveletskaya pl. 2/1
Hours: 8.30 - 23.00 (weekends 10.00 - 23.00) hours

Cafe Sindibad

$
Cheers: Real Lebanese home cooking in the heart of Moscow. The
business lunch is a steal at 140 rubles, with solid soups, savory
kofta, salad, and a heapin’ helpin’ of Freedom Fries. Hookahs at
every table! Feel like King Farouk as you puff on apple-, pomegran-
at- or coffee-flavored tobacco from a big legal bong! The best
baklava we’ve seen in many a Hajj!
Jeers: We’re not sure the Freedom Fries really qualify as Lebanese
home cooking unless these people are Phalangists. Bit of a hike
from the Metro. The hookahs can be annoying. 
M: Arbatskaya
Phone: 246-40-53/-29-51
Address: ul. Timura Frunze 11
Hours: 12.00 - 04.00

Majorelle
$$-$$$
Cheers: eXile alert! Enjoyable bus lunch for 250R in a dark, zen set-
ting with very un-Zen expat businessmen. Amazing nomad tents in
a grove of birch trees, on a quiet back street near Paveletskaya. Cool
Arab music piped into each tent. As we found out when it rained, the
tents are waterproof. The Mezze appetizer mix is amazing. Offer
couscous and all the Moroccan goodies. Great mint tea. Top-notch
style service. An excellent choice for a date.
Jeers: Site of recent extraordinary Young Sovok gold medal award.
Some dishes cater too much to the Moscow palate, and all the spice-
lessness that this implies. We’d prefer more sauces and more fire.
M: Paveletskaya
Phone: 959-7862
Address: Ul. Zatsepa 19/2
Hours: 12-12.

Marrakech
$$
Cheers: Saalam! A Morrocan restaurant has finally opened!
Jeers: Allah Akhbar! It blows! A fatwah should be issued against
the propietors and cook. In a word, this place sucks camel dicks.
Dull and flavorless food. Waitstaff tries to be helpful, but unfortu-
nately doesn’t know their couscous from a hole in the ground. 
M: Chekhovskaya/Pushkinskaya
Phone: 200-3956
Address: Strastnoi bulvar 4
Hours: 11.00 - 23.00

Shafran
$$
Cheers: Bills itself as a Lebanese restaurant which is a good start.
Sun-washed interior inviting. Falafel ($5) closest to the real thing
Moscow’s come. Kebabs aren’t bad, but they’re small. Humus good
enough to please Kevin O’Flynn...
Jeers: ...but not good enough to pull the wool over the eXile’s
Semitic staff members. Pita was stale the night we went there. Wait
staff rude, inattentive, brought our main courses first, our first
appetizer shortly after, and the humus another 30 minutes later.
They never apologized, and acted shocked when we asked for ice in
our Coke. “Where would you like me to put the ice?” the waitress
snarled. We left her a shitty tip and vowed never to return. 
M: Pushkinskaya
Phone: 737-9500
Address: Spiridonevskii Pereulok 12/9
Hours: 12.00 - 24.00

Alpine Terrace
$$$
Cheers: Full selection of Swiss fare, including 4 types of fondue, a
Swiss salad ($11) that our resident Kraut symp Schreck deemed
“authentic,” Warsteiner beer served in long mugs. 
Jeers: eXile alert! Kraut chef Benedikt is no longer there, so this place
may be about as authentic as Julia Roberts’ lips. You better have one of
those Swiss offshore bank accounts if you want to afford the food here. 
M: Chisty Prudy
Phone: 208-1810
Address: Bolshoi Kozlovsky Per. d. 4, Str. 4
Hours: 12 - 24 (unless you’re still eating or ordering)

Syrnaya Dyrka
$$
Cheers: Nice quiet patio just off Pokrovka. Good discount on lunch
menu. Attentive staff...a little too attentive. Back off a little already!
Jeers: Why the name--”Cheese Hole”? Needs to start serving big-
ger, colder, cheaper drinks if it wants to draw the summer lunch
crowd. The food’s not wildly flavorful, but then it’s Swiss.
M: Kitai Gorod / Chisty Prudy
Phone: 917-1676
Address: Pokrovsky Blvr. 6/20
Hours: noon - midnight

Baan Thai
$$-$$$

Cheers: This is one of the few Thai places in town that’s really will-
ing to serve you the hot stuff. If you’re game, they’re game.
Excellent noodle dishes at modest prices. Big menu with lots of wild
options, as bland or burning as you want. And in case you overdo
the chili, there’s Singhs Gold beer for just $3. Great Thai curries.
Brought to you by the Darbar/Five Spice family, who are still batting
.1000 when it comes to pleasing the taste buds.
Jeers: Service can be a little chaotic. You may have to insist in
order to get rice in time to go with your entree. The 
hall-of-mirrors effect somehow makes the place seem 
even more crowded. We can’t remember if they had pad 
thai or not. 
M: Kievskaya
Phone: 240-0597
Address: Bolshaya Dorogomilovskaya, 11
Hours: 12:00 - 24.00

Lan Sang
$-$$
Cheers: Cheapish Thai alternative that tries hard to please.
Schwartz was reduced to tears by the spiciness of his Tom Yam
Kung soup. Stick to basics and you’ll probably do OK; try the kang
khiao van mu or else.
Jeers: Frozen shrimp in soup. Flavorless chicken cashew dish.
Phad thai totally blew — soggy noodles and incoherent mush-like
presentation. Frog legs basically a tasteless version of chicken
wings. Decor a little bland.
M: Novoslobodskaya 
Phone: 973-3698
Address: Novoslobodskaya Ul. 26
Hours: 12.00 - 24.00

Tibet Himalaya
$$
Cheers: eXile alert! The biz lunch still kicks dalai ass—new and large
offerings every work day. Offers Russian food for biz lunch as well.
Baklay still first-rate appetizer; waitesses the very picture of grace
and politeness. Try the Momo dumplings and ask for the spicy (we
mean SPICY) sauce, Nomad soup, any of the pork entrees, but espe-
cially the egg-fried noodles. Make sure you order the Eggplant with
spicy garlic sauce, which is still a winner. A great place for a date.
Jeers: eXile alert! Recent business lunch visit proved that this place
has about as much flavor as an AvtoVaz stolovaya. Call us nutz, but
something tells us that Tibetan food has at least a trace of spiciness
to it. Stick with Tibet Kitchen, folks. Soy noodles with veggies have
even less flavor than we expected! Most recent visit for business
lunch was kind of a bummer. Mellow-inducing atmosphere may kill
your desire to follow up with an all-night debauch. Some of the
meat dishes are said to have slipped. 
M: Chistiye Prudy 
Phone: 917-3985
Address: Pokrovka 19
Hours: noon - midnight

Tibet Kitchen
$$
Cheers: Real live Tibetan monk seen here chowing down. Garlic
noodles give you a boner. Veggie or chicken spring rolls and Sha-
Baklay rock, as does the the sweet-and-sour chicken. Pleasant
atmosphere, good service, inoffensive orange walls. Kalmyk babe
waitress factor steadily rising. 
Jeers: Business lunch ain’t what it used to be, and it was never all
that. American backpackers seen here recently. Many entrees hard
to differentiate. All-Kundun, all-the-time video show makes you
embarrassed for Martin Scorcese.  
M: Okhotny Ryad
Phone: 923-2422, 961-3441
Address: Kamergersky per. 5/6
Hours: noon - 23.00

Chaikhona N 1
$$
Cheers: Wild interior, big portions, fresh ingredients and big style
make this place stand out among Moscow’s Central Asian restau-
rants. Great fresh meaty Samsa (200R), Shash-Kebab (from 300-
400R) and Plov (360R). Barbarian luxury with big-screen sports TV
is an eXile-friendly combo!
Jeers: Stick to the meat dishes and soups. The house dessert is
expensive (350R) and weird, like an Uzbek version of Smores. Go
ahead and try the horsemeat if you want, but you’ll regret it. We near-
ly gagged, and we don’t gag easily. Not the easiest place to get to.
M: Oktyabrskaya
Phone: 778-1756
Address: Inside Gorky Park, enter via Leninsky Prospekt (next to
the club Park)
Hours: Noon till late-ish

Vostochny Kvartal
$
Cheers: Hard to believe, but you can get delicious Uzbek food for
next to nothing right off the Arbat. Soups rule - Lagman and anoth-
er with meat raviolis were rich in flavor in a way Uzbek food usu-
ally lacks. Portions hearty, service lightening quick, atmosphere
very laid back. Great place for Cheap-Os to take a date...
Jeers: Plov was so greasy that it affected our BM the following day.
A loud middle-aged Russian man tried speaking English to us to
show off to his date, while she hid her face in her hands.  
Phone: 241-3803
M: Smolenskaya
Address: Ul. Arbat 45/24
Hours: Noon - Midnight

Uzbekistan
$$$$
Cheers: They have twenty dollar lagman. Like Travolta in Pulp
Fiction, we were shocked until we tried it. It may not have been
worth twenty bucks, but goddamn it was pretty good. Excellent
pumpkin samsas, tasty dolma. Cool neo-Soviet interior and hot
belly dancers. Definitely Moscow’s best, and most elitny, Uzbek
restaurant.
Jeers: You can buy entire villages in Uzbekistan for 20 bucks, so
why drop that on a measly bowl of lagman? It may sound like exot-
ic cuisine, but really, it’s just shitty nomad grub. There ain’t nothing
growing out there in them steppes but horses and dysentery. 
Phone: 923-0585
M: Tsvetnoi Bulvar
Address: Neglinnaya Ul. 29/14
Hours: Noon - Midnight

Burger Kveen

$
Cheers: Look, you’ve gotta give these guys credit for staying
in business. With food this horrific, they must be great busi-
nessmen.This may well be the single worst fast food restau-
rant in the known world. Should be renamed E. Burger Coli.
Jeers: Russia’s population declining by about 300,000 people
a year, which means a lot of people are still trying the food.
They were stupid enough to run ads in the eXile. Their food is
so awful that even the cashiers look like they have hepatitis.
M: Arbatskaya
Address: Nikitskaya 24
Hours: 11.00 - 02.00

Correa’s

$
Cheers: eXile alert! We just tried the food again and folks, we
have to repeat our thumbs-up. Pizzas that are light and
healthy, and desserts that are sinfully delish! You know the
name from Isaac Correa, the man who brought fusion cuisine
to Moscow via Uley. This time he lends his name, though not
his daily duties, to what already sets the standard for gourmet
deli/cafes in Moscow. If you’re sick of the same old leaky
vagina coffee, gelatinous dessert and pre-pack sandwich,
then Correa’s is your answer. The best desserts hands-down
for the price. Try the sinfully rich Chocolate Flourless Cake
(130R) and New York Cheesecake. Excellent simple sand-
wiches include Jamon Serrano with Olive Tapenade (210R)
and Black Angus Roast Beef (210R). Duck salad and pancetta
pizza are also big hits. Moscow’s best omelet and juices.
Gourmet pates, marinaded salads, sausages for sale.
Jeers: Seating area too small. No home fries with the omelet.
Emphasis on simplicity might annoy Texans.
M: Belorussky Vokzal
Phone: 933-6157
Address: Bolshaya Gruzinskaya 32
Hours: 8.00 - 22.00 weekdays, 9.00 - 22.00 weekends

Jack’s 

$$
Cheers: eXile alert! They continue to make the eXile pizza
upon request, even though it’s not on the menu any more. We
shit you not! Killer Brownies and chocolate chip cookies never
fail to impress. Chicken club pizza sounds gross, but tastes
sinfully good. Canneloni got a solid thumb-up from our sales
guy. Frequent customer deal (buy 6 pizzas, get one free) takes
some of the bite out of the high pices. 
Jeers: There should be a law prohibiting pizzas from getting
called “The Hampster”—it sounds like you should wear a con-
dom before eating it. Salmon sandwich. Sundays can be
suckdays, as consistency wanes. Heed our advice: don’t order
the Taco Salad. It should be called “Shit Salad.” Roll-ups
aren’t all they’re cracked up to be. Still too expensive.
Phone: 956-6196
Hours: 9.00 - 22.00

Johnny’s

$
Cheers: Ignore the new look and shortened name; Johnny’s is
still in the pizza makin’ business! Great gelato with constantly
changing flavors! New line of pizzas launched, including
Higgins-friendly frat pizzas, bizzar-O concept dessert pizzas,
yuppie pizzas and a whole lot more. Pizzas so covered with top-
pings that you can’t see the cheese! Personal/ medium/ large
(R100/R250/R500-ish) pizzas, meaning U get to call the shots!
Good place to take your provincial date, who’ll think it’s “klass”
and won’t bust your wallet. Afterwards, head downstairs into
Moscow’s happeningest disco, where you can ditch the provin-
cial date. Still delivering to your door after all these years! 
Jeers: New interior reeks of Friends meets Ikea and may be
altogether too happy for some of the more cynical of us. Don’t
get tempted by the cakes/baked goods, or we’ll have to say,
“we told you so.” Sometimes you can smell the sweat wafting
up from Papa John’s. 
M: Turgenevskaya
Phone: 755-9554
Address: 22 Myasnitskaya
Hours: 9.00 - 23.00 (until 6.00 weekends)

Call Lena at 795-3376 fax us at 245-1415
or email us at editor@exile.ru to give or receive 
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By Mark Ames

It’s the end of the year
and I don’t have a lot of
space here, so I’m going to
give you a very brief synop-
sis of some of the newest
movies to hit Moscow, then
a few of my year-end
awards based on my hi-tech
rating system. First,
Moscow’s newest movies…

THE LAST SAMURAI
This new Tom Cruise epic is so appalling

that I actually found it entertaining and nearly
watched it until the end, it was that bad. Cruise
has hit a new nadir in bad melodramatic tough-
guy acting, reaching levels not seen since
Charlton Heston in Soylent Green. Like
Heston, Cruise even has a moment in The Last
Samurai when, after the death of one of his
friends, he screams, "Noooooooo!" I didn’t
know movies were allowed to do that anymore.
But wait, there are other gems. Like when he
turns angrily to his Jap captors and snarls, "What
do you want from me?" Or when, in a contem-
plative mood on the boatride from America to
Japan, he opines, in interior monologue, "I am
beset by the ironies of my life." Later, he adds,
"There is something spiritual about this place [ie,
Japan]."

RATING: Three road accidents.
Watching this gave me the same sick thrill as
looking at corpses in a road accident or watch-
ing Dorozhny Patrul. 

LOONEY TUNES: BACK
IN ACTION

O Bugs Bunny, O Daffy Duck, we are not
worthy of thy divine spittle. You are the elder
gods of the eXile, and we, we are mere mortals
serving thy celestial example. Which is why I
apologize, O Bugs, O Daffy, for having even
purchased a pirate copy of this latest bastardiza-
tion of thy Greatness, this so-called "Looney
Tunes" movie, this heresy, this sacrilege, this
debasement of sacred writ by profanation. I call
down an anathema upon the heresiarchs who
disseminated this unholy chimera of classic
Looney Tunes footage interlarded with the vile
presences of such heathens as Jemma Elfman
and Steve Martin, who should long ago have
suffered auto-da-fe for his crimes. But to even
criticize this abomination of thy likeness is a
heresy itself. So I will keep my peace.

RATING: Three Inquisitions. The mak-
ers of this movie should burn in hell. Now.

FINDING NEMO
Your child will love this cartoon movie,

and that will call into question all of your pre-
vious feelings and high hopes for him/her/it.
The only way to rectify this is to take your
child to dinner at Ribny Bazaar after the show,
force the child to choose one of the fresh fish
on ice, watch the chef fry it up, and have him
eat it. Only then will your desire to beat your
child be assuaged. Finding Nemo’s only
saving graces are the Aussie sharks and the
crabs that hang out by the ocean sewer pipes.
Otherwise, it will take enormous effort to keep
you from dropping your kid off at the nearest
orphanage once the credits roll.

RATING: Two lactating breasts up. This
movie will shut your child up for awhile.

And now for a very
brief look back at the
year in Moscow English-
language cinema, 2003:

BEST STARS ‘N
STRIPES FILM OF 2003:
The greatest weapon in the War On Terror
in 2003 wasn’t the liberation of Iraq, the
cooptation of Qaddafi or the capture of
Khalid what’s-his-fuck. No, if anything took
the air out of Al Qaeda’s drive to wage jihad,
it was the worldwide release early this year
of JACKASS. Your average 19-year-old
angry raghead is sitting there preparing to
die in a suicide bombing when suddenly he
sees Jackass and thinks, "Why blow myself
up when I can just go to Japan, gork some
wasabi, puke it up, and get famous like
Steve-O?" I’m serious, folks. Jackass may
have staved off the jihadist horde for a good
year or two. It shows how young Americans
view the world: like our own goddamn play-
ground. Such cheerful confidence is hard to
resist. Thank Johnny Knoxville & Co. by
purchasing this movie and bowing respect-
fully to its every prank. It may have already
saved your life.

HOLOCAUST MOMENT:
This year Moscow saw only two movies
about the Holocaust, the Academy-award-
winning The Piano and the German for-
eign-film Nowhere In Africa. Just two?
We had a famine, folks. Cuz if there’s one
thing I can’t get enough of, it’s Holocaust
movies. They shock and surprise me like no
other genre. Every time these Holocaust
movies start, I think to myself, "It can’t hap-
pen here, in Germany." And every time, lo
and behold, it DOES happen in Germany,
and all the Jews start getting gassed. And I
think, "But how?" It’s such a shocker, but
really, it’s a lesson for us all. The lesson?
"Again and again. Holocaust movies. Again
and again."

BEST BIN LADEN
RECRUITING FILM OF
2003: Gosh, there are so many utterly

shitty Hollywood films of 2003 which
attracted scores of eager Al Qaeda
recruits, where do I start? First, let’s get
one thing straight. The bin Ladens don’t
hate our freedom, as Bush and the others
say. What they hate are our chick flicks.
Just listen to one of those bin Laden tapes:
"O faithful, O believers, I say unto you,
they that produce chick flicks shall suffer
the wrath of Allah! Woe unto the Infidels
and their Zionist chick flicks!" This pretty
much makes Legally Blond 2 the top
Al Qaeda recruitment flick for 2003,
although J. Lo’s Maid in Manhattan
is not far behind. Normally I would have
rated those films top black-eye-cons of
the year, but I must defer to bin Laden
himself on this. I would have liked to
have added Terminator 3 as a top Al
Qaeda recruitment flick, except that
young males from the Third World are just
stupid enough to be awed by it. Allahu
Akhbar!

YEA HITLER!: Nazis have

always been a bore in my book, and
Hitler, well, he was just an idiot. Or so I’d
thought until I saw that other Holocaust
movie early this year, Max. It’s a Eurofag
movie which pretends to try to take the
piss out of the Hitler myth, but inadver-
tently creates out of the young, struggling
Hitler one of the great cinematic
Dostoevskian anti-heroes that I’ve seen.
So that when Hitler screams at John
Cusack, "I am the avant-garde!" well, you
kinda believe it. I found myself giving my
TV full 45-degree-angle salutes, forced
myself to wear a yellow Star of David,
shunned myself on the streets and refused
to do business with myself any longer. I
only came to my senses after nearly beat-
ing myself to death outside of my own
apartment. But seriously folks, I highly
recommend this movie.

Manic Mark’s

Movie Madness

SHOW
TIMES
All films shown 
in Russian, except
those marked * (sub-
titled) and as other-
wise indicated.

AMERICA CINEMA
Radisson-Slavjanskaya
Hotel M: Kievskaya Tel:
941-8747 (All films shown
in English; Russian head-
phone translation avail-
able Tue.-Sun.)

Scary Movie 3
Dec. 25: 19.00, 21.00;
Dec. 27: 18.00, 20.00,
22.00; Dec. 28: 17.00,
19.00, 21.00; Dec. 29:
19.00, 21.00, Dec. 15:
17.00; Dec.31: 18.00; 

Finding Nemo
Dec. 25: 17.00; Dec.27:
12.00, 14.00,16.00; Dec.
28: 13.00, 15.00; Dec. 29:
17.00; Dec. 31: 14.00,
16.00; 

35 MM
47/24, Pokrovka., 
Tel. 917-54-92

Shattered Glass
Dec. 24: 9.00, 11.00,
13.00, 15.00, 17.00, 19.00,
20.45, 22.30, 0.30 ; Dec.
25-30: 15.00, 17.00, 19.00,
20.45, 22.30, 0.30; Dec.
31: 15.00, 17.00, 19.00

Dragon Hill
Dec. 25-30: 9.00, 12.00;
Dec. 31: 9.00, 12.00; Jan.
1: 12.00, 13.30; Jan. 2-11:
9.00, 10.30, 12.00, 13.30  

Love’s Brother
Jan. 1: 15.00, 17.00, 19.00,
21.00, 23.00, 1.00; Jan. 2-
11: 9.00, 17.0, 19.00,
21.00, 23.00, 1.00; Jan. 12-
21: 9.00, 11.00, 13.00,
15.00, 17.00, 19.00, 19.00,
21.00, 23.00, 1.00. 

ANOTHER YEAR 
OF HOLOCAUSTS
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One winter day, Kremlin
handlers create an election
commission chairman out of
snow named Sasha
Veshnyakov, who magically
comes alive. Sasha the
Snowjob Man fulfills the
Kremlin’s election wishes,
then melts afterwards. This
makes the Kremlin sad, until
they are reminded that
Sasha will return for the
presidential elections in
March, and every four years
after that.

SASHA THE
SNOWJOB MAN

Santa Chubais feels
unloved, so he mischie-
vously turns off all the
light and heating just in
time for Christmas! The
frozen townsfolk elect
Santa Chubais “Most
Hated Man in the World.”
Santa laughs all the way
to the bank, and labels
the townfolk “national-
socialists.” A feel-good
movie for kids 2-11 or
those in school in
Switzerland.

Rodina’s glowing red ass gets him dri-
ven out of town by all the mean
Westernized kids. But as it turns out,
Santa Putin needs Rodina to help guide
him to a Duma sweep. Rodina’s glowing
red ass becomes the hero, leading
Santa Putin to all the oil profits that
the evil Westernized kids hid from
him all these years.

RODINA THE RED-
ASSED ROTTWEILER

Looking down from his foggy London mountain-
top, the Jew sulks and grumbles listening to the
happy choruses of siloviki enjoying power and
riches in the Kremlin. He plots to ruin Christmas
cheer by bringing up a lot of depressing things
like apartment bombings and rigged elections. In
the end, the Kremlin townsfolk drown out The
Jew’s kvetching with complete control of all the
television networks, and they live happily ever
after (as far as anyone knows). 

THE JEW WHO STOLE
CHRISTMAS

TThhee  KKrreemmlliinn

SSSS iiii llll oooo vvvv iiii kkkk iiii ---- TTTT VVVV
and 

P R E S E N T
PPatriotic & educational X-Mas shows!!

A KREMLIN
CAROL

THE YEAR 
WITHOUT SANTA

CHUBAIS

Selfish banker Misha Khodorkovsky falls
asleep and is visited by ghosts of auctions
past. Misha wakes up to find himself
bouncing along in the back of an FSB van
and promises to mend his ways. Santa
decides to let Misha stay in prison to make
absolutely sure he’s learned his lesson.
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It’s A Privatized Life
by Roman Papsuyev, John Dolan and Mark Ames

Election Night at the SPS headquarters,

Anatoly Chubais is despondent... Over elitny sushi at Snobs, our hero confesses to Irena Khakamada.
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SALAMI 
John,
All I have to say is -- fuck yeah! That last

paragraph had my heart palpitating and reach-
ing for the nearest blunt object. I had a girlfriend
who's poor mother got taken by the zombies,
and she'd drag my ex to meetings at the pastor's
house where her vegetarianism was denounced
as "humanist" (as opposed to the true Christian's
proper diet of cannibalism?). And thanks for
having the balls to be a proper elitist. Keep it
up! Sharpening my zombie axe,

Paul Salamone

Dear Mr. Salamone,
Jesus Christ replies, "What’ve you

got against zombies? I don’t under-
stand this 20th century prejudice
against the walking dead, and
frankly, I find it offensive. There’s no
difference between us and you, except
maybe the smell. But all suggestions
that we feast on human flesh are pure
myth and fantasy. We are omnivores,
and the only human flesh we con-
sume is that which has been dead for
at least 48 hours. By the way, it’s
‘whose poor mother’ and not ‘who’s
poor mother.’ Don’t worry, you’ll have
plenty of time to brush up on your
English grammar, not to mention
your Greek, Latin and Aramaic,
when I get my hands on your soul."

CUMBRIA
Hey Fatso: 
Last piece you wrote had us in a quag-

mire. Now that fluffy has been captured I
guess you are going to have focus more on
the African wars which seem to be more of
your area of expertise. Any thoughts?

Joe Cambria

Dear Mr. Cambria,
Nope, no thoughts.

A LARD
Gary Brecher:
On one hand, you're right that we've been

doing well in Afghanistan. We've kept the local
ruffians suppressed and we haven't lost many
troops. What worries me is that our control is
constantly retreating into Kabul. It feels like
political control become pigeonholed into the
capitol, while the rest of the country foments in
ever more disorder and chaos. As it happens,
disorder and chaos are bad, because that makes
it a potential breeding ground for terrorists. And
keeping the terrorists out of Afghanistan was
the whole point of the war -- wasn't it?

Koby Allard

Dear Mr. Allard,
Are you sure you want to go on

record saying that disorder and
chaos are bad? Because you know,
those words could come back to
haunt you some day. 

OSIC
Dear Mark Ames
Have just read your piece about OSCE on

22 December. I sent the attached email to the
Chairman of the OSCE on the same subject
and reflecting the same sentiment. 

America needs a counterweight to its
place in the world. With the death of commu-
nism the balance of power has been lost and
America has lost its claim to the moral leader-
ship which made it loved. Bush makes
America appear a venal, undemocratic, war-
mongering state. Russia needs a strong leader
not just for Russia's sake to cure its many ills
but to push America back to a more moderate
stance and more American foreign policy. 

America's fear of terrorism makes it appear
like an elephant terrified of ants. It has pervert-
ed its foreign policy and is carrying out Israel's
by proxy, thus invoking the wrath of the Arab
world and creating a new enemy for itself. 

I think it more appropriate if Russia sends
observers (a Russian OSCE) to the USA to
monitor Bush's November 2004 election. Who
funds this shadowy organisation exactly? In
who's interest does it speak? On who's author-
ity does this man speak, to meddle thus in
Russian affairs? 

Sincerely
John Collins

Dear Mr. Collins,
Amazing news! After you for-

warded the eXile article to the
Chairman of the OSCE, he issued a
public apology and has announced
that the OSCE will be disbanding itself
in shame, noting that "its credibility

has been destroyed forever by the eXile
article…and by the email we received
from one John Collins." Further resig-
nations are expected in the near
future, including Ariel Sharon’s and
Donald Rumsfeld’s. See what a letter
can do, folks? It takes a village!

HOWARD THE [SIC]
MarK
Re: Georgia in the Crunch
Brilliant, prescient, literate, concise, and

witty. Said more in a few column inches than
a two-hour long PBS documentary. Thanks.

Howard P. Henson

Dear Mr. Henson,
Please tell Ames something he

doesn’t already know.

POLE SMOKER
John,
Would you let me translate into Polish

and publish "Meeting the NatsBols" on my
website www.najmici.net? Of course, with
original credits and a link to exile.ru

Exile is getting quite a bit of coverage on
KPFK in So. California. That is also how I
found you on the web. It's good.

Stay warm,
Peter Szymanski

Dear Mr. Szymanski,
Wow, we didn’t even know Poles

had learned how to translate. Does
that mean you’ve finally figured
out how to screw in that proverbial
light bulb?

U CAN’T
If I was to come to Russia, I would bring a

machete so I could cut off your balls you
worthless piece of crap. One of the UCONN
players in your photos, Diana Tarausi, has
been playing with men her whole life, before
she STARTED as a freshman for the UCONN
team, and still does so.  She could beat any one
of your asses with one hand behind her back. I
cannot believe you would place a picture of
her and the other amazingly talented athletes
that make up the Connecticut team in this poor
excuse for journalism and compare them to
whores.  Obviously, you have no personal
knowledge of this subject and I would ask you
to keep your worthless opinions to yourself
until you obtain this. These women have
worked their whole lives to get into college
while playing basketball, their passion. I
believe you feel the need to illegitimately defe-
cate on these females simply because they are
so much more successful than your teams, who
cant even work out their ethnic issues. I hope
you may someday pull your head out of your
ass and see how totally off base you are. And if
you have a wife (which I highly doubt you
would ever be able to obtain), may God have
mercy on her soul. Rot in hell you dirty pig.

Sincerely,
A 16 year old American girl
PS-If no one else has tried to cut off your

balls, maybe you could use them to come to
America, and see how you and your col-
leagues do against even some of the girls at
the high school level. I would love to see the
look on your face when you get your ass
kicked by a bunch of girls my age.

Dear Ms. 16-year-old 
American girl,

Can you send us a jpeg of your
training bra? 

THE WORLD AS

[SIC]
Please, please correct the spelling of

Zhopengauer. It's "Schopenhauer", not
"Schoepenhauer". Don't give THEM a chance
to scoff.

D.S. (a rabidly loyal and unquestioning
reader)

Dear Mr. S.,
Arthur Schopenhauer replies,

"Whew, thanks for that. I’ve been try-
ing to reach the eXile web master for
months now, but I can’t get my damn

computer modem to work. I’m, heh-
heh, I’m just really bad with comput-
ers and things like that, which is
embarrassing because you know, I’m
German and stuff. You don’t know of
a decent techie type here in…wait,
where am I? Wait a minute…hey.
Hey! Holy shit Jesus mother of Mary
God! I’m dead! Nooooo! I mean, hey,
I know I talked about death and stuff,
but it’s one thing to write about it. I
didn’t actually think…death. Oh
God! HELP ME!!! HEEEEELPPPP!"

GO-AWAY-VARD!
Hi Lyolya
Perhaps if I were your age and sex and

lived where you live I too would take drugs,
say 'fuck' a satisfying number of times and sur-
round myself with men with the  intelligence
of sardines. Ochen' bitchin'! Perhaps some
day you might visit a place in your gorod that
is not a smelly armpit, and report on it to us. I
await it!

Bperyod (sp) !
Govard, Amerikanets.

Dear Mr. Govard,
Perhaps if you had balls and an

interesting life and didn’t live in a
bland American suburb and spend
14 hours a day in a sterile cubicle
you might have understood how sad
your letter is. We await it!

IS BLACK BEAUTI-

FUL?
Lyolya,
Interesting article. I read through it rather

quickly and wanted more. I find it interesting
that Maskin's girlfriend listened to rap music.
I'm sure that had something to do with their
break-up. I am a black guy (American) and I
am married to a Russian women, I enjoy the
culture immensely and the hospitality when I
visit. Being stared at is a wee bit uncomfortable
but I understand especially since I look very
American. I do see though many of the Russian
youth though becoming the MTV generation to
an extent. On two separate visits I've seen graf-
fiti on the various walls that stated DMX (he's a
rapper) rules. Last Jan on Russian TV I saw this
black women hosting a Russian Talk show that
seemed really popular. My wife who grew up
in Saratov listens to rap as well and loves quite
a few things that many Americans do. 

My question to you since you are a
reporter and obviously live in Moscow is what
are most Russian youths today? Age demo-
graphic being between 15-20 and 20-25 as
young adults. What are they into? Music, style,
and recreation! I do know the Russian middle
class is really starting to develop so I would
imagine the youth would be the beneficiaries
of this economic growth. Thank you for your
time and again very interesting article.

Les Samuel

Dear Mr. Samuel,
Normally we would respond to

your letter, but since you’re black,
we won’t.

WAR TURD
Gary Brecher:
One of my clients thoroughly enjoys your

articles, but finds the majority of Exile's con-
tent offensive. Is there any way he can recieve
your columns, without visiting the Exile site?
Let me know if you have a mailing list or per-
sonal website.

Thanks.
Firefly

Dear Ms. Firefly,
Actually what your client told us

was that he finds your vaginal cavi-
ty thoroughly enjoyable but your
face, ass and personality repulsive. Is
there any way he can tap your vagi-
na without having to come into con-
tact with the rest of you? Let us know.

ALL GROWS UP
Deniska

you grew up and got boring ... no more
threesomes with hot bisexual models???

Yours truly,
hot bisexual model

Dear Ms. model,
Vijay Maheshwari, is that you?

Have you come back from the dead?
Or have you been reincarnated…as
yourself? A bit of advice: referring to
yourself as a "hot bisexual model" is
a little on the gauche side for an
Indian man in his mid-30s. Really,
you’re our secretary. Try referring to
yourself as "eternally living in the
shadow of the eXile." At least people
will believe it.

CHILE CON [SIC]E
Hey there War Nerd,
Would you like to write a personal insight

on the "Pacific War" between Chile and
Peru/Bolivia (1879-1883)? It has a lot of fea-
tures I guess you'd like, such as the first
amphibian assault in history, bloody naval bat-
tles, nearly-suicidal charges (were my fellow
vintage soldiers some kind of berserkers or
what?), etc, etc. It has the wonderful combina-
tion of inept elites and mad/brave soldiers. I
have some souces but they are in spanish.

Cheers,
Juan
Chile

Dear Senor Juan,
Sergio the Latino Dancer replies,

"Hey maricon mo’erfahker, wha’ this
bullshit abou’ Chile an’ Peru, ah?
They laughable place, mang! Yo soy
de Argentina, mang! No trucho with
a name ‘Juan’ gonna tell me, Sergio,
bout war in Latino America, mang!
My people, we fahkin kick la caca
outta chinches like you Chileans for
fun, mang! And when we through
kicking your puto ass, we dance,
mang! Tha’ right, mang! We dance!
We dance salsa, mang! We dance
dirty, mang! Comprende, cabron?"

SHANDRA

ODYSSEY
Denis,
Nice review on Chandra...where is it

located? 
Thanks, 
Robert, 
Denver, CO

Dear Mr. Robert,
It’s located about 10,000 miles

from Denver. From there, take a left
onto Leningradsky Prospekt until it
turns into Tverskaya, and a right on
Gazetny Pereulok. You can’t miss it.

BETTER TRANS-

LATE THAN NEVER
Dear eXile,
At me bad English, Russian probably is

hardly better:) therefore I shall transfer the letter
through machine translation www.translate.ru 

Well it is possible to count it for a greet-
ing. Thanks for that that owing to you and
your notes I have not lead in vain the next
day. I shall sickly-sweet not speak about that
that that is written simply super. These are
your ideas and notes written very interesting-
ly and witty and for this thanks. Much more
interestingly than if I have bought one of
glossy magazines. They so do not insert. 

I have such feature, I always thank those
people which anyhow to me were interesting,
or useful or appeared during necessary time.
Your book has appeared uk me in hands dur-
ing necessary time, and this many thanks. I
shall be glad to invite to a cup of coffee or
than that is more strong. 

Dim

Dear Dim,
You are spicking Eenglish very

finely. As for we, we are licking
Moscow very mulch, Russia people is
always so hostile and degenerated to

us. Meeting for cup of coffee or much
stronger not only with your sister
and friends and herpes please too, if
this is a good okay? Smell you soon!

WHO’S ZIMA-ING

WHO?
Salnikov,
I went to Zima on the opening night. I was

there to see with my own eyes how 'elitny' it
actually was. Youre right everyone was in
Mexx (except not the brand but the fur). I had
a great time sitting in the VIP booth sipping on
crystall, chasing vodka with black caviar, and
dancing with 'models'. The models didnt chase
my G55 when I left the club though, and they
didnt ski on my 'rock hard stomache' either (I
wish I could be you!). You obnviously are a
phony and not elitny enough to have been at
Zima so stop putting down great clubs just
because face control wont let you in. Also im a
little confused... youre always talking about all
these bitches you fuck but yet Dima gives great
massages... I smell bisexual tendencies...is
Salinikov coming out of the closet? 

Teenage Millionaire
Hollywood, CA

Dear Mr. Millionaire,
What closet? What are you talk-

ing about? What’s wrong with getting
a massage from Dima? It’s perfectly
normal. What are you implying?

RUBIN SUCKWICH
Mark:
Check-out the below link for my nomina-

tion to this year's worst article about Russia
written by an American journalist. 

http://www.philly.com/mld/inquirer/ne
ws/columnists/7454613.htm

This article surly beats Michael Wines,
hands-down. In particular, it's the following
paragraph that seals the deal for me: Trudy
Rubin (Philadelphia Inquirer) writes,

"Who is Mr. Putin?" I queried four top
Russian officials, who sat on a stage before
1,000 international businessmen at the Davos
World Economic Forum. One after the other,
each looked around nervously and refused to
answer. Russian TV crews filmed the scene,
which was rebroadcast for weeks."

Trudy Honey- could it be that those "top
Russian officials" either didn't understand
your simple-minded Bush-like question or
that they just thought it too fuckin' stupid to
answer. I think their silence speaks volumes
about your lack of understanding regarding
Russia.

Schezliva, TGP

Dear Mr. TGP,
Hey, get out of our kitchen, will

ya?! We’ll make the judgments about
lame-ass foreign correspondents
around here. You just take your seat
and wait to be served. Jeez, the nerve
of our readers!

UNDERGRAD

GROVEL
Mark - 
I've been reading the eXile for a few years

now since my first trip to Moscow in Nov '00,
and while I've always been quite aware of the
normal things the paper is known for (and
grown from a 50/50 love/hate split to a tawdry
90/10 on that), I've somehow missed the more
'newspaperly' bits I'm told have sprung up
from time to time and even been important in
a traditionally journalistic way.

But I was quite amazed by the editorial on
Georgia. Like so many things about these coun-
tries, you have to have been there to really
understand what's happening. I've read a lot in
various places about what's been going on in
the last month, and you nail what's most basic
and most important in the briefest and must
succinct of ways. Getting to the heart of a mat-
ter in tens of thousands of words is one thing;
getting there in a page is far more impressive.

So yeah, bravo for you, and keep doing
what you do. And if you ever want a soon-to-
be-college grad to come be the office
bitch/waterboy and possibly write from time
to time, drop me a line. 

-josef kijewski

Dear Mr. Kijewksi,
This may come as a shock to you,

but we could really give a rat’s ass
about your coming-of-age transfor-
mation into full-blown dick-sucking
eXile groupie. 

fax to [sic] 245-1415
e-mail: editor@exile.ru
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By Mark Ames

This issue’s Whore-R story should have
been a breeze. About a month ago, I got this
email:

"Hi Mark,
"I am the happy owner of Russian dot-

com startup [name of site deleted– Ed.]. I
suppose your Russian is decently good, so
the name of my Internet resource might tell
you I am very much fond of reading your
vivid reports on Whore-R section of the Exile. 

"As a sign of great appreciation of your
linguistic talent I would like to offer you my
humble support to your work. I suggest to

arrange a visit of any "escort girl" (including
any of the 5* girls!!) to you free of charge. The
girl of your choice will do her best to please
you and produce the best impression.

"I would also like to enrich your experi-
ence of Russia. You might have never heard
of Yakutia, a distant location deep in north-
ern Russia. The following girl (picture
attached) is a typical representative of female
beauty available in Yakutia. BTW, her phone
number is [deleted] should you wish to con-
tact her directly. Or, you may choose any
other girl available at X ...

"In return, I would appreciate if your
could mention X (including web address) in

one of your precious writings devoted to an
issue of whoring.

"This is a serious offer, should you wish
to discuss or if you have any questions please
do not hesitate to email me. 

"With best wishes…"
I didn’t respond because I wanted to be

left alone, so last week I got this email: 
"Mark,
"I have been reading every single word

in the last few issues of Exile, and ... not a sin-
gle word? Do you still plan to write some-
thing on my business? Don't forget you would
be contributing to the development of
Russian dot com industry.

"Merry Christmas!"
In the interests of the shareholders, I

finally responded to this pimp’s email. And
got no reply. So I sent another email. And still
didn’t get a reply. So finally I called up the
aforementioned Yakut whore on her mobile.

"Allo," she said. Background noise sug-
gested that she was in a cafe.

"Hi. Is this Lena?"
"Yes."
"Hi, um, my name is Mark. I got your

name from the guy who runs [name of web
site]. He sent me a letter telling me that I
could have you for free."

"What? I don’t know what you’re talking
about. Who are you?"

"I’m a journalist." 
"A journalist?" she asked.
"An American journalist. The editor of

the eXile."
"Never heard of it," she said suspiciously.
"I was told you would, uh, service me

for free."
"I don’t know what you’re talking about.

What was the name of the guy?"
"He didn’t leave a name," I said. It sud-

denly occurred to me that he signed his emails
just "admin" and the name of the website.

"Well I don’t know what you’re talking
about. No one ever told me. Are you just try-
ing to dupe me?"

"Sorry! Bye!"
If the asshole who supposedly set me up

with that free trick is reading this, you owe
me a mother-daughter tag-team. And I get to
pee on both mother and daughter, after a
right good fisting. Otherwise our counsel,
Morris U. Snideman, will drive your site out of
business and back into the foul sewer of
unprofessionalism where it belongs.

With the halyava deal off and angry
shareholders screaming down my neck, I
turned to a REAL whore delivery site, public-
house.ru, and picked out an 18-year-old red-
head with size 3 breasts. 

She promised to be at my house in 40
minutes, which usually means an hour and
15. Amazingly enough, she was there in 30.

Except for the dark rings under her eyes,
she looked roughly similar to her picture,
which is rare. Whore shopping on the Net is
a lot like shopping for used cars. Usually a
photo will show a model-type whore babe
with perfect proportions; by the time she
arrives at your house, the dents, wear and
tear are grotesquely visible. 

The whore stood in my doorway, com-
posed yet oddly confused. She asked if I
could pay her $100 up front for the two
hours, and if she could take the money
downstairs to her pimp, who was waiting in a
taxi, then return to me. 

"No."
"Then can you at least pay me up front,

and I’ll call him?"
"Well, okay."
I handed her two fifties and the phone.
After calling, she still stood in my

entrance hall. I had to explain to her that she
could take off her tacky leopard-spotted coat
and knee-high boots. I’ve never had to do
that with a whore before. Whores can do
three things with their eyes closed: lube-
swiping their snappers, mouth-applying con-
doms, and finding coat racks in a john’s
entrance hall to hang up their leopard-spot-
ted coats. But this whore seemed lost with the
coat rack.

I brought her into my apartment and sat
her down on my tiny post-Soviet sofa for a
chat. She sat as far away from me as the sofa
allowed.

Her name was Anna. She was shorter
than I’d expected, but she seemed to have a
good, thin body with full-sized breasts. Her
red hair was finely combed with bangs neat-
ly trimmed across her brow, and hanging
straight below her shoulders, very conserva-
tive, like a nice Christian girl. She didn’t wear
makeup, but she didn’t need too much. She
looked oddly wholesome and even kind of
Western.

"Something to drink? Wine?" I asked.
"Just water," she said. "I don’t drink. Or

smoke."
I thought, "Oh, I see, but you suck dick

for cash and that’s perfectly healthy." Another
one of these weirdly moralistic, health-con-
scious whores.

She wasn’t as chat-shy as some whores,
who are just eager to get down to business
and get the john’s orgasm over with. If any-
thing, Anna was eager not to rush to the bed. 

"Where are you from?" I asked.
"Bender."
"You mean from Transdniestr? I’ve been

there twice! I had to do a couple of stories on
Moldova. So what’s going on there? Is
Transdniestr coming back to Moldova, or are
you still completely separate?"

She looked confused. "Bender is in the
Pridnestrovskaya Moldovaskaya Respublika,"
she said, giving me the official name of the
separatist Russian-speaking region where she
lives, as if reciting for her teacher.

"Right, but are you becoming part of
Moldova again or are you separate?"

Again, confused, she answered, as if by
rote, "Pridnestrovie only happens to be close
to Moldova. That is why we have problems
with the Romanians."

"So it’s still going to be a Slavic region."
"Slavic? I don’t understand."
"Russian-speaking."
She was thoroughly confused. "Yes, we

speak Russian."
"Do you speak any Romanian?"
"Just a few words," she said shyly.
"You have a kind of border with

Moldova, right, even though you’re not rec-
ognized as a separate country," I said.

"I don’t understand."
"So how is Bender? I was there once."
"Then you know how it is. No work. No

one respects anyone else. No jobs. The gov-
ernment steals everything. There is nothing
there, nothing at all," she said.

"Do you remember the civil war?"
"Not much. I was in Russia, in the North,

with my grandmother during the war. My par-
ents sent me there. It was in 1991-2, so it was
a long time ago. I was young."

"You didn’t see any fighting? Because I
know that Bender is on the front, where the
most fighting was."

"I was in Bender as the war broke out,"
she said. "There was gunfire. There were
bombs, grenades. There were explosions in
my apartment building. They even fought
there. I was so frightened that I developed a
stutter. My parents got me a teacher to help
me get rid of the stutter. It took years. I was
afraid of the dark for so long. I couldn’t go to
the bathroom alone. I was sent up to the
North of Russia."

"Where in the North?" 
"I don’t remember. My grandmother’s. I

just remember polar bears."
"Polar bears?!"
"Well, just cubs."
"Polar bear cubs?!"
"I was young. I don’t remember."
"How old were you?"
"Eight or nine."

Yes, Vagina, There Is 

a Santa John

W H O R E - R  S T O R I E S
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"So you were born in 1985, huh?" I
asked.

"No. 1984."
"So you’re 19 and not 18?"
"No, I’m 18, I’ll be 19 next year. In

February. I was born in February, 1984."
"But that would make you 20 next year."
"No, I’ll be 19. But that’s not important.

So tell me, Mark. Do you have a family?"
"Never been married," I said.
She didn’t quite believe me. "You

should. You’re well at the age to be married,
aren’t you?"

"In California, people don’t marry until
they’re 50," I said.

"That’s strange. Is it nice there?"
"It’s paradise."
"Do you own a house there?"
"No."
"Do you own this apartment, Mark?"
"No."
"Do you own a car here?"
"No."
Her disappointment mushroomed. "Do

your parents or anyone in your family own a
house or car?"

"They all do. I’m the only one who does-
n’t own a thing."

She gave me a look like, "Great, I’m
stuck with the loser of the Ames clan. Thanks
a lot, Jesus!"

She told me that she had come to
Moscow for vacation for a few months. She’d
never been on vacation anywhere before. I
showed her a stash of cash from places I’ve
been to: Egyptian money, Filipino,
Belorussian, and even some "surovie" or
"kuponchiki" from Pridnestrovie. 

"We don’t use those anymore," Anna
said, embarrassed at the small play-money

currency of her homeland. "We have better
notes now. Do you have any U.S. dollars?"

"I just gave you two fifties," I said.
"I’ve never seen dollars before, Mark."
"Well now you have some."
For some reason she wouldn’t look at the

money I gave her. She told me that she took up
whoring to pay for her "vacation" in Moscow.
She left her daughter with her parents. Her hus-
band was away in Portugal "on business."

"What business is he in?" I asked.
"Foodstuffs," she answered.
"Foodstuffs?"
"Um, well, he’s a truck driver for a food-

stuffs company." She laughed with shame. "I
see him about once every six months. He’s
usually away on the road."

"How long have you been married?" I
asked.

"About a year."
"So you’ve been married a year and you

see each other once every six months?"
"We marry young there. You know how it

is. We started seeing each other. Then a baby
appeared. We got married. Happens all the
time. You should get married, Mark. It’s time."

"What’s good about being married?" I
asked. "Why do you like it?"

"Well, for example, Mark, you come
home from work, your bed is made and the
sheets are fresh, you have soup and meat
ready for you on the table."

"No, Anna, I mean why was getting mar-
ried good for you?"

She paused. "Mark, you see, the thing is
when my husband comes home at night, he’s
tired and he has someone waiting for him.
His food is already prepared, the house is
clean, everything’s in order. You don’t have
to worry about anything."

"Anna, I understand what the advantage
is for the husband, but what do YOU get out
of being married?"

She stopped, slumped for a second
thinking. Then she straightened her back and
said, "Well, my husband brings me money."

"Is that it?"
She seemed thoroughly confused. She

didn’t know what path I was leading her
down, what the right answer should be. So
she simply changed the subject.

"Moscow is so beautiful," she said. "It’s
my first time."

"When did you get here?"
"Just a week ago."
"Did you take a train here?" I asked.
"No, car."
"You drove here?" I pictured one of those

white Whores On Wheels mini-vans, packed
full of Moldovan whores in leopard-spot
coats…the entire van done up like a leopard-
spot whore, like the dog van in Dumb &

Dumber, barreling through GAI check-
points from one Ukrainian DeathPorn village
to the next…Whore & Whore-R… now
that would be a great Road Flick! This
thought led to a certain impulse rearing its
ugly purple head. 

"Enough talking," I said. "Let’s get into
bed."

I led Anna to my bathroom. She asked
me if she could close the door – she wanted
privacy. 

A couple of minutes later, she appeared
in my bedroom with a towel wrapped around
her tiny body. She was still wearing a bra and
panties, black cheap Transdniestr faux-lace.

I removed her towel and brought her
close against me, getting a good look at her
proportions with my hands. Her body was

decently taut and pale. But a cloud of intense
body odor wafted up when I started to
remove her bra. I haven’t smelled body odor
like this in awhile. On such a dainty little girl!
It was a body odor that rivaled my own
Moroccan pheromones. But whereas my b.o.,
at its worst, "smells like the Middle East" (to
quote Yitzak Rabin’s assessment of the 1993
World Trade bombing) – that is to say, an
open sewer, an old dog after swimming in a
dirty pond – Anna’s body odor had the odor
of serfdom, of wet manure and foul stables
with pigs and horses, of half-tended fields
and rotting wood in humid summer.

Rotting wood. That’s how I’d describe my
unit after I removed her bra. Plop! Her breasts
literally dropped down, nipples-first, like
those nose-down bombs dropping from
Messerschmitts during World War Two. Her
baby not only was sucking her breasts – she
was using them for pull-up bars! Anna must
have been aware of it because she cupped her
breasts in her hands as we moved to my bed.  

I lay on top of her, and that was when
I smelled her breath. If you’ve ever smelled
a taxi driver’s breath, the ones who don’t
brush their teeth, then you can imagine
hers. Like powerful old tea, like old water
from a flower pot.

I had to plug my nose. But she started
getting excited. She moved into me and start-
ed to moan, eyes closed. "Mark, I can’t wait
any longer. Get a condom." I thought she was
faking it, or at least exaggerating. But I was
happy to comply – this wasn’t a fuck that I
wanted to last any longer than necessary.

I reached and grabbed a condom. Tried
to get her to blow me but she was clearly
uncomfortable. So I made her jerk me, while
I held my head away and rubbed her hips,

one part of her body that I knew was still taut.
When my unit was brought to attention,

I pulled the condom on myself and mounted
her. She couldn’t spread her legs very wide.
Her vagina was tight and wet and she heaved
when I first entered her as if she was really
enjoying it. I finally forced my way deeper
inside, although it wasn’t easy. She resisted.
At one point I had her get on top of me. She
was pretty dull on top, rocking up and down
and looking at me with a kind of psychotic
expression. I pulled her down, foolishly
opening my nostrils – now my bedroom
stank like locker room, with plenty of barn
manure thrown in.

It was time to get this over with. I focused
on her wet, tight vagina and her taut hips, and
got myself to cum. She wanted to continue,
but I rolled off of her and lay on my back.

"Do you want to do it again?" she asked.
"No, I’m tired." Don’t breathe through

your nose, I thought.
"When was the last time you were with a

woman?" she asked.
"I don’t know. A couple of weeks ago."
She paused, smiled, and leaned on top of

me, armpits opened. "You’re my first client."
I laughed. "Come on, you don’t have to tell

me that."
"It’s true! Couldn’t you feel it, by how tight I

am? You’re my first. It’s been a long time. I only
have my husband, and he…"

She tried to get conversation going. "We
have another half hour left." But I shooed her out
of my house and packed her off. I opened my
windows to let cold fresh air through and burned
some candles. As she left, she told me to call her
any time. That she would become my exclusive
whore if I wanted it.

I thanked her and wished her a Merry
Christmas.
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Sweet 
couples
Sauna,
Catalogue

• RELAXING
MASSAGE
995-9224

CLASSIFIEDS•CLASSIFIEDS•CLASSIFIEDS•CLASSIFIEDS•CLASSIFIEDS

● VIP-sauna ● VIP-rooms ● Swimming-pool  ● Jacuzzi ● Erotic massage ● Strip-hall ●

● Russian and Europian cuisine ● Parking ● Jobs for girls ● Karaoke 

Лицензия серия МТРЛ   Регистрационный № 000365  
Код ФО    Свидетельство №001.157.359 от 30.12.97  

ИТ №002194

Aquamassage
САУНА НА ПЛЮЩИХЕ
Sauna "Na Plyushchikhe"

Dive into a world of caress and
beauty. The soft and experi-
enced hands of charming mer-
maids will bring true pleasure
to your body and soul.

242-8148, 248-3746  around-the-clock

M A S S A G E  

!!! WE OPEN NEW SAUNA. Tel.: 288-96-33 !!!

•MASSAGE
743-3796•Liza •Russiangays.biz

BLACK. ORIENTAL.
RUSSIAN

Top models. Elite class. Catalogue. 

798-0489

EXOTIC LADIES

CLASSIFIEDS•CLASSIFIEDS•CLASSIFIEDS•CLASSIFIEDS•CLASSIFIEDS

DOMINATION
&

NURSE
411 37 947
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TWI-XXX!!!TWI-XXX!!!TWI-XXX!!!

•BEAUTIES
364-2371
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Dial-Up Access
starting at 0.4 USD per hour

Night Time - Free!

Internet Access in Moscow 
and more than 30 cities in Russia 

and CIS countries

Regional and Global Roaming 
in over 250 cities 
and countries all over the world

Hosting the eXile’s
world-wide infamous 
e-zine www.exile.ru

24 hours 
Hotline - 363-2111

http://www.rol.ru 
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